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General Information 

Development of the Assessment Record Sheets 
The content of this volume is a support material component of the Training Package. It is 
designed for use by trainers, workplace assessors or qualified supervisors and trainees to 
record details of the learner’s progress. 

This Book replaces the documents produced for CEP, CAN and Cabling, developed for 
ICT97. The Assessment Record sheets contained in this volume were developed as a product 
of wide ranging consultation both during the review of the Telecommunications Training 
Package and for a considerable time prior to the review. Previous assessment instruments 
were generally viewed as being too complex and requiring an excessive amount of 
information.  

The record sheets are an adaptation of the instrument developed for the Cabling assessors. In 
the Cabling area there has been an extensive use of assessment instruments by TITAB 
registered assessors. The instruments currently in use satisfy the needs of Cabling assessors 
and have received widespread support.  

These sheets will be the basis for all assessment instruments associated with the 
Telecommunications Training Package. 

Importance of the Assessment Record Sheets 
When training is completed, it is important for the Learner to keep the Assessment Record 
Sheets.  These can be used to: 

• Show employers what training the Learner has done.  The training completed is nationally 
recognised and can be used in any State/Territory;  

• Assist with job applications; and 
• Show training institutions, like TAFE, the Learner’s prior learning and get recognition of 

this learning.  This means the Learner can get advanced standing in other courses and will 
not have to repeat the training. 
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Getting the Most out of Training 
The following steps will assist the Learner to get the most out of his/her training: 

Prepare Prepare properly. Find out from your Supervisor/Trainer or 
Employer details of the proposed training program. 

Listen Listen carefully to what is being explained.  If you do not 
understand or you are unsure, ask questions or ask for it to be 
repeated. 

Observe Watch when a task is explained and shown.  Take note of how it 
is being done. Ask for examples and, where appropriate, make 
use of work manuals.  Do not be afraid of feedback, as this will 
help you and your supervisor know how you are progressing. 

Do Active learning is “having a go” yourself.  Do not be discouraged 
if you make mistakes.  Keep trying. 

 
During your training, be active, observant, positive and realistic. 

When your supervisor gives you a task to perform, check which competencies the task 
contributes to.  When you believe you have performed the task well, ask your supervisor to sign 
the competency off. 

Concerns about training 
Always discuss your concerns with your Supervisor/Trainer.  Your Supervisor can help if they 
know you are having problems.  Should you not be able to resolve any issues and require 
advice, contact 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communications and Information Technology Training Company Hotline 

1800 628 765 
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Pathways for Telecommunications Technical Qualification 
Framework
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Qualification Planning and Progress Chart 

Progress 
1. Meet with your Employer/Trainer and/or your Training Provider (either together or 

separately) and determine the competency standards relevant for your qualifications and 
work role. The requirements for each qualification are detailed in this book and information 
for each competency standard is available in Volume 2 – Call Centre Competency 
Standards. 

2. Add your competency selection to the space provided in the following Qualification Charts. 

Planning 
As you work your way through your training program and gain experience on the job, you will 
be required to keep records associated with selected competency standards. 

After each competency standard unit has been satisfactorily assessed by your approved 
assessor, tick them off the chart in the box provided.  On completion of all the chart 
requirements, application can be made to the Training Provider for the Call Centre 
Qualification. 

Competency Standards Records Keeping 
Trainees are required to maintain sections of this Assessment Record Book by regularly 
completing the records for each competency units under assessment. 
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Work Experience Log – SAMPLE 
Below is a sample of a Work Experience Activities Record Form.  It is to be completed by the Learner and verified by the Supervisor.  Blank pages of the 
Form follow. 

Brief description of work experience (using key points) Experience related to Competency Unit 

Determine and mark out cable routes, organise cable tray materials  

Install brackets and cable tray supports on walls and on ceilings  

Install brackets and perforated cable tray on walls and ceilings  

Install catenary wires, brackets in ceiling cavities  

Install plastic multichannel support brackets and ducting  

Determine cable routes, haul and secure multicore copper cable  

Install brackets, metal ducting and cable ladders on brick walls   

  

  

  

  

  

 

Trainee Name:  Kate Ng-Smith Supervisor’s Name:  Mary Biggs Supervisor’s Signature: XXXXXXXXXXXX  
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Work Experience Log 
Below is a sample of a Work Experience Activities Record Form.  It is to be completed by the Learner and verified by the Supervisor.  Blank pages of the 
Form follow. 

Brief description of work experience (using key points) Experience related to Competency Unit 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Trainee Name: Supervisor’s Name: Supervisor’s Signature:  
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Work Experience Log 
Below is a sample of a Work Experience Activities Record Form.  It is to be completed by the Learner and verified by the Supervisor.  Blank pages of the 
Form follow. 

Brief description of work experience (using key points) Experience related to Competency Unit 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Trainee Name: Supervisor’s Name: Supervisor’s Signature:  
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Work Experience Log 
Below is a sample of a Work Experience Activities Record Form.  It is to be completed by the Learner and verified by the Supervisor.  Blank pages of the 
Form follow. 

Brief description of work experience (using key points) Experience related to Competency Unit 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Trainee Name: Supervisor’s Name: Supervisor’s Signature:  
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Work Experience Log 
Below is a sample of a Work Experience Activities Record Form.  It is to be completed by the Learner and verified by the Supervisor.  Blank pages of the 
Form follow. 

Brief description of work experience (using key points) Experience related to Competency Unit 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Trainee Name: Supervisor’s Name: Supervisor’s Signature:  
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Qualification Charts 

Certificate II in Telecommunications 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTCC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICTTC170A 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate II in Telecommunications Cabling 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTTC170A 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICTTC005D 

ICTTC006D 

ICTTC008D 

ICTTC012D 

ICTTC017D 

ICTTC022D 

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate II in Telecommunications Access Network Cabling 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTCC170A 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICTTC064D 

ICTTC068D 

ICTTC133C 

ICTTC135C 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate II in Telecommunications Digital Reception Technology 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTCC170A 

ICTTC140B 

AUM8011A 

ICTTC011D 

ICTTC156A 

ICTTC157A 

ICTTC053D 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate III in Telecommunications 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Group 3 Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate III in Telecommunications Cabling and Customer Premises 
Equipment 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units (Complete 4): 

ICTTC009D 

ICTTC010D 

ICTTC011D 

ICTTC049D 

ICTTC052D 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate III in Telecommunications Access and Associated Services  
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTTC170A 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICTTC016D 

ICTTC018D 

ICTTC019D 

ICTTC064D 

ICTTC065D 

ICTTC068D 

ICTTC133D 

ICTTC136C 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.     

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate III in Telecommunications Digital Reception Technology  
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units (Do the 2 units not completed in ICT20508 Certificate II in 
Telecommunications Digital Reception Technology): 

ICTTC162A 

ICTTC163A 

ICTTC164A 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.     

5.     

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate IV in Telecommunications Engineering 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Group 4 Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate IV in Telecommunications Computer Systems 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC051D 

ICTTC072D 

ICTTC076D 

ICTTC082D 

ICTTC088D 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate IV in Telecommunications Network Planning 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC149B 

ICTTC150B 

ICTTC151B 

ICTTC152B 

BSBPMG401A 

BSBPMG407A 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Cerificate IV in Telecommunications Networks 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTTC170A 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC056D 

ICTTC058D 

ICTTC059D 

ICTTC141B 

ICAB4235B 

ICAB4236B 

ICAB4240C 

ICAI3101B 

ICAI4030B 

ICAI4097C 

ICAI4188B 

ICAS3032B 

ICAS3120B 

ICAT3025B 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.     
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Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate IV in Computer Telephony Integration 
Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTTC170A 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICAU1128B 

ICAU2013B 

ICAI3101B 

ICAT3025B 

ICAI4097C 

ICTTC005D 

ICTTC006D 

ICTTC008D 

ICTTC009D 

ICTTC012D 

ICTTC017D 

ICTTC022D 

ICTTC49D 

ICTTC088D 

ICTTC089D 

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.     
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Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Certificate IV in Radio Communications 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 

Core Units: 

ICTTC170A 

ICTTC055D 

ICTTC066D 

ICTTC101D 

ICTTC104D 

ICTTC140B 

ICTTC141B 

ICTTC155A 

Installation Stream OR Field Operations Stream Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.     

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Diploma of Telecommunications Engineering 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Group 5 Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Diploma of Telecommunications Computer Systems 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC058D 

ICTTC060D 

ICTTC061D 

ICTTC083D 

ICAITB069B 

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Diploma of Telecommunications Photonics 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC142B 

ICTTC143B 

ICTTC144B 

ICTTC145B 

ICTTC146B 

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Diploma of Telecommunications Networks 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC037D 

ICTTC147B 

ICTTC168A 

ICAA5144B 

ICAI5176B 

ICAI5173B 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications Engineering 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications Computer Systems 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Advanced Diploma of Telecommunications Networks 
 

Requirements: Competency Units Unit Completed 

 
Core Units: 

ICTTC172A 

ICTTC033D 

ICAA5241C 

ICAA5045C 

ICAA5145B 

ICAI5152B 

 
Elective Units: 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

 

Note:  Make sure you have received your completed Assessment Record sheet from your 
Assessor before you tick the Unit Completed box. 
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Unit Assessment Records 

ICTTC001D Identify requirements for customers 
telecommunications equipment 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

It applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify services required    

2. Identify locations for service delivery    

3. Establish availability and access to existing 
cabling 

   

4. Complete required reports and documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC001D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                           
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA310; Cabling Techniques 3; CA370; Cable Installation Practices; CS410; Customer 
Relations 4; EL410; AC/DC Theory 3; EN470; Selling 4; IN410; Interpersonal Relationships 
4; OH410; Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410; Product Knowledge 4; PR410; 
Problem Solving 4; PS420; Basic Building Trades 4; RE340; Regulations for CPE; SU415; 
Human Resources 4; TE410; Basic Telephony 4; TO330; Installation Practices 3; TO410; 
Use of Tools 4; TR420; Light/Laser Theory 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Placement of cables on support structures and building faces 
for both internal and external locations. 

  

Securing methods for above locations.   

Work practices which avoid cable damage: i.e. crushing, 
burning, kinking, sheath twist, cutting and nicking. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, 
outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, frame 
locations. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors. 
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ICTTC002D  Prepare design drawings and specification for cable 
installation 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media. 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to commercial and industrial contexts. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Obtain information on existing and proposed 
installation 

   

2. Identify installation options    

3.  Prepare suitable drawings    

4.  Prepare cabling specifications    

5.  Verify specifications with customer    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC002D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                      
 

Signature:  Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units:  Nil 

Equivalent Units:   Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA370 Cable Installation Practices; CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; 
EL410 AC/DC Theory 3; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 4; MA420Mathematics 4; 
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE410 Personal Skills 4; PK410 Product 
Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and  Specifications 4; PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; RE210 
ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; SU415 Human Resources 4; TE410 Basic 
Telephony 4; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Completion of schematic drawings covering frame locations, 
frame capacities, proposed cable routes, box input/output, site 
locations for each of commercial, industrial and domestic 
cabling installations. 

  

Completion of floor plan drawings showing location and entry 
points of risers, location of existing cabling, service delivery 
points, frame location, cable routes, support systems, box 
locations for at least three cabling installations. 

  

Completion of a detailed specification itemising volume of 
cable, capacity of cable, type of cable, support requirements, 
termination system, proprietary system requirements, 
estimated labour hours, detailed costings for each of 
commercial, industrial and domestic cabling installations. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Communicate effectively with customers, work associates.   

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC003D  Estimate and quote for customer equipment 
installation 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media. 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No.

1. Confirm and update schematic drawings and 
specifications 

   

2. Price labour, materials and other relevant items 
and establish availability 

   

3. Estimate labour, materials and other relevant item 
requirements 

   

4. Prepare and confirm quotation with customer    

5. Establish customers financial arrangements    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC003D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No:                         
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA370 Cable Installation Practices; CI410 Communication 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; MA420 
Mathematics 4; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; 
PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; RE340 Regulations for CPE; SU415 Human Resources 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

 
Critical Evidence 

Fully 
Achieved 

Assessor 
Initials 

Preparation of detailed estimates for installation including 
material and labour costs for at least three cabling 
installations. 

  

Negotiation with contractors as to material availability and 
pricing for at least three cabling installations. 

  

Completion of detailed quotes for at least three installations.   

Allowance for contingencies such as insurance, time penalties, 
disputes, material availability and delivery, restricted site 
access is provided for in the estimate/quote. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Communicate effectively with customers, work associates.    

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC004D  Schedule and supply cabling installation 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media. 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Schedule supply and installation events    

2. Monitor and adjust supply requirements    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC004D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                           
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units:  Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; 
PE410 Personal Skills 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, 
Rules and Regulations; RE320 Employment Regulations; SU470 Project Management 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Planning and provision of appropriately skilled labour and volume 
and type of material to meet key dates and milestones for at least 
three complex installations. 

  

Identification of labour and material sources and negotiation with 
contractors, suppliers, other service providers to meet installation 
deadlines for at least three installations. 

  

Monitoring of work progress and adjustment of resource 
requirements to meet both customers' needs and costing 
parameters in at least three different installations. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals and 
specifications and relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 

  

Communicate effectively with customers, work associates.   

All related occupational health and safety requirements and work 
practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC005D  Install cable support systems 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Confirm access to site    

2. Meet the cabling requirements for commercial 
buildings 

   

3. Determine cable routes    

4. Determine support method    

5. Obtain tools and materials    

6. Mark out and install fixings    

7. Install support structure    

8. Inspect and adjust installation    

9. Clean up work site    

10. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC005D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No:                         
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA210 Cable Support Systems; CI210 Communication 2; IN210 Team Work Skills; OH210 
Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS210 Building Plan Reading; PS211 Cable Support Plan 
Reading; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE215 Legislative 
Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE216 Australian Standards and Regulations; 
TO210 Hand and Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Cable support systems: catenary wire, ducts and/or trays, and 
frame back mounts 

  

Typical locations: ceilings, exposed areas, under floors, 
building risers, external building walls 

  

All related OHS requirements and work practices (including 
protective clothing and personal safety items) 

  

Read and interpret related floor plans, building plans, reflected 
ceiling plans, schematic drawings 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors 
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ICTTC006D  Place and secure cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit applies to high speed data and fibre optic cabling. 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify cable route    

2. Obtain tools and materials    

3. Set up cable dispensers    

4. Haul cable into terminating position    

5. Inspect cable route to ensure correct separations    

6. Secure cable to support system where required    

7. Create or update cable records and plans    

8. Clean up worksite    

9. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC006D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No:                           
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA200 Cable Installation – General; CA220 Cable Types; CI210 Communication 2; IN210 
Team Work Skills; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS210 Building Plan Reading; 
PS211 Cable Support Plan Reading; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and 
Regulations; RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE216 
Australian Standards and Regulations; TO210 Hand and Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Placement of cables on support structures and building faces 
for both internal and external locations. 

  

Securing methods for above locations.   

Work practices which avoid cable damage: i.e. crushing, 
burning, kinking, sheath twist, cutting and nicking. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, 
outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, frame 
locations. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors. 
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ICTTC008D  Terminate metallic conductor cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 
This unit applies to all metallic conductor cable types including coaxial and structured (category 5, 6 
& 7) cabling. It also applies to the joining of cable in a terminating block (in/out block). Specific 
units of competency apply to the placing, securing and termination of particular cable types 
and should be used in association with this unit where applicable. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify termination system    

2. Set up suitable work area    

3. Plan frame/outlet layout    

4. Prepare cable for termination    

5. Terminate conductors    

6. Label and document pair location    

7. Clean up work site    

8. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC008D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                      
 

Signature:  Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA201Cable Termination Products: General; CA202 Cable Conductor Identification Codes; 
CA220 Cable Types; CI210 Communication 2; EL210 AC/DC Basic Theory; OH210 
Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS212 Read Plans and Specifications – General; PS213 
Cable Record Systems: General; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; 
RE216 Australian Standards and Regulations; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TO210 Hand and 
Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of a minimum of at least one manufacturer's 
termination system at both frame and outlet locations and at 
least 1-50 pair cable. 

  

Ability to read and interpret cable drawings and plans for 
locations and terminations. 

  

Accurate application of cable conductor identification codes.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of related regulations 
and/or industry codes. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors. 
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ICTTC009D Terminate/splice structured cabling and certify 
installation 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit applies to all metallic conductor cable types including coaxial and structured 
(category 5, 6 & 7) cabling. 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Place structured cable    

2. Secure structured cable    

3. Terminate structured cable    

4. Certify system performance to required level    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC009D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                           
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context.
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA250 Cable Types: Structured Cable; CA251 Installation Methods and Terminations: 
Structured Cable;  CA252 Cabling Products: Structured Cable; CA253 Cable Installation 
Testing: Structured Cable; OH211 Safe Work Practices: Structured Cable; PS214 Plan 
Reading, Specifications and Records: Structured Cable; RE220 ACA Standards and 
Regulations: Structured Cable;  TO211 Hand and Power Tools and Equipment: Structured 
Cable 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Placing, securing and terminating cable types to include: solid 
conductor, stranded conductor (short links only), shielded, 
non-shielded. 

  

Work practices which avoid cable damage: crushing, burning, 
kinks, cuts, sheath twist, bending radius. 

  

Installation of termination hardware to include: connectors, 
frames, blocks, sockets, patch panels. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with structured metallic cable installation 
(i.e. segregation and securing). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, 
outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, frame 
locations. 

  

Conduct and interpret test results, complete relevant document-
ation, determine compliance from manufacturer's certification, 
warranty and other related documentation requirements. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of structured metallic cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members. 
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ICTTC010D Place, secure and terminate optical fibre cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Place optical fibre cable    

2. Secure optical fibre cable    

3. Setup work area for optical fibre joining 
and/or direct termination 

   

4. Install optical fibre connectors for direct 
termination where required 

   

5. Fusion splice optical fibre cable where required    

6. Join optical fibre mechanically where required    

7. Remove fibre hazards from work area    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC010D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No:                        
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA250 Cable Types: Structured Cable; CA261Installation Methods and Terminations: 
Optical Fibre Cable; CA262 Cable Products: Optical Fibre Cable; CA263 Cable Installation 
Testing: Optical Fibre Cable; CA264 Optical Cable Theory; CA260 Cable Types: Optical 
Fibre Cable; OH212 Safe Work Practices: Optical Fibre Cable; PS215 Plan Reading, 
Specifications and Records: Optical Fibre Cable; RE221 ACA Standards and Regulations: 
Optical Fibre Cable; TO212 Hand and Power Tools and Equipment: Optical Fibre Cable 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Placing, securing and terminating cable types to include: 
single mode or multi-mode, internal or external. 

  

Work practices which avoid cable damage: crushing, burning, 
kinks, cuts, sheath twist, bending radius. 

  

Installation of at least one connector type for both fusion and 
mechanical splices. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools normally used 
for optical fibre cable installation. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with optical fibre cable installation 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items, waste 
disposal practices). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, 
outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, frame 
locations. 

  

Conduct and interpret test results, complete relevant 
documentation, ensure join tested for signal strength to 
manufacturer's and design requirements. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of optical fibre cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members. 
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ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Place coaxial cable    

2. Secure coaxial cable    

3. Terminate coaxial cable    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC011D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                       
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA272 Cabling Products: Coaxial Cable; CA273 Cable Installation Testing: Coaxial Cable; 
CA270 Cable Types: Coaxial Cable; CA271 Installation Methods and Terminations: Coaxial 
Cable; OH213 Safe Work Practices: Coaxial Cable; PS216 Plan Reading, Specifications and 
Records: Coaxial Cable; RE222 ACA Standards and Regulations: Coaxial Cable; TO213 
Hand and Power Tools and Equipment: Coaxial Cable 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Placing, securing and terminating cable types include: hard 
line (internal or external) and flexible (internal or external). 

  

Work practices which avoid cable damage: crushing, 
burning, kinks, cuts, sheath twist, bending radius. 

  

Installation of at least two different connector types.   

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools normally 
used for coaxial cable installation. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with coaxial cable installation 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable 
layouts, outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, 
frame locations. 

  

Conduct and interpret test results, complete relevant 
documentation, determine compliance from manufacturer's 
certification, warranty and other related documentation 
requirements. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of coaxial cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members. 
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ICTTC012D  Install functional and protective telecommunications 
earthing system 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, SOHO (Small Office Home Office), commercial or 
industrial installations and covers multi-storey and multi-site locations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate earthing needs for cable systems on 
customer premises 

   

2. Determine type and location of earthing 
requirements 

   

3. Determine earth route and support system    

4. Set up tools and materials    

5. Install and secure earth cable    

6. Terminate earth cable    

7. Test earth installation    

8. Label earthing systems    

9. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC012D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA200 Cable Installation – General; CA201 Cable Termination Products: General; CA202 
Cable Conductor Identification Codes; CA210 Cable Support Systems; CA220 Cable Types; 
CI210 Communication 2; EL210 AC/DC Basic Theory; EL220 Earthing Systems; EL221 
Earth Testing; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH210 Occupational 
Health and Safety 2; PS212 Read Plans and Specifications – General; PS213 Cable Record 
Systems: General; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE215 
Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE216 Australian Standards and 
Regulations; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TO210 Hand and Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of protective earth installations related to at least one 
of the following: screening, overvoltage, surges and spikes, 
lightning conductors. 

  

Installation of functional earth installations including equi-
potential bonding. 

  

Identification of potential earthing locations: cable routes, cable 
trays, data cabinets, telecom enclosures, cross connects, 
distributors (MDF, IDF, FDP). 

  

Ability to read and interpret contract documents, cable plans and 
designs, specifications and schedules. 

  

Interpret test results.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general equipment 
normally related to these tasks 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations and 
standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors. 
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ICTTC013D  Perform an accurate cable system test 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Confirm site and service access for testing    

2. Establish what tests are to be performed    

3. Obtain and setup test equipment    

4. Perform tests    

5. Interpret test results and determine action    

6. Document test results    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC013D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No:                   
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA315 Cabling Techniques for CAN; CA340 Cable Systems and Products; CI310 
Communication 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; PR310 Problem Solving 3; TE310 Basic 
Telephony 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of required test – 100%   

Systematic sampling, random sampling and random 
assessment of continuity. 

  

Use of at least six test devices including –OTDR (Optical 
Time Domain Reflect meter), multimeter, proprietary devices, 
oscillator and probe set, insulation resistance tester, pulse 
echo, hand held cable testers, signal level meter, spectrum 
analyser, signal generator. 

  

Identification of at least six different faults to be addressed via 
the test including – near end cross talk, attenuation, length, 
balance, noise levels, pair assignment, reversals, short circuits, 
open circuits, insulation resistance, reflection, signal loss, 
response times, speed. 

  

Interpret test results for at least three different tests.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Communicate test procedure and test interpretation effectively 
with customers, work associates. 
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ICTTC014D Handover systems and equipment 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer premises 
and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs and 
WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Explain system functions and capacities    

2. Hand over records and documentation    

3. Complete contract documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that _______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC014D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                        
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. 
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA340 Cable Systems and Products; CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; 
CS320 Customer Training 3; PK310 Product Knowledge 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; 
PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RE330 Contract Law; RE340 Regulations for CPE 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration and system explanation to the customer 
including – physical frame and point locations, basic safety 
functions, patch layout and function, labelling. 

  

Completion of all relevant documentation.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC015D Locate and identify cable system faults 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments.  

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify and clarify nature of fault    

2. Establish context and background information    

3. Determine and rank likely causes of fault    

4. Apply simple checks and tests    

5. Obtain suitable tools and equipment to test 
fault if required 

   

6. Apply fault finding methodology    

7. Recommend means to rectify fault    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC015D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                           
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; PE310 
Personal Skills 3; PR310 Problem Solving 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; PS320 Basic 
Building Trades 3; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; SU210 Basic 
Supervision; TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history in fault identification for at least three 
different faults. 

  

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults in at least 
three different fault situations. 

  

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

For at least three different fault situations conduct of tests 
appropriate to the type of fault identified.  

  

Given at least three different fault investigations, interpret test 
results.  

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Communicate fault information effectively with customers, 
work associates.  
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ICTTC016D Joint copper cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit applies to the jointing of copper telecommunications cable that may occur in 
underground situations, in pits or in jointing enclosures or above ground customer premises.  

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify need for jointing    

2. Prepare work site    

3. Identify cable type and jointing requirements    

4. Setup tools, equipment and materials    

5. Joint cable    

6. Test joint    

7. Complete records and clean up site    

8. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC016D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                         
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 

Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA202 Cable Conductor Identification Codes; CA220 Cable Types; CA230 Copper Cable 
Jointing Methods; CI210 Communication 2; EL220 Earthing Systems; OH210 Occupational 
Health and Safety 2; PS212 Read Plans and Specifications – General; PS213 Cable Record 
Systems: General; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE216 
Australian Standards and Regulations; TO210 Hand and Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of all common copper types in regular use.    

Jointing must include at least 1-20 pair (or greater) cable.   

Selection and connection of correct connectors and jointing 
enclosures. 

  

Work practices which avoid cable and conductor damage, provide 
protection from the elements, vermin and other relevant hazards. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools normally used in 
jointing copper cables. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
associated with jointing copper cables and its surrounding 
environments (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items, and awareness of likely hazards). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts and 
plans; record information associated with cable coding system and 
identifiers. 

  

Conduct and interpret test results (including reference testing of 
instruments), complete relevant documentation and ensure joint 
test results comply with relevant specifications and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, and 
clients. 
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ICTTC017D Alter services to existing cable system 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit applies to the jointing of copper telecommunications cable that may occur in 
underground situations, in pits or in jointing enclosures or above ground customer premises. 
It applies to all metallic conductor cable types other than coaxial and certified category 5 
installations.  

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Estimate requirements for alteration    

2. Document specifications and plans for 
alteration 

   

3. Alter cable system    

4. Restore and test cable system    

5. Update plans and records    

6. Restore site to required condition    

7. Clean and store equipment    

8. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC017D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                         
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA200 Cable Installation – General; CA201 Cable Termination Products: General; CA202 
Cable Conductor Identification Codes; CA210 Cable Support Systems; CA220 Cable Types; 
CI210 Communication 2; EL210 AC/DC Basic Theory; EL220 Earthing Systems; EL221 
Earth Testing; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH210 Occupational 
Health and Safety 2; PS212 Read Plans and Specifications – General; PS213 Cable Record 
Systems: General; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE215 
Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE216 Australian Standards and 
Regulations; SW210 Basic Switching Systems; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TO210 Hand and 
Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Types of alterations including: moving outlets and/or services, 
new extensions to services, system/application upgrades, 
additions and removals. 

  

Ability to read and interpret contract documents, relevant 
drawings, cable plans and designs, specification schedules. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors Assessment 
Location. 

  

Must be undertaken in the workplace environment.   
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ICTTC018D Install underground enclosures and pipe/conduit 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare site for installation    

2. Excavate for installation    

3. Install enclosure and pipe    

4. Restore site and complete documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC018D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:                         
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA280 Soil Types; CA281 Underground Installation of Enclosures and Pipe/Conduits; 
CS210 Customer Relations; OH214 Safe Work Practices – Underground; PS217 Plan 
Reading, Specifications and Records: Underground; RE223 ACA Standards and Regulations: 
Underground; RE224 Building Standards, Regulations and Codes: Underground; TO214 
Hand and Power Tools: Underground; TO215 Mechanical Equipment Operation Skills: 
Underground 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Types of enclosures to include: pipe/conduit, trenches, pits 
and access holes (including sealing practices where required). 

  

Soil types must include at least two types: from sand, rock, 
soil or combination soil types. 

  

Work practices which ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for excavation, pipe/conduit 
installation and site restoration. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with excavation, pipe/conduit installation 
and/or site restoration (including protective clothing and 
personal safety items, adequate warning signs and safety 
devices). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings: site plans, street plans, 
construction plans, building plans and site layout drawings. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of the above enclosures. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC019D Install underground cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for underground cable hauling    

2. Haul cable    

3. Seal and secure cable    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC019D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA280 Soil Types; CA282 Cable Installation and Securing: Underground; CA283 Cable 
Termination and Coding: Underground; CA284 Cable Sealing Techniques: Underground; 
CA285 Cable Testing: Underground; CS210 Customer Relations; OH214 Safe Work 
Practices – Underground; PS217 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records: Underground; 
RE223 ACA Standards and Regulations: Underground; RE224 Building Standards, 
Regulations and Codes: Underground; TO214 Hand and Power Tools: Underground; TO216 
Cable Hauling Equipment Operation Skills: Underground 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of at least one type of cable: either copper, optical 
fibre, coaxial or category 5. 

  

Work practices associated with feeding devices, hauling 
methods, cable securing and sealing processes. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used in installing underground cable. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with installing underground cable 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items, 
adequate warning signs and safety devices). 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of underground cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC020D Construct aerial cable supports 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit applies to all types of subsoil conditions.  

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare site for installation    

2. Install aerial support structures    

3. Restore site and complete documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC020D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA290 Pole Types and Aerial Service Identification; CA291 Installation of Aerial Supports; 
CS210 Customer Relations; OH215 Safe Work Practices – Aerial; PS218 Plan Reading, 
Specifications and Records – Aerial; RE225 ACA Standards and Regulations: Aerial; RE226 
Building Standards and Regulations – Aerial; TO217 Hand and Power Tools and Equipment: 
Aerial; TO218 Mechanical Equipment Operation Skills: Aerial 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

With at least pole and wall supports.   

Work practices which ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for the installation of aerial cable 
supports. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with the installation of aerial cable 
supports (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items, adequate warning signs and safety devices). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings, plans and other relevant 
documentation. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of aerial cable supports. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC021D Install aerial cable 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for aerial cable installation    

2. Install aerial cable    

3. Seal and secure aerial cable    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC021D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA290 Pole Types and Aerial Service Identification; CA292 Cable Installation and Securing 
– Aerial; CA293 Cable Termination and Coding – Aerial; CA294 Cable Sealing Techniques 
– Aerial; CA295 Cable Testing – Aerial; CS210 Customer Relations; OH215 Safe Work 
Practices – Aerial; OH250 Pole Top Rescue; OH251 Working at Heights; PS218 Plan 
Reading, Specifications and Records – Aerial; RE225 ACA Standards and Regulations: 
Aerial; RE226 Building Standards and Regulations – Aerial; TO217 Hand and Power Tools 
and Equipment: Aerial; TO219 Cable Hauling Equipment Operation Skills: Aerial  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of at least one type of aerial cable: either copper, 
optical fibre, coaxial or category 5  

  

Identifying safe support structures from pole status markings, 
visual inspection or approved testing procedures 

  

Work practices associated with hauling aerial cable, cable 
securing and sealing processes 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used in installing aerial cable 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with installing aerial cable (including 
protective clothing, personal safety items, adequate warning 
signs and safety devices) 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of aerial cable 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients 
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ICTTC022D Organise and monitor cabling to ensure compliance 
with regulatory and industry standards 

This unit applies to the organisation and monitoring of work within a work team. It applies to 
all metallic conductor cable types other than coaxial and certified category 5 installations.  

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify work requirements    

2. Organise equipment and materials    

3. Allocate work areas and activities    

4. Communicate work requirements    

5. Provide suitable training and assessment 
opportunities 

   

6. Monitor work activity to meet specifications    

7. Manage Remote Power Feed    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC022D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI210 Communication 2; CS210 Customer Relations; EL220 Earthing Systems; MA210 
Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS212 
Read Plans and Specifications: General; PS213 Cable record Systems : General; RE210 
ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and 
Access Requirements; RE216 Australian Standards and Regulations; SU221 Cabling 
installation : Estimating and Quotations; SU222 Time Management; SU223 Budgeting; 
SU224 Supervision of Licensed Cabling Installations; SW210 Basic Switching Systems; 
TE210 Basic Telephony 2 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Check lists, building plans and area charts, client 
correspondence 

  

Determining competence and capacity of relevant workers. 
This may include observations, discussions, learning records 
and demonstrations 

  

Identifying learning needs and organising training 
requirements. This may include on-job instruction, provision 
of learning opportunities, demonstrations 

  

Estimation of time duration of work activities   

Monitor work activities to ensure compliance with relevant 
regulations and standards 

  

Monitor all related OHS and work practices   

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals, other contractors 
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ICTTC023D Supervise cabling project 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan and organise cabling activities    

2. Prepare financial budgets    

3. Identify and support human resource 
requirements for cabling 

   

4. Monitor cabling works    

5. Identify outcomes of cabling projects    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and  an competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC023D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy and 
Practice; IN420 Teamwork 4; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PS410 Plans and 
Specifications 4; RE210 ACA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; SU410 Planning 
4; SU415 Human Resources 4; SU460 Finance 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of resource requirements for at least three applications.   

Completion of all appropriate work documentation for at least 
three applications. 

  

Application of all human resource policies including awards and 
conditions. 

  

Monitoring of work progress and implementation of alternate 
plans where necessary to meet work schedules and customer 
requirements for at least three applications. 

  

Application of quality management principles.   

Performance reviews and preparation of reports detailing 
recommendations for improvement for at least three applications. 

  

Ability to read and interpret contract documents, schedules and 
check lists, building plans and area charts, client correspondence. 

  

Monitor work activities to ensure compliance with relevant 
regulations and standards. 

  

Monitor and adhere to all related OHS and work practices.   

Communicate effectively with clients, work associates.   

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC024D Provide high level consultancy and technical support 
in the CPE sector 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials 

RTO 
No. 

1. Liaise with industry experts    

2. Assess customer needs    

3. Provide consultancy and expert advice    

4. Control and manage product and technical 
information 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC024D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI420 Research 4; CI510 Communication 5; CS510 Customer Relations 5; EN540 
Enterprise Operations Policy 5; EN670 Selling 6; IN430 Negotiation 4; IN440 Workplace 
Networking 4; IN520 Teamwork 5; IN530 Consulting Methods; NE410 Network Equipment 
4; SU510 Planning 5; TE510 Telephony 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Provision of consultancy advice related to full range of CPE 
products including: product models and equipment types, 
peripherals, facilities including network facilities and system 
features. 

  

Provision of alternative solutions where customer's needs 
cannot be met precisely. 

  

Application of current CPE technological data to customer's 
business needs.  

  

Consideration of telecommunications network and its ability to 
cope with the demands of recommended CPE solutions. 

  

Preparation of clear and concise reports to customers complete 
with recommendations and supporting data, including full 
financial considerations. 

  

Regular updating of both company personnel and clients as to 
the latest product and technical information. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety matters and work 
practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC025D Develop and deliver training associated with new 
and/or modified products 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Design training curriculum and agenda    

2. Deliver training as appropriate to both sales 
and technical staff 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC025D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:               
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA520 Training; CI510 Communication 5; EN540 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; IN520 
Teamwork 5; PE510 Personal Skills 5; PK510 Product Knowledge 5; SU410 Planning 4; 
SU520 Leadership 5; TE510 Telephony 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Development of training package that fully covers all 
operational and technical knowledge related to new or 
modified CPE product. 

  

Delivery of training package that delivers as a product staff 
fully trained and competent in the provision and maintenance 
of new or modified product. 

  

Establishment of criteria that will measure training program 
effectiveness. 

  

Assessment of staff against predetermined criteria.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety matters and work 
practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC026D Develop and deliver technical information to all 
company staff 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Develop product information and technical 
data 

   

2. Develop technical specification manuals    

3. Develop training manuals and user guides    

4. Distribute updated data     

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC026D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA520 Training; CI510 Communication 5; EN540 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; IN520 
Teamwork 5; PE510 Personal Skills 5; PK510 Product Knowledge 5; SU410 Planning 4; 
SU520 Leadership 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Provision of sales brochures that are accurate and contain 
technical data sufficient to highlight the product's advantages 
without confusing the reader. 

  

Development of product and training manuals containing all 
relevant data required by both installation and maintenance 
staff. 

  

Manuals in use reflect current information.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety matters and work 
practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC027D Develop CPE installation project plans 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate and assess project    

2. Prepare detailed equipment/system design 
and configuration 

   

3. Detail project tasks and associated timelines    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC027D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO520 Planning Software 4; CO530 Computer Programming 4; 
CO630 Planning Software 6; CS510 Customer Relations 5; EN660 Enterprise Pricing Policy 
6; EN670 Selling 6; IN430 Negotiation 4; IN520 Teamwork 5; MA510 Mathematics 5; 
PK510 Product Knowledge 5; PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; PS510 Plans and 
Specifications 5; SU470 Project Management 4; SU510 Planning 5; SU520 Leadership 5; 
TE470 Communications Industry 4; TE510 Telephony 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC028D Organise resources 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Organise for third party supply    

2. Organise supply  of equipment and material    

3. Organise customer training     

4. Organise network facilities    

5. Assess labour  resources required     

6. Organise labour resources    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC028D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO420 Planning Software 4; CO430 Computer Programming 4; 
CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; 
MA420 Mathematics 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; 
SU470 Project Management 4; TE470 Communications Industry 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Development of tender for CPE products, equipment, 
peripherals, associated equipment. 

  

Assessment of tenders and provision of a clear report outlining 
all options and including recommendations with supporting 
reasons. 

  

Determination of customer training needs.    

Identification of labour needs and organisation of such labour 
to meet installation schedules. 

  

Coordination of both CPE and network facilities to meet 
customer determined deadlines. 

  

Ability to read and interpret related floor plans, building plans, 
reflected ceiling plans, schematic drawings. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 
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ICTTC029D Plan the development and growth of the 
telecommunications network 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify data related to both existing and 
projected network usage 

   

2. Identify need for network growth    

3. Develop network plans    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC029D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
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CI610 Communication 6; CI620 Research Skill 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO630 
Planning Software 6; CO640 Forecasting Software 6; CO670 Planning Applications 
Programming 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; DI640 Digital/Analogue Network 
Applications 6; EL530 Power Theory 5; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 Network 
Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; NE640 Network Management Principles and 
Capabilities 6; PE610 Personal Skills 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 6; PS620 Design 6; 
RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RE660 Australian Electrical Standards 6; 
SU610 Planning 6; SU660 Finance 6; SU690 Economics and Strategic Thinking 6; TR650 
Traffic Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor: 

  

• identifying data including: legislative requirements, 
marketing intelligence, demand data, new and emerging 
technologies, equipment and features, current traffic data, 
growth forecasts, existing network capacity 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• interpreting, interrogating and using relevant data bases 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor: 

  

• interpreting growth patterns and developing options which 
satisfy customer and enterprise financial goals 

  

• maintaining customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• implementing planning processes including the associated 
monitoring and control mechanisms 

  

• merging technological development and product 
implementation into network development plans 

  

• developing a clearly documented network plan, both within 
specification and within specified timeframes 

  

• identifying and prioritising projects aimed at meeting the 
development of the network within specified planning 
timeframe 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

Candidate submits a clearly documented hard copy network 
development plan. 
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ICTTC030D Forecast service demand 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Generate forecasts    

2. Update systems with current forecasts    

3. Review forecasts     

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC030D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date:  
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO640 Forecasting Software 6; CO650 Management Information 
Systems 6; MA630 Mathematical Modelling 6; NE670 Forecasting Techniques 6; PS610 
Plans and Specifications 6; PS660 Topography 6; PS670 Town Planning Procedures and 
Practices 6; SU690 Economics and Strategic Thinking 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; 
TF620 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   

• collecting data vital to the development of both traffic and 
service variation   

• generating forecasts in relation to both traffic and service 
variation using appropriate forecasting techniques 
including: trend analysis, mathematical modelling 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors, with a clear customer focus and consideration 
of customer needs 

  

• applying legislative and environmental conditions in 
forecast generation   

Candidate submits a detailed hard copy service demand 
forecast. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor: 

  

• providing forecasts relevant to specific planning periods   

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 
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ICTTC031D Prepare a project brief 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify requirements    

2. Develop project brief    

3. Assess tenders    

4. Monitor contract progress and completion    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC031D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisites Assessment candidates will have a wide range of telecommunications 
industry skills, knowledge and competency at Diploma level or above before 
attempting this unit. 

Competency Standards:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CI620 Research Skill 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO630 
Planning Software 6; CO670 Planning Applications Programming 6; CS610 Customer 
Relations 6; EL530 Power Theory 5; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 Network 
Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; PE610 Personal Skills 6; PS610 Plans and 
Specifications 6; RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RE660 Australian 
Electrical Standards 6; SU600 Tender Analysis 6; SU610 Planning 6; SU630 Quality 
Management 6; SU660 Finance 6; SU690 Economics and Strategic Thinking 6; TR650 
Traffic Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   
• identifying all relevant data including: planning 

requirements, current network conditions, technology, 
performance and capacity, customer requirements, site 
survey data, technological innovations and development, 
barriers to plan realisation 

  

• applying legislative and environmental conditions to project 
brief development   

• developing and analysing contract options   

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation  

  

• competently assessing tenders   

Candidate submits hard copy of a clearly documented brief 
which: 

  

• meets specification, specified timeframes, enterprise 
financial systems and policy,  

  

• applies specified planning processes including associated 
monitoring and control mechanisms 

  

Candidate submits a hard copy report outlining all reasons for 
the final tender decision. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least one oral report to mentor/assessor – showing: 

  

• compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices   

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors   
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ICTTC032D Undertake a civil site survey 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for survey    

2. Undertake survey of land, buildings and 
facilities both new and existing 

   

3. Undertake survey of environmental 
conditions 

   

4. Document and report survey findings    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC032D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisites The need for, and extent of, site surveys is determined during the 
development of project briefs – refer unit ICTTC031D 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO620 Computer Programming 6; CO630 Planning Software 6; 
CS610 Customer Relations 6; EN660 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; EN670 Selling 6; IN630 
Negotiation 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE640 Network 
Management Principles and Capabilities 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PK610 
Product Knowledge 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 6; PS630 Drawing Flowcharts 6; 
PS640 Spare Parts Dimensioning 6; PS680 Basic Building Trades Knowledge 6; RA620 
Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RE610 Laws, Policies and Guidelines 6; SU610 
Planning 6; SU670 Project Management 6; SU680 Resource Management 6; TE610 
Telephony Principles 6; TR610 Transmission Theory 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   
• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 

contractors  
  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• negotiating with customers, communities and community 
representatives including government officials 

  

• applying all legislative impacts on the network including 
relevant operational codes 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• considering both environmental and propagation needs   

Candidate delivers at least one oral report:   
• identifying key stakeholders.   

• considering both existing and proposed technologies and 
associated building, power needs 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to consider both 
existing and proposed needs and comply with all related work 
practices. 

  

Candidate submits a clear oral, and then a hard copy report, 
outlining all options and including recommendations with 
supporting reasons. 
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ICTTC033D Develop project management plan 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate and assess project    

2. Detail project tasks and associated timelines    

3. Assess resource requirements    

4. Organise training     

5. Organise resources    

6. Determine budgetary requirements    

7. Document plan    

8. Arrange plan approval    

9. Oversight project completion    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC033D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisites Assessment candidates will have a wide range of telecommunications 
industry skills,  knowledge and competency at Diploma level or above 
before attempting this unit. 

Equivalent Units:   Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO620 Computer Programming 6; CO630 Planning Software 6; 
CS610 Customer Relations 6; EN660 Enterprise Pricing Policy 6; EN670 Selling 6; IN630 
Negotiation 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE640 Network 
Management Principles and Capabilities 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PK610 
Product Knowledge 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 6; PS630 Drawing Flowcharts 6; 
PS640 Spare Parts Dimensioning 6; PS680 Basic Building Trades Knowledge 6; RA620 
Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RE610 Laws, Policies and Guidelines 6; SU610 
Planning 6; SU670 Project Management 6; SU680 Resource Management 6; TE610 
Telephony Principles 6; TR610 Transmission Theory 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor: 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• undertaking business planning and business case 
development including risk analysis   

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   
• identifying tasks and their relationships   

• applying legislative and environmental conditions and 
application to project   

• developing a clearly documented plan both within 
specification and within specified timeframes   

• using project planning and scheduling tools such as flow 
charts/Gantt charts   

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 
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• using project planning and scheduling tools such as flow 
charts/Gantt charts    

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements, enterprise/customer service agreements and 
work practices 

  

• reading relevant enterprise policy and completing 
documentation   

At least one oral report to mentor/assessor, and observation by 
mentor/assessor, of candidate's successful application of 
relevant planning processes and the associated monitoring and 
control mechanisms 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor identifying 
resource (labour, finance and materials) needs and the source 
of resources. 

  

Candidate submits a flowchart/Gantt chart to mentor/assessor 
for sign-off by mentor/assessor. 

  

Candidate submits a detailed hard copy project financial 
analysis to mentor/assessor. 

  

Candidate submits a clearly documented hard copy plan for 
sign-off. 
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ICTTC034D Prepare a detailed design brief 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate design requirements    

2. Gather field information    

3. Select design option    

4. Assess system compatibility    

5. Prepare design plan    

6. Prepare documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC034D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisites Assessment candidates will have a wide range of telecommunications 
industry skills,  knowledge and competency at Diploma level or above 
before attempting this unit. 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CI620 Research Skill 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CS610 
Customer Relations 6; EL430 Power Theory 4; EL440 Australian Electrical Standards 4; 
EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 
Teamwork 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE610 Network Equipment 6; NE620 Network 
Architecture 6; NT410 Emerging Network Technologies; PE610 Personal Skills 6; PS610 
Plans and Specifications 6; PS620 Design 6; PS630 Drawing Flowcharts 6; RA620 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RE610 Laws, Policies and Guidelines 6; RE630 Land 
Acquisition 6; SU450 Estimating Techniques 4; RE410 Laws, Policies and Guidelines 4; 
SU610 Planning 6; SU660 Finance 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TR450 Signalling 
Principles 4; TR660 Spectrum Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• developing and analysing options for production of a report 
outlining all reasons for final decision 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least two oral reports to mentor/assessor: 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices within service assurance 
guidelines 

  

• collecting all relevant data including: property owner details, 
site physical characteristics, required resources 

  

• applying relevant legislative and environmental conditions to 
project 

  

Candidate submits hard copy design option report. 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's:  
  

• development of a clearly documented brief both within 
specification and within specified timeframes. 

  

• notification to – and negotiation where required with – all 
involved parties including installers, contractors, local 
councils, government bodies, local residents, environmental 
groups, property owners 

  

• customer focus and consideration of customer needs   

• preparation of documentation   

Candidate submits a completed hard copy design plan. 
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ICTTC035D Organise material supply 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Determine material needs    

2. Organise for third party supply where existing 
stocks not available 

   

3. Organise supply  of equipment and material 
to site 

   

4. Undertake administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC035D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CO420 Planning Software 4; CS410 
Customer Relations 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; MA420 
Mathematics 4; NE470 Forecasting Techniques 4; RE440 Australian Content 4; RE450 Tax 
and Customs 4; SU410 Planning 4; SU470 Project Management 4; SU480 Materials 
Planning 4; SU490 Exchange Rates 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TE470 Communications 
Industry 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to:   
• interpret design plans   

• interpret, interrogate and use relevant databases   

• determine material needs and assessment of requirements 
beyond current holdings 

  

• interact with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• apply enterprise spare parts policy   

• maintain customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• comply with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• apply the tender process in accordance with both enterprise 
and legislative requirements. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – analysing tenders. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – reading, 
interpreting and using equipment/system manuals and 
specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Candidate submits a clearly documented hard copy report 
outlining all options and including recommendations with 
supporting reasons. 
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ICTTC036D  Undertake qualification testing of new or enhanced 
equipment and systems 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Ensure conformity of international design    

2. Plan and establish test regime    

3. Undertake tests    

4. Analyse test results    

5. Retest design changes    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC035D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date  
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO660 Operating Systems 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; DI610 
Digital Theory 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE610 
Network Equipment 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; 
NE650 System Protocols 6; PE320 Remote Work; PK610 Product Knowledge 6; PS620 
Design 6; PS650 Telecommunications Equipment and Systems Design 6; RA610 Antennas 
6; RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; RA630 Mobile Equipment 6; RA640 
Mobile Traffic Management Principles 6; RE660 Australian Electrical Standards 6; SU630 
Quality Management 6; TF610 Test Equipment 6; TF690 Advanced Diagnosis 6; TO610 Use 
of Tools 6; TO620 Anti-static Procedures 6; TR630 Modulation Theory 6; TR660 Spectrum 
Management 6; Computer Systems – The following relate specifically to the Computer 
Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data Communications; CN520 Advanced 
Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data 
Communications Fundamentals; CN570 Computer Systems Management; CN590 
Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 
Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Application of Australian standards to international designs 
  

Negotiation with potential customers and identification of 
specific customer requirements 

  

Maintenance of customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

Design programs and codes 
  

At least one oral report to mentor/assessor, and observation by 
mentor/assessor, of candidate's demonstrated ability to 
establish a test regime. 

  

• identifying and conducting tests and interpreting results   

• approaching to problem diagnosis systematically – 
eliminating causes 

  

• applying all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Candidate submits at least one complete hard copy set of test 
results. 

  

• prioritise problems identified during tests and apply 
enterprise procedures covering such priorities within 
service assurance guidelines 
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• interact with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• effectively use design programs and codes   

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – demonstrating: 

  

• retest of design changes   

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 
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ICTTC037D Design a telecommunications project 
This unit applies to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network and 
the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Consider design options     

2. Gather field information    

3. Analyse area and select design option    

4. Notify interested parties    

5. Prepare design plan    

6. Update information systems    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC037D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; EN520 Enterprise Information Systems 
5; EN530 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; 
NE520 Network Architecture 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; RE430 Land Acquisition 
4; SU450 Estimating Techniques 4; TE430 Telecommunications Works Issues 4; TE510 
Telephony 5; TR460 Spectrum Management 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• identifying all relevant data including: planning 
requirements, current network conditions, technology, 
performance and capacity, customer requirements, site 
survey data, technological innovations and development, 
barriers to plan realisation 

  

• applying legislative and environmental conditions to 
project brief development 

  

• developing and analysing contract options 
  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation  

  

Competently assessing tenders 
  

Candidate submits hard copy of a clearly documented brief 
which: 

  

• meets specification, specified timeframes, enterprise 
financial systems and policy,  

  

• applies specified planning processes including associated 
monitoring and control mechanisms 

  

Candidate submits a hard copy report outlining all reasons for 
the final tender decision. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – showing: 

  

• compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 
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ICTTC038D Design an electronic network 
This unit applies to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network and 
the various transmission paths, i.e., cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate system needs    

2. Analyse network and select design option    

3. Assess system compatibility    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC038D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature:  

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; CS510 Customer Relations 5; EL320 
Earthing 3; EL510 AC/DC Theory 5; EN520 Enterprise Information Systems 5; IN430 
Negotiation 4; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH510 Occupational 
Health and Safety 5; PK510 Product Knowledge 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; 
RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; SU520 
Leadership 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF510 Test Equipment 5; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 
3; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• identifying all relevant data including: planning 
requirements, current network conditions, technology, 
performance and capacity, customer requirements, site 
survey data, technological innovations and development, 
barriers to plan realisation 

  

• applying legislative and environmental conditions to 
project brief development 

  

• developing and analysing contract options   

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation  

  

• competently assessing tenders   

Candidate submits hard copy of a clearly documented design 
which: 

  

• meets specification, specified timeframes, enterprise 
financial systems and policy,  

  

• applies specified planning processes including associated 
monitoring and control mechanisms 

  

Candidate submits a hard copy report outlining all reasons for 
the final design decisions. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – showing: 

  

• compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 
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ICTTC039D Prepare project specifications 
This unit applies to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network and 
the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for project estimate    

2. Estimate resource requirements    

3. Cost resources    

4. Summarise estimate    

5. Prepare detailed project plan    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC039D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No: 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainees Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; CO520 Planning Software 4; EN660 
Enterprise Pricing Policy 6; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; NE520 
Network Architecture 5; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; PE510 Personal Skills 5; 
PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; RE235 Regulations for CAN 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   
• Identifying all relevant data including: planning 

requirements, current network conditions, technology, 
performance and capacity, customer requirements, site 
survey data, technological innovations and development, 
barriers to plan realisation. 

  

• Applying legislative and environmental conditions to 
project brief development.   

• Developing and analysing contract options.   
• Reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 

and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

• Competently assessing tenders.   

Candidate submits hard copy of a clearly documented 
specification. 

  

Candidate outlines all reasons for the final tender decision.   

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – showing: 

  

• compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices   

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors   
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ICTTC040D Assign a transmission path 
This unit refers to the allocation, acceptance or recording of fibre optic, copper, aluminium, 
and radio channels. 

This unit relates to assigning existing transmission mediums to new customers or assigning 
different or new transmission mediums to existing customers. 

Where radio is the transmission medium, a frequency is assigned.  

Where optic fibre is the transmission medium, a system channel is assigned. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Collect data    

2. Select transmission medium for service    

3. Maintain transmission medium records    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC040D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 

Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer 
Skills 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy and Practice; PE410 Personal Skills 4; PK410 Product 
Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; TO210 Hand 
and Power Tools; TR310 Basic Transmission Theory 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Correct identification of customer position, existing and 
proposed systems and equipment, and line interface type. 

  

Selection of the most appropriate transmission medium to 
provide type of service required. 

  

Identification of existing telecommunications plant and 
capacity. 

  

Assignment of transmission medium to meet specified 
requirement. 

  

Accurate recording of assignment details on plans, data bases.   

Correct interpretation of legislative and environmental 
conditions and application to project. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices. 

  

Read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, radio 
transmission paths, outlet location, cable coding system and 
identifiers. 

  

Communication of transmission path information to customers 
and work associates. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC041D Schedule resources 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Gather data    

2. Schedule project    

3. Monitor and co-ordinate project progress    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC041D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 
4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; 
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE410 Personal Skills 4; RE310 Working on 
Non-enterprise Land 3; SU415 Human Resources 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtain information from plans and documents, 
equipment/system manuals and specifications and relevant 
enterprise policy and documentation.  

  

Identification of: 
  

• labour    

• material sources    

Planning and provision to meet key dates and milestones of: 
  

• appropriately skilled labour    

• volume and type of material    

Negotiation to meet installation deadlines with:  contractors, 
suppliers, other service providers 

  

Monitoring of work progress and adjustment of resource 
requirements to meet both customer's needs and costing 
parameters. 

  

Safe use of equipment and application of all related OHS 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Communication of scheduling details with customers and 
work associates. 
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ICTTC042D Undertake system administration 
This unit covers the maintenance of vendor mediation devices designed to maintain the 
integrity of network support systems and software. 

The unit applies to both system platforms and applications. 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Undertake preventative maintenance    

2. Provide application support to system users    

3. Create/delete user accounts    

4. Undertake special studies/investigations    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC042D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA520 Training; CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO660 Operating 
Systems 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 Negotiation 6; MA620 
Mathematics 6; NE610 Network Equipment 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE640 
Network Management Principles and Capabilities 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 
6; PE620 Decision Making 6; PK610 Product Knowledge 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 
6; PS620 Design 6; RE620 Physical Interface Standards 6; TF620 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 6; TF630 Fault Finding 6 Computer Systems – CN510 Advanced Data 
Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 
Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 
Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; 
CN592 Internetworking Planning;CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observation of candidate's ability to:   
• measure system (RAM, CPU, Hard drive) utilisation   

• start a stop application (including operation system and 
data base) 

  

• make a system back up   

• measure the platform performance   

• measure the application responsiveness   

• undertake a system recovery from back up   

• identify and resolve system problems   

• comply with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals and 
specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• Candidate submits hard copy of written reports 
demonstrating competence in: 

  

• measurement of platform performance   

• measurement of application responsiveness   

• undertaking of a system recovery from back up   

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor about interacting 
with enterprise personnel, customers and other contractors in 
providing application support to system users. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to:   

• create/delete user accounts 
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• create/modify/delete user profiles 
  

• maintain customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

Candidate submits hard copy of a special study or 
investigation undertaken, containing evidence of: analysis of 
problem, detail of activity required, consultation with other 
parties, studies undertaken and their analysis, and 
recommendations. 
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ICTTC043D Undertake network traffic management 
This unit relates to the maximisation of all available network capacity in real time.  

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Check availability of all installed network 
capacity 

   

2. Detect network traffic problems    

3. Analyse traffic volumes    

4. Develop strategies to overcome network 
traffic problems 

   

5. Apply solutions both short and long term 
where required 

   

6. Detect and take action on potential traffic 
congestion 

   

7. Provide traffic indicators for capacity 
planning 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC043D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO660 Operating Systems 6; CS610 
Customer Relations 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 Interpersonal 
Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 Negotiation 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 
Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; NE640 Network Management 
Principles and Capabilities 6; NE660 Network Demographics 6; OH610 Occupational Health 
and Safety 6; PE620 Decision Making 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 6; PS620 Design 6; 
SU680 Resource Management 6; SW620 Packet Data Switching 6; TE610 Telephony 
Principles 6; TR650 Traffic Management 6; Computer Systems – CN510 Advanced Data 
Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics; CN530 Computer 
Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 Computer 
Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; CN592 
Internetworking Planning;CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved Assessor Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   
• reading, interpreting and using 

equipment/system manuals and specifications 
and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• complying with all related occupational health 
and safety requirements and work practices 

  

• displaying interpersonal skills related to 
customers, employer, work associates, team 
members, individuals and other contractors 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, 
customers and other contractors and carriers 
keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs  

  

• applying and measuring impact of network 
controls such as call gapping and rerouting 

  

• applying traffic management principles 
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Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and 
candidate delivers at least one oral report to 
mentor/assessor – detailing: 

  

• identification and explanation of all blocked 
trunks in the network 

  

• identification and analysis of traffic alarms 
  

Observation by mentor/assessor, and at least two 
oral reports by candidate, demonstrating their 
ability to develop and implement appropriate 
strategies for performance enhancement. 

  

Candidate submits a hard copy set of 
measurement results, and of traffic pattern data, 
relevant historical data, with analysis and 
conclusions reached within a specified time. 
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ICTTC044D Co-ordinate fault rectification and restoration of 
service following network outages 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Co-ordinate resolution of customer 
complaints 

   

2. Analyse alarms/indicators    

3 Initiate damage control mechanisms    

4. Implement action    

5. Monitor outage and restoration of service    

6. Test/monitor network upon recovery    

7. Finalise action    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC044D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; EN620 Enterprise Information 
Systems 6; EN640 Enterprise Alarms 6; EN650 Enterprise Operations Policy 6; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 Negotiation 6; MA620 
Mathematics 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; NE640 
Network Management Principles and Capabilities 6; NE660 Network Demographics 6; 
OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PE620 Decision Making 6; PK610 Product 
Knowledge 6; PS620 Design 6; RE620 Physical Interface Standards 6; SU610 Planning 6; 
TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 6; TF630 Fault Finding 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least two oral reports to mentor/assessor: 

  

• determining service availability 
  

• adhering to service level agreements and validate of compliance 
  

• maintaining customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• driving fault logging system 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• understanding alarm types and priorities across the whole 
network  

  

• analysing complex faults 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• applying escalation procedures 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate monitor alarms and co-
ordinate rectifying a Tier 3 fault within service assurance 
guidelines, while applying all related occupational health and 
safety requirements and work practices, enterprise escalation 
and outage procedures, all within service assurance guidelines. 

  

Candidate submits at least two hard copy reports of separate 
installations of varying degrees of complexity demonstrating 
candidate's ability to monitor and coordinate the relevant 
fault/problem rectification. 
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ICTTC045D Ensure that network changes are implemented as 
planned with minimal impact to the customer 

This unit relates to the increasing of network capacity, installation of new network elements 
and changing of existing network elements. 

The unit covers the control of planned activity on the network and thus should be read in 
conjunction with the following units:  

Unit ICTTC060D Integrate new systems and equipment into the telecommunications 
network. 

Unit ICTTC061D Cutover new and/or replacement network equipment. 

Unit ICTTC076D Complete equipment/software upgrades. 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan network changes    

2. Validate new or amended data    

3. Conduct acceptance tests of new or amended 
equipment/system installations 

   

4. Implement changes    

5. Monitor impact of change    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC044D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context.
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO660 Operating Systems 6; CS610 
Customer Relations 6; CS620 Service Agreements 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 
6; IN610 Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 Negotiation 6; MA620 
Mathematics 6; NE610 Network Equipment 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE630 
Network Signalling 6; NE640 Network Management Principles and Capabilities 6; NE660 
Network Demographics 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PE620 Decision Making 
6; PS620 Design 6; SU610 Planning 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis 
and Diagnosis 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals and 
specifications and relevant enterprise policy and documentation 

  

• co-ordinating of all work groups associated with network change 
  

• ensuring accuracy of all system data bases 
  

• implementing escalation procedures within enterprise guidelines 
  

• adhering to all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• validating all alarms 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at least 
one oral report to mentor/assessor ensuring: 

  

• absence of faults on completion of activity 
  

• zero loss of both traffic and features during network integration 
or upgrade 

  

• identification and solution of problems experienced during the 
change 
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ICTTC046D Undertake network performance analysis 
This unit deals specifically with the monitoring of network performance.  

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Determine service levels    

2. Check the integrity of the network    

3. Monitor the delivery of quality service    

4. Organise quality repair    

5. Co-ordinate upgrade of software/hardware    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC046D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO660 Operating Systems 6; CS610 
Customer Relations 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 Interpersonal 
Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 Negotiation 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 
Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; NE640 Network Management 
Principles and Capabilities 6; NE660 Network Demographics 6; OH610 Occupational Health 
and Safety 6; PE620 Decision Making 6; PK610 Product Knowledge 6; PS620 Design 6; 
RE620 Physical Interface Standards 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis 
and Diagnosis 6; Computer Systems - CN510 Advanced Data Communications; CN520 
Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; 
CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 Computer Systems Management; 
CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; 
CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interpreting current network performance data. 
  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• correctly applying escalation procedures if required within 
service assurance guidelines 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• liaising with vendors on network component testing and 
redesign 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least one oral report to mentor/assessor – on current network 
performance data, restoration times and resources required. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor on: 

  

• adherence to service level agreements and validation of 
compliance 

  

• analysis of current data against specification and the 
systematic approach to problem identification both real and 
potential 

  

• recognition of potential causes of problems and 
performance levels 

  

Candidate submits at least one hard copy report on a proposed 
change strategy, including: cost/benefit analysis, equipment 
compatibility study and proposed testing routine. 
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ICTTC047D Undertake management of the Common Channel 
Signalling (CCS) network 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Analyse CCS alarms    

2. Analyse digital path alarms    

3. Check integrity of data received on 
equipment ports 

   

4. Monitor and acceptance test repair    

5. Block alarms for circuits out of service    

6. Co-ordinate repair of CCS link failure 
(Bouncing link alarms) 

   

7. Co-ordinate CCS relationships    

8. Co-ordinate CCS rearrangements    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC047D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO660 Operating Systems 6; DI640 
Digital/Analogue Network Applications 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; EN640 
Enterprise Alarms 6; IN610 Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN630 
Negotiation 6; MA620 Mathematics 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network 
Signalling 6; NE640 Network Management Principles and Capabilities 6; NE660 Network 
Demographics 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PE620 Decision Making 6; 
SW630 Switch Networks 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 6; TF630 Fault Finding 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence Fully Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• identifying and implementing repair action within service 
assurance guidelines 

  

• analysing and interpretation of alarms including CCS, 
digital path 

  

• applying enterprise fault management regime, priorities 
and escalation procedures 

  

• checking integrity of data received on equipment ports 
  

• resolving problems in a methodical and logical manner 
  

• conducting appropriate tests and interpreting results 
  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Candidate submits hard copy test results. 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – demonstrating 
reading, interpretation and use of equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 
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ICTTC048D Schedule customer premises equipment installation 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Schedule installation project    

2. Arrange connection of network facilities    

3. Organise supply and delivery of material    

4. Arrange allocation of installation labour 
resources 

   

5. Monitor and adjust resource allocations    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC048D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
IN420 Teamwork 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; NE420 Network Architecture 4; PE410 Personal 
Skills 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; SU410 Planning 4; SU415 Human Resources 4; 
SU470 Project Management 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Planning and provision of appropriately skilled labour and 
volume and type of material to meet key dates and milestones 

  

Identification of labour and material sources and negotiation 
with contractors, suppliers, other service providers to meet 
installation deadlines. 

  

Monitoring of work progress and adjustment of resource 
requirements to meet both customer’s needs and costing 
parameters. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 
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ICTTC049D Install customer premises systems and equipment 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Gather data for the installation    

2. Prepare for installation    

3. Obtain tools and materials    

4. Install equipment    

5. Programme system features using key phone 
facilities 

   

6. Clean up work site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC049D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EN460 
Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN320 Teamwork 3; MA320 Mathematics 3; NE420 Network 
Architecture 4; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PK310 Product Knowledge 3; 
PS210 Basic Building Trades 2; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; TE310 Basic Telephony 
3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of CPE equipment including single line telephones, 
telephone systems, PABX, payphone, modem. 

  

Programming of systems/equipment using key phone facilities.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret related floor plans, building plans, 
reflected ceiling plans, schematic drawings. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations and 
standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members and other contractors. 
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ICTTC050D Install radio controlled customer premises 
equipment 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for installation    

2. Establish base station locations    

3. Install equipment    

4. Test equipment operation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC050D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: This unit must be read in conjunction with ICTTC049D Install 
customer premises systems and equipment  

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA370 Cable Installation Practices; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; 
CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; 
MA420 Mathematics 4; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410 Product 
Knowledge 4; PS320  Basic Building Trades 3; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; TE410 
Basic Telephony 4; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TO410 Use of 
Tools 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification, establishment and testing of base station sites.   

Installation of equipment including cordless PABX, business 
systems including base stations, and wireless extensions (CT3)

  

Identification of required test – 100%, systematic samples, 
random, assessment of continuity. 

  

Identification of factors to be addressed via the test including 
– near end cross talk, attenuation, radius, balance, noise levels, 
frequency levels, reflection, signal loss, expected response 
times, speed. 

  

Interpret test results.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret related floor plans, building plans, 
reflected ceiling plans, schematic drawings. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 
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ICTTC051D Install PC based customer premises equipment 
system programs 

This unit applies to the installation of computer programs on customer systems including 
telecommunications, data communications and information technology systems.  

It applies to the installation of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technologies. 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Verify the program    

2. Install the program    

3. Provide security arrangements for remote 
access systems 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC051D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisit Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CO430 Computer Programming 4; 
CS410 Customer Relations 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PR410 
Problem Solving 4; SU415 Human Resources 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF310 Test 
Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; 
TF430 Fault Finding 4; TO330 Installation Practices 3; Computer Systems - The following 
relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data 
Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 
Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 
Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; 
CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Verification of program and program features including: 
system facilities, product features, required peripherals 
associated with the product, system functionality such as – 
station priorities, STD/IDD barring, pick up groups, night 
service, security, call detail recording. 

  

Installation of program into system – PABX, business system, 
payphone. 

  

Installation of security programs agreed with customers.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 
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ICTTC052D Cutover new customer premises systems and 
equipment  

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan the cutover    

2. After hours access is organised where 
appropriate 

   

3. Organise other parties associated with cutover    

4. Organise jumpering from "A" side to the "B" 
side of the building main frame 

   

5. Cutover the system/equipment into service    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC052D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CS310 Customer Relations 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; EN460 Enterprise 
Pricing Policy 4; IN320 Teamwork 3; IN330 Negotiation 3; NE420 Network Architecture 4; 
PK310 Product Knowledge 3; SU310 Basic Planning 3; TE310 Basic Telephony 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Development and implementation of cutover plan.   

Identification and organisation of resources necessary to 
complete the cutover within the specified timeframe. 

  

Conduct of relevant tests including: dial tone, phone ring, 
ability to make and receive a call, correct numbers, facility 
checks, program checks. 

  

Interpret test results.   

Problem identification and resolution.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC053D Train customers 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer premises 
and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs and 
WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit can be undertaken by CPE installation staff or dedicated customer trainers. (The 
latter would apply particularly to the very large installations). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify the extent of training required    

2. Conduct training    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC053D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. 
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; IN320 Teamwork 3; PK310 Product Knowledge 3; TE310 Basic 
Telephony 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Level of training is identified.   

Training delivery is provided on all aspects of the CPE 
installation including: system, product, product features and 
facilities. 

  

Demonstration includes allowing customer hands-on 
experience and feedback on performance. 

  

Correct literature is provided to the customer including: 
explanatory booklets, manuals, training aids, user guides, 
equipment plans and configuration. 

  

Completion of all relevant documentation.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC054D Provide infrastructure for telecommunications 
network equipment 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for installation    

2. Build infrastructure    

3. Install batteries and rectifiers    

4. Install DC power distribution    

5 Complete installation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC054D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package. 
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CA310 Cabling Techniques 3; CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; EL310 
AC/DC Theory 3; EL320 Earthing 3; EL430 Power Theory 4; EN320 Enterprise Information 
Systems 3; ET310 Electronics Principles 3; IN310 Interpersonal Relationships 3; IN320 
Teamwork 3; NE310 Network Equipment 3; NE320 Network Architecture 3; OH310 
Occupational Health and Safety 3; OH320 Safe Handling; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; 
PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RA310 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 3; SU320 
Leadership 3; TC310 Tower Climbing 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF330 Fault Finding 3; 
TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TO340 Basic Ironwork 3; TO350 
Cutting and Drilling 3; TR310 Basic Transmission Theory 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs. 

  

• identifying potential earthing locations cable routes, cables 
trays, data cabinets, telecom. closures, cross connects, 
distributors (MDF,IDF,FDP) 

  

• interpreting design specifications, including: circuit 
diagrams, plans and specifications 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• installing protective earth installations related to: screening, 
over voltage, surges and spikes 

  

• installing termination hardware including: connectors, 
frames, blocks, sockets, patch panels 

  

• installing functional earth installations including equipment 
potential bonding 

  

• installing lightning conductors, link to MEN  
  

• safely using general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks 

  

• completing housekeeping including administrative effort, site 
cleaning, waste and debris removal, hazard identification 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least two oral reports to mentor/assessor – demonstrating 
installation of power equipment including: distribution panel, 
cables, battery and rectifier types. 

  

Candidate submits hard copy report of conduct and interpretation 
of test results, complete with relevant documentation, showing 
compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Candidate submits at least two hard copy reports to assessor 
containing: accurate record keeping and labelling of equipment, 
manufacturer's certification, warranty and other related 
documentation requirements. 
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ICTTC055D Install an antenna/wave guide 
This unit applies to both fixed and mobile radio equipment. 

Antenna/wave guide may be installed on a mast/tower/pole/building  

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan for assembly    

2. Obtain tools, test equipment and installation 
materials 

   

3. Assemble antenna/wave guide    

4. Mount antenna/wave guide    

5. Connect antenna/wave guide    

6. Align/realign antenna    

7. Test antenna/wave guide operation    

8. Complete administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC055D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA360 Coaxial Cabling; CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EL320 
Earthing 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; MA310 Basic Mathematics 3; NE310 
Network Equipment 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; OH320 Safe Handling; 
PE320 Remote Work; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; 
RA310 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 3; RC310 Riggers Certificate 3; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; TC310 Tower Climbing 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; 
TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor on planning for 
separate successful antenna/wave guide assemblies. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• assessing hazard levels including site and radio frequency 
and application of safety precautions for self, fellow 
workers and the public at large 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• obtaining and checking tools, test equipment and materials, 
and using relevant test equipment 

  

• installing assembly in accordance with plan and 
specification 

  

• accurately labelling of all equipment 
  

• mounting, connecting, aligning for pan and sweep at least 
two antenna/wave guides under instruction, and 
successfully completing another procedure on at least one 
previously unfamiliar wave guide and one antenna, in 
accordance with plan and specification 

  

• showing correct interpretation and application of relevant 
regulations and standards, and all related occupational 
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health and safety requirements and work practices  
• demonstrating completion and storage of appropriate 

records including data bases 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – demonstrating 
successful alignment of an antenna and wave guide 
installation 

  

Candidate submits hard copy reports of separate installations 
of varying degrees of complexity demonstrating candidate's 
ability to: 

  

• use relevant test equipment  
  

• apply specified tests 
  

• analyse outcomes against specifications 
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ICTTC056D Install telecommunications network equipment 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

The unit applies to installation of both new, additional and replacement equipment.  

Termination of cables are covered broadly in this standard and thus it should be read in 
conjunction with Telecommunications Cabling Competency Standards: 

Unit ICTTC008D Terminate metallic conductor cable 

Unit ICTTC010D Place, secure and terminate optical fibre cable 

Unit ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Check design specifications    

2. Obtain tools, test equipment and installation 
materials 

   

3. Plan installation    

4. Unpack and check equipment    

5. Mount equipment    

6. Cable equipment    

7. Terminate cables    

8. Test cables    

9. Power up equipment    

10. Insert equipment cards and modules    

11. Install equipment accessories    

12. Test equipment    

13. Clean up work site    

14. Complete administrative tasks    
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Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC056D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA310 Cabling Techniques 3; CA320 Optical Techniques 3; CA370 Cable Installation 
Practices; CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; CS310 Customer Relations 
3; DI310 Digital 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; EL320 Earthing 3; EL430 Power Theory 4; 
EN310 Enterprise Policy and Practice 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; IN310 
Interpersonal Relationships 3; IN320 Teamwork 3; MA310 Basic Mathematics 3; NE310 
Network Equipment 3; NE320 Network Architecture 3; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical 
Fibre Cable; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; OH320 Safe Handling; PE310 
Personal Skills 3; PE320 Remote Work; PS214 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records–
Structured Cable; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RA310 
Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 3; SU310 Basic Planning 3; SU320 Leadership 3; 
SU330 Quality Procedures 3; SW310 Switching Products 3; TC310 Tower Climbing 3; 
TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TF330 Fault Finding 3; 
TF340 Testing Principles 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3; TO330 
Installation Practices 3; TO340 Basic Ironwork 3; TO350 Cutting and Drilling 3; TR320 
Modulation Theory 3; TR330 Time Division Multiplexing 3; TR340 Transmission 
Technologies and Products 3; TR350 Transmission Software;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 
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Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation  

  

• interpreting design specifications, including: circuit 
diagrams, plans and specifications  

  

• demonstrating installation of cables including: minimum 
bending radii appropriate cable separation, provision of 
spare length. 

  

• demonstrating termination of cables including: stripping, 
conductor identification and fanning, cleaning of optical 
fibres connectors, provision of spare length  

  

• verifying cable continuity 
  

• conducting and interpreting test results, completing 
relevant documentation, determining compliance from 
manufactures' certification, warranty and other related 
documentation requirements 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor: 

  

• applying DC principles and associated measuring 
techniques 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor – demonstrating 
successful: 

  

• safe use of general hand and power tools related to these 
tasks 

  

• installation to plan/specification 
  

• installation of earthing and corrosion protection 
  

• compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Candidate submits a set of hard copy test results and relevant 
documentation. 
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ICTTC057D Test cable bearers 
This unit applies to the testing of all cable types – metallic, optical fibre and coaxial. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for test    

2. Obtain and set up test equipment    

3. Perform tests    

4. Interpret test results and determine action    

5. Document test results    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC057D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA410 Optical Techniques 4; CI410 Communication 4; EL420 Impedance Matching 4; 
EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; 
EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; MA410 
Basic Mathematics 4; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; OH410 
Occupational Health and Safety 4; OH420 Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 4; 
PE320 Remote Work; PS216 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records – Coaxial Cable; 
PS217 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records – Underground; PS410 Plans and 
Specifications 4; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE221 ACA Standards 
and Regulations – Optical Fibre Cable; RE222 ACA Standards and Regulations: Coaxial 
Cable; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TF420 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission 
Theory 4; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4; TR480 Transmission Hierarchy 4; TR490 
Transmission Test Instruments 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors, keeping customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• correctly recording and storing test results 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor on:  

  

• cleaning of optical fibre, cable balancing, impedance 
matching 

  

• conducting tests and interpreting of results against 
expected outcomes 

  

• interpreting cable plans and calculating splice, cable length 
and location losses. 

  

Candidate submits a set of satisfactory hard copy test results. 
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ICTTC058D Acceptance test new systems and equipment 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission, computer and radio (both fixed and mobile) 
network and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and 
satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Receive installation completion advice    

2. Visually inspect new installation    

3. Undertake performance tests    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC058D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AT310 Acceptance Testing; CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; DI510 
Digital Theory 5; DI530 Digital Radio 5; EN510 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 5; EN520 
Enterprise Information Systems 5; EN530 Enterprise Organisational Policy 5; IN510 
Interpersonal Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; MA510 Mathematics 5; NE510 Network 
Equipment 5; NE520 Network Architecture 5; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; 
PE320 Remote Work; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; RA510 Antennas 5; RA520 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 5; SC510 Science 5; SU520 Leadership 5; SW420 Packet 
Data Switching 4; SW530 Switch Networks 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF510 Test Equipment 
5; TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TO510 Use of Tools 5; TR510 Transmission Theory 5; 
TR540 Narrow and Wideband Principles 5; TR560 Spectrum Management 5; TR580 
Transmission Hierarchy 5; TR590 Transmission Test Instruments 5; VO510 Video Network 
Techniques 5; Computer Systems - The following relate specifically to the Computer 
Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data Communications; CN520 Advanced 
Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data 
Communications Fundamentals; CN570 Computer Systems Management; 
CN590Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; 
CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate:   

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation   

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs   

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least two oral reports to mentor/assessor – describing:   

• making a complete check of installation against installation 
plans   

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices   

• inspecting cabling, cable layout and power requirements as 
required by different installations   

Candidate submits at least two sets of hard copy test results for 
sign-off, and observation by mentor/assessor, of candidate's 
ability to:   

• undertake relevant acceptance tests and analysis against 
specified performance criteria   

• run a test of network security arrangements   
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ICTTC059D Commission telecommunications network equipment 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network and 
the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Commissioning and integration of telecommunications equipment can occur simultaneously. 
Integration is covered in Unit ICTTC036D. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan commissioning procedures    

2. Organise planned outages if necessary    

3. Install software    

4. Connect transmission bearers    

5. Test hardware    

6. Test equipment functionality    

7. Complete administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC059D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. 
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; CS510 Customer Relations 5; CS520 
Service Agreements 5; DI510 Digital Theory 5; DI530 Digital Radio 5; EN510 Enterprise 
Escalation Procedures 5; EN520 Enterprise Information Systems 5; EN530 Enterprise 
Organisational Policy 5; EN540 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN510 
Interpersonal Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; IN530 Consulting Methods; IN540 
Workplace Networking 5; MA510 Mathematics 5; NE520 Network Architecture 5; OH212 
Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; PE320 
Remote Work; PR510 Problem Solving 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; RA510 
Antennas 5; RA520 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 5; SC510 Science 5; SU520 
Leadership 5; SW530 Switch Networks 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF520 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 5; TF540 Radio Tests 5; TO510 Use of Tools 5; TO620 Anti-static Procedures 6; 
TR510 Transmission Theory 5; TR520 Light/Laser Theory 5; TR530 Modulation Theory and 
Techniques 5; TR540 Narrow and Wideband Principles 5; TR560 Spectrum Management 5; 
TR580 Transmission Hierarchy 5; VO510 Video Network Techniques 5; VO520 Video and 
Sound Principles 5;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors keeping a customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• negotiating procedures/activity on the network/timing of 
commissioning 

  

• commissioning equipment to plan/specification 
  

• safely using general hand and power tools normally related 
to these tasks 

  

• implementing test plan, and interpreting and analysing 
results against expected outcomes by candidate. 

  

• testing alarms and alarm regime 
  

• analysing faults/problems/anomalies and providing 
solutions 

  

• maintaining accurate records and labelling of equipment 
  

• completing housekeeping including administrative effort, 
site cleaning, waste and debris removal, hazard 
identification 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least one oral report to mentor/assessor: 
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• applying enterprise escalation and outage procedures within 
service assurance guidelines 

  

• maintaining customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• running an applications program. 
  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Candidate submits a test plan hard copy for sign-off by 
assessor/mentor. 

  

Candidate submits a set of hard copy test results complete with 
analysis of faults with solutions. 

  

Candidate submits a quality audit to mentor/assessor. 
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ICTTC060D Integrate new systems and equipment into the 
telecommunications network 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Organise planned outages if necessary    

2. Provide alternate transmission path if possible    

3. Implement integration    

4. Test integration    

5. Complete administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC060D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA410 Optical Techniques 4; CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; EL510 
AC/DC Theory 5; EN520 Enterprise Information Systems 5; EN530 Enterprise 
Organisational Policy 5; EN540 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; IN510 Interpersonal 
Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; IN530 Consulting Methods; IN540 Workplace 
Networking 5; MA510 Mathematics 5; NE520 Network Architecture 5; NE630 Network 
Signalling 5; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; OH510 Occupational Health 
and Safety 5; PE320 Remote Work; PK510 Product Knowledge 5; PS510 Plans and 
Specifications 5; RA520 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 5; RE520 Physical Interface 
Standards 5; SU510 Planning 5; SU520 Leadership 5; SW530 Switch Networks 5; TC510 
Tower Climbing 5; TF510 Test Equipment 5; TF520 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 5; TF530 
Fault Finding 5; TR520 Light/Laser Theory 5; TR530 Modulation Theory and Techniques 5; 
TR550 Time Division Multiplexing 5; Computer Systems - The following relate 
specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data 
Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 
Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 
Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; 
CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• developing a contingency plan 
  

• negotiating procedures/activity on the network/timing of 
integration 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• keeping a customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• applying and using tools and test equipment 
  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Candidate submits a written contingency plan to 
mentor/assessor for sign-off. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor: 

  

• running an applications program 
  

• effecting integration to plan/specification 
  

• testing network security arrangements 
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• testing alarms and alarm regime 
  

• implementing a contingency plan 
  

• applying enterprise escalation and outage procedures 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in: 
  

• conducting a test plan and analysis of outcomes including 
interpretation of alarms, error reports and test results 

  

• testing systems/equipment and associated features being 
integrated, and likely impact on the rest of the network 

  

• analysing of faults/problems/anomalies and provision of 
solutions 

  

• accurate record keeping and labelling of equipment 
  

• completing of housekeeping including administrative 
effort, site cleaning, waste and debris removal, hazard 
identification 

  

Candidate submits a set of hard copy test results complete 
with fault analysis and solutions. 

  

Candidate submits hard copy sets of records of at least two 
separate integrations of varying degrees of complexity, 
including a quality audit. 
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ICTTC061D Cutover new and/or replacement network equipment
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan the cutover    

2. Organise other parties associated with 
cutover 

   

3. Cutover the system/equipment into service    

4. Complete administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC061D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; CS510 Customer Relations 5; EN510 
Enterprise Escalation Procedures 5; EN530 Enterprise Organisational Policy 5; IN520 
Teamwork 5; NE520 Network Architecture 5; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; 
PK510 Product Knowledge 5; RA520 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 5; SU500 
Business 5; SU510 Planning 5; SU530 Quality Management 5; SU560 Finance 5; TF520 
Test Analysis and Diagnosis 5; Computer Systems - The following relate specifically to the 
Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data Communications; CN520 
Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; 
CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 Computer Systems Management; 
CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; 
CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor on: 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system 
manuals and specifications and relevant enterprise policy 
and documentation 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• implementing a cutover plan 
  

• applying enterprise escalation and outage procedures 
  

• identifying and resolving problems 
  

Candidate submits hard copy test of knowledge of network 
security arrangements. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate interacting with 
enterprise personnel, customers and other contractors 
keeping a customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate submits 
at least two sets of test sheets and work documentation to 
mentor/assessor – demonstrating their ability to complete 
relevant administrative documentation tasks. 
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ICTTC062D Build a telecommunications tower/mast 
This unit applies to all telecommunication applications including voice, vision & data.  

This unit follows on from the work described in Unit ICTTC020D Construct aerial cable 
supports. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare materials    

2. Construct foundations    

3. Lay out tower/mast    

4. Build tower/mast    

5. Provide required mast support    

6. Secure site    

7. Complete administration    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC062D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA286 Bricklaying and Concrete Pouring; CA200 Cable Installation – General; CA202 
Cable Conductor Identification Codes; CA215 Cable support systems for CAN; CA225 
Cable Types for CAN; CA287 Construction Principles – Layout, Drainage etc; CA290 Pole 
Types and Aerial Service Identification; CA291 Installation of Aerial Supports; CA292 
Cable Installation and Securing – Aerial; CA293 Cable Termination and Coding – Aerial; 
CA294 Cable Sealing Techniques – Aerial; CA295 Cable Testing – Aerial; CA296 Pole 
Testing; CA315 Cabling Techniques for CAN; CI310 Communication 3; EL310 AC/DC 
Theory 3; EL320 Earthing 3; EL440 Australian Electrical Standards 4; IN320 Teamwork 3; 
OH215 Safe Work Practices – Aerial; OH250 Pole Top rescue; OH251 Working at heights; 
OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PE310 Personal Skills 3; PS218 Plan Reading, 
Specifications and Records – Aerial; PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RE225 ACA Standards 
and Regulations: Aerial; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise 
Land 3; TC310 Tower climbing 3; TC510 Tower Climbing 5;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Construction of foundations in accordance with engineering 
specifications 

  

Installation of functional and protective earthing systems   

Selection of site for hoisting equipment location is safe for the 
operator and the construction 

  

Pre construction checks are undertaken to ensure safe working 
environment, working conditions are suitable, all relevant 
plant and machinery is available and fully operational, 
materials and equipment are provided in accordance with 
specifications 

  

Pre assembly is undertaken at ground level where appropriate   

Checks are made to ensure full completion of each assembled 
component before moving to next stage 

  

Correct provision of temporary guy anchors is undertaken   

Securing and tensioning of guy wires is in accordance with 
specification 

  

Security arrangements including safety and hazard signs are 
provided 

  

Documentation including advice to land owner/tenant is 
completed 
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Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks 

  

Correct interpretation of legislative and environmental 
conditions and application to project 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to tower/mast 
construction 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors 
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ICTTC064D Haul underground cable 
This unit applies to both installation and recovery of small size cables e.g. up to 100 pairs. 
This unit follows on from the work described in ICTTC133A "Construct underground 
enclosure". 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for underground cable hauling    

2. Undertake safety check/activities    

3. Haul cable    

4. Complete works on site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC064D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor:  Name        R.T.O. No                           
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AH200 Cable Hauling Practices; AH201 Duct Selection and Preparation; AH202 
Distribution area Plans and Plan Symbols; AH203 Introduction to the Telstra Customer 
Access Network; AH204 Hauling Preparations; AH205 Lead-in Cable Installation Practices 
(including wall boxes as appropriate); AH206 Setting up Work-site, Approvals and 
Requirements; AP201 Dangerous Gases, Detection and Actions ; Not coded  Joint Closure 
for lead-in cables; Or use this set of topics for a generic coverage; Codes refer to the Skill 
and Knowledge Register included in this training package; CA225 Cable Types for CAN; 
CA245 Cable Handling and Hauling for CAN; CI210 Communication 2; OH210 
Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS212 Read Plans and Specifications – General; TO210 
Hand and Power Tools 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved Assessor Initials 

Check for gases; open and guard chamber.   

Checking of air pressure in both existing and new cable.   

Hauling of cable including: rod and rope placement, 
cable attachment to rope/winch, avoidance of sheath 
damage, lubrication of cable, hauling tension, cable 
and service separations, leaving of sufficient cable for 
jointing purposes, cable lengths, cable sealing and 
pressurisation, cable identification. 

  

Cable dispensing equipment including spinner, 
jinker/cable trailer, 2 pair cable dispenser and hand. 

  

Work practices that ensure all relevant authorities have 
been notified and approvals obtained prior to 
commencement. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for hauling cable. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with hauling cable (including 
protective clothing and personal safety items, and 
adequate warning signs and safety devices are installed). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings: site plans, street 
plans, construction plans, building plans and site layout 
drawings. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations 
and standards related to the hauling of cables. 

  

Communication skills related to work associates, 
supervisors, team members and enterprise 
documentation. 
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ICTTC065D Splice optic fibre cable 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for splicing    

2. Verify optical fibre cable placement    

3. Secure optical fibre cable    

4. Splice optical fibre cable    

5. Install optical fibre termination connectors    

6. Complete splicing operation    

7. Complete installation administration    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC065D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location: 

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor. 
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CA410 Optical Techniques 4; CI310 
Communication 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans and 
Specifications 3; PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; CA260 Cable Types: Optical Fibre Cable; TF310 Test 
Equipment 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtain information from plans and documents. 
  

Notify relevant authorities and obtain approvals prior to 
commencement. 

  

Cable splicing including:  
  

• identification of sheath damage,  
  

• maintenance of bend ratios,  
  

• cable securing to avoid damage,  
  

• checking of light source cable stripping,  
  

• removal of coatings 
  

• Installation of termination connectors including:  
  

• selection of connector to match terminating frame 
  

• connector fitting 
  

• fixing of fibre to connector 
  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices. 

  

Conduct of signal strength tests and interpretation of results. 
  

Communication of splicing details with customers and work 
associates. 
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ICTTC066D Joint and terminate coaxial cable 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations 

The most likely type of coaxial cable used in the CAN environment today is either ‘hard line’ 
or ‘flexible’ coaxial cables used in the delivery of CATV services. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for jointing    

2. Verify coaxial cable placement    

3. Secure coaxial cable    

4. Joint coaxial cable    

5. Terminate coaxial cable    

6. Complete splicing operation    

7. Complete installation administration    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC066D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA360 Coaxial Cabling; CI310 Communication 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; MA210 Basic 
Telecommunications Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans 
and Specifications 3; PS320 Basic Building Trades 3; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtain information from plans and documents.  
  

Notify relevant authorities and obtain approvals prior to 
commencement. 

  

Jointing of cable including:  
  

• placement of cable supports 
  

• bending of cable within specified tolerances 
  

• kit selection 
  

• retention of segregation of conductor and shield 
  

• either aerial or underground work 
  

Termination of cable including:  
  

• stripping to specified length  
  

• connector selection  
  

• retention of segregation of conductor and shield  
  

• termination to torque  
  

• conduct of gauge tests  
  

• maintenance of continuous ground 
  

• waterproofing of termination 
  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices.  

  

Conduct of signal strength tests and interpretation of results. 
  

Communication of jointing details with customers and work 
associates. 
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ICTTC067D Rearrange and cutover cable 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for rearrangement    

2. Prepare cable for cutover    

3. Select resources    

4. Rearrange cable    

5. Cutover cable    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC067D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA315 Cabling Techniques for CAN; CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CA380 
Pressurised Cabling for CAN; CI310 Communication 3; EN310 Enterprise Policy and 
Practice 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; OH310 Occupational Health and 
Safety 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working 
on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU210 Basic Supervision; TO310 Use of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtain information from plans and documents.  
  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the cable rearrangement. 

  

Cutover preparation including:  
  

• planning 
  

• notification to all relevant parties 
  

• verification of cutover sheets 
  

• application of shut down procedures 
  

• provision of alternative air supply 
  

• alternate signal routing 
  

Cable rearrangement including: 
  

• jointing of cable 
  

• sealing of openable joints 
  

• circuit identification 
  

Conduct of tests to determine success of cutover, 
interpretation of  results and rectification of faults occurring as 
a result of cutover. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices. 

  

Communication of cutover details with customers and work 
associates. 
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ICTTC068D Install telecommunications service to a building 
This unit relates to bringing a telecommunications service from the broader network to a 
customer's premises.   

Installation of cabling within a building and installation of telecommunications connections 
within a building are dealt with in the Telecommunications Cabling National Competency 
Standards. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Gather service installation data    

2. Organise materials and plant    

3. Supply cable to building    

4. Install cable    

5. Clean worksite    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC068D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequite Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AA209 Aerial Lead-in to Low Level Box (South Australia and Northern Territory only); 
AA210 Aerial Safety (OH&S Requirement); AI200 Building Construction; AI201 Cabling – 
Mandatory Separations; AI202 Cabling – Pre-wiring (including safety testing); AI203 CLP 
Installation Techniques; AI204 CLP Materials List; AI205 Connector Type (MRC) & 
Jointing Conductors.; AI206 Construction Guidelines for Lead-ins; AI207 Fixing to wall 
surfaces; AI208 General Requirements When Installing Auxiliary Earth Electrodes; AI209 
Guard Wire – Basic Installation; AI210 Health and Safety (Revision); AI211 Installation of 
Modules and Network Cabling; AI212 Installation Practices For CLP; AI213 Installations of 
Rural Lead-in Cable (HJ) .; AI214 Installing Aerial Lead-in Cable (ALIC); AI215 Installing 
CLP on a Caravan; AI216 Installing CLP on Distributors; AI217 Introduction To Customer 
Lightning Protection; AI218 Jointing Pit – Installations (Private Property only).; AI219 
Lead-in Cable Installation Practices.; AI220 Lightning Incidents; AI221 Location of 
Distributor; AI222 Maintenance/Alterations at NBP; AI223 MDF Jumpering; AI224 Outlet 
Types and Applications; AI225 Repair, Raising or Lowering Pits.; AI226 Rotational Pairs – 
Colour Codes; AI227 Safety Precautions When Installing Auxiliary Earth Electrode; AI228 
Selecting the Best Bonding Arrangement; AI229 Special Arrangements for Rural Customers; 
AI230 Supply of Distributor Hardware (Responsibilities); AI231 Termination of Conductors; 
AI232 Testing For Hazardous Voltages; AI233 Trenching, including Sharing Trenches with 
Other Utilities.; AI234 Underground Lead-in to Low Level Box (Stobie Pole) South 
Australia and Northern Territory only; AI235 Area Lightning Risk Classifications; AJ200 
Cable Housing and Sheath Removal.; AJ201 Cable Joint Enclosures, Types Sizes and 
Applications.  – Utilux 2/5 pair. Basic Cable Jointing course for other types and applications 
of joint closures.; AJ203 Conduit – Types, Fittings and Applications.; AJ212 Installation of 
Sealed Heat Shrink Joint Enclosure.; AJ217 L.P.G. Equipment; AP201 Dangerous Gases, 
Detection and Actions; AP205 Public Relations, Dealing with Customers.; AP206 Quality 
Assurance; Or use this set of topics for a generic coverage; Codes refer to the Skill and 
Knowledge Register included in this training package; CA315 Cabling Techniques for 
CAN; CA325 Cable Jointing and Termination for CAN; CA375 Cable Installation Practices 
for CAN; CI310 Communication 3; EL210 AC/DC Basic Theory; EN320 Enterprise 
Information Systems 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH310 
Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; RA420 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access 
Requirements; SU210 Basic Supervision; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TO310 Use of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence Fully Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Negotiation of trench/aerial provision cost with customer. 
  

Correct interpretation of the installation plan/order. 
  

Conduct of tests related to transmission quality and continuity 
of cables at network entry point. 

  

Provision of cable to the premises including: installation, 
jointing and sealing, compliance with ACA, enterprise and 
local government regulations. 

  

Provision of lightning protection devices. 
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Work practices that ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for cable provision. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with cable provision (including protective 
clothing and personal safety items, and adequate warning 
signs and safety devices are installed). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings: site plans, street plans, 
construction plans, building plans and site layout drawings. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the cable provision. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 
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ICTTC069D Install network cable equipment 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare worksite for installation    

2. Prepare for installation    

3. Obtain tools and materials    

4. Install required equipment support structure    

5. Install equipment    

6. Perform basic tests    

7. Complete installation    

8. Restore worksite    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC069D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA215 Cable Support Systems for CAN; CA325 Cable Jointing and Termination for CAN; 
CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI310 Communication 3; EL420 Impedance 
Matching 4; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications 
Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PK310 Product Knowledge 3; 
PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 
Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU210 Basic Supervision; 
TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; TO310 
Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TR310 
Basic Transmission Theory 3; TR340 Transmission Technologies and Products 3; Computer 
Systems – The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; 
CN510 Advanced Data Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital 
Electronics 3; CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications 
Fundamentals; CN570 Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 
Internetworking 4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtaining installation information from plans and documents.  
  

Provision of cable infrastructure including: ducting, trays, 
catenary wire, conduit. 

  

Cabling of equipment support structure for power, alarms and 
interrogation requirements. 

  

Provision of lightning and earthing protection. 
  

Provision of line conditioning. 
  

Installing equipment. 
  

Testing and interpret test results – see RANGE STATEMENT. 
  

Labelling of equipment correctly. 
  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation. 

  

Communication of installation details with customers and work 
associates. 
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ICTTC070D Install mobile telecommunications in motor vehicles 
This unit applies to all types of mobile communications including digital and analogue and 
includes both voice and data. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify customer’s specific requirements    

2. Obtain tools and materials    

3. Prepare for installation    

4. Install equipment    

5. Commission and test installation    

6. Finalise installation    

7. Handover to customer    

8. Complete contract documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC070D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; EN210 
Enterprise Policy and Practice 2; IN320 Teamwork 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications 
Mathematics; MO310 Mobile Phone Product Knowledge; MO320 Mobile Phone Operation – 
Basic; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; RA210 Radio Frequency Theory and 
Hazards 2; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; Computer Systems – 
The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN510 
Advanced Data Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; 
CN530 Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; 
CN570 Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 
4; CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of customer requirements including: aerial and 
handset location, power requirements, type of antenna, 
accessory wiring use. 

  

Inspection of vehicle including: check of preinstalled wiring, 
vehicle body and interior defects, preinstalled facilities, 
vehicle type and most appropriate installation requirements. 

  

Installation of equipment including aerial, cable, connectors, 
bracket and instrument cradle, power termination, hands-free 
microphone, speaker, transceiver. 

  

Conduct of functionality tests and interpretation of results. 
  

Completion of the task including: tying/lashing of exposed 
wires, return of vehicle components and fittings to original 
location and condition, return of customer items to original 
location, removal of waste and debris. 

  

Handover to the customer including: functionality tests in 
customer's presence, advising and training customer on 
equipment use, discussion with customer on any damage 
occurring during installation, provision of all appropriate 
literature and completion of all financial and other 
documentation. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 
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Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks. 
  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 
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ICTTC072D Effect changes to existing systems and equipment 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit applies to all CPE systems, products, equipment and product and system features.  

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish requirements for alteration    

2. Document specifications and plans for 
alteration 

   

3. Confirm site access and conditions    

4. Install additional equipment and/or 
programme system feature changes 

   

5. Restore and test system    

6. Update plans and records    

7. Restore site to required condition    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC072D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA370 Cable Installation Practices; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; 
CS410 Customer Relations 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; NT410 Emerging Network Technologies; 
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and 
Specifications 4; PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; RE340 Regulations for CPE; SU450 
Estimating Techniques 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; Computer 
Systems – The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; 
CN421 Installing and Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And 
Optimizing A Graphical User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital 
Electronics 2; CN435 Digital And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals; 
CN460 Fault-Finding And Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Clear identification of customer's needs. 
  

Development of plans and drawings to give effect to planned 
changes to systems and equipment including: hardware, 
software and compatibility and involving: moving outlets and/or 
services new extensions to services, additions, removals, 
system/application upgrades. 

  

Alteration of system/equipment including both physical and/or 
programming change. 

  

Identification, conduct and interpretation of tests appropriate to 
the change. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret manuals, specifications, product 
documentation, related floor plans, building plans, reflected 
ceiling plans, schematic drawings. 
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Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks. 
  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations and 
standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 
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ICTTC073D Cutover additions, moves and changes 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan the cutover    

2. After hours access is organised where 
appropriate 

   

3. Organise other parties associated with cutover    

4. Cutover the system/equipment into service    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC073D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS420 Customer Sales 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; 
IN420 Teamwork 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; NE420 Network Architecture 4; PE410 Personal 
Skills 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; SU410 Planning 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; 
Computer Systems – The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of 
qualifications; CN421 Installing And Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 
Configuring And Optimizing A Graphical User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; 
CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 Digital And Computer Systems; CN440 Database 
Fundamentals; CN460 Fault-Finding And Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Negotiation with customer as to cutover timeframe.   

Development and implementation of cutover plan.   

Development of contingency plans.   

Identification and organisation of resources including 
customer resources necessary to complete the cutover within 
the specified timeframe. 

  

Conduct of relevant tests including: dial tone, phone ring, 
ability to make and receive a call, correct numbers, facility 
checks, program checks. 

  

Interpret test results.   

Problem identification and resolution.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC074D Recover customer premises equipment 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify requirements    

2. Organise equipment recovery    

3. Recover equipment    

4. Receive and receipt any outstanding monies    

5. Complete paper work    

6. Clean up work site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC074D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EN460 
Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN330 Negotiation 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; 
PK310 Product Knowledge 3; TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TF320 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Development of a recovery plan.   

Conduct of operational tests, including interpretation and 
documentation of results. 

  

Correct packaging and labelling of recovered equipment.   

Collection receipting and documentation of outstanding 
monies. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, other contractors 
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ICTTC075D  Refurbish customer premises equipment 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer premises 
and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs and 
WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations and equipment. 

Refurbishment can occur on all types of customer premises equipment. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Conduct initial inspection    

2. Renovate equipment housing    

3. Perform an accurate system test    

4. Repair defects    

5. Assemble and pack refurbished product    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC075D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. 
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CO310 Computer Skills 3; IN320 Teamwork 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; 
PK310 Product Knowledge 3; PR310 Problem Solving 3; TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TF310 
Test Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TF330 Fault Finding 3; TO310 Use 
of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Inspection of reporting on equipment including; physical 
damage, cracks in plastic, holes in plastic, modifications, texta 
and paint that cannot be removed, deep scratches, liquid, 
chemical or insect intrusion, major discolouration. 

  

Renovation of equipment housing including; removal of labels, 
disinfecting and buffing of handset, cleaning of line cords, 
buttons and label covers, buffing of instrument body, 
replacement of cords, labels etc, and reassembly. 

  

Identification, conduct and documentation of tests including: 
sidetone confirmation, crackle and noise, dial tone, lamp 
identification, speaker operation, lamp lights, volume control, 
intercom buttons, beep and speech, mic and mic lights, two 
way speech and music, electrical safety, power on LED, speech 
path, loop circuit, single line telephone loop circuit, ring 
detection circuit, music on hold source, DTMF sender, paging, 
power failure transfer. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Ability to read and interpret manuals and documentation.   

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 
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ICTTC076D Complete equipment/software upgrades 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify detail relating to upgrade    

2. Plan upgrade    

3. Prepare for upgrade    

4. Undertake upgrade    

5. Test upgrade    

6. Accept upgrade    

7. Review upgrade outcomes    

8. Undertake administrative action    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC076D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; 
EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; 
EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN410 Interpersonal 
Relationships 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; IN440 Workplace Networking 4; MA420 Mathematics 
4; NE420 Network Architecture 4; NE430 Switch Networks; OH212 Safe Work Practices–
Optical Fibre Cable; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE320 Remote Work; PR410 
Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; SC410 Science 4; SU420 Leadership 4; SW420 Packet 
Data Switching 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TE420 Outage and Hazard Processes 4; TE490 
Blocking Principles 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TO420 
Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission Theory 4; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4; 
TR430 Modulation Theory 4; TR440 Narrow and Wideband Principles 4; TR460 Spectrum 
Management 4; TR470 Transmission Technologies and Products 4; TR480 Transmission 
Hierarchy 4; TR490 Transmission Test Instruments 4; VO410 Video Network Techniques 4; 
VO420 Video and Sound Principles 4; Computer Systems – The following relate 
specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN421 Installing And 
Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And Optimizing A Graphical 
User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 Digital 
And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals; CN460 Fault-Finding And 
Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Candidate submits at least two hard copies of plans – and 
mentor/assessor observes candidate: 

  

• planning and identifying the components of the upgrade 
process, including application of enterprise procedures, 
ensuring minimum downtime on the network and meeting 
customer requirements 

  

• developing a contingency plan 
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Mentor/assessor observes candidate interacting with enterprise 
personnel, customers and other contractors, keeping a 
customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor describing: 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• interpreting alarms and alarm priorities  
  

• analysing alarms and alarm conditions and knowledge of 
interrogation procedures 

  

• applying blocking principles. 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate implementing the upgrade 
process, and a contingency plan: 

  

• according to plans and specifications and including 
application of enterprise procedures  

  

• ensuring minimum downtime on the network and meeting 
customer requirements within service assurance guidelines 

  

• applying enterprise escalation and outage procedures and 
all related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Observation by mentor/assessor, and at least two hard copies 
of sets of test results to mentor/assessor, demonstrating the 
candidate's ability to:  

  

• use both vendor and enterprise specific monitoring tools 
  

• measure the impact of the upgrade on the billing process 
  

• conduct tests to measure the impact of the upgrade and 
interpret outcomes 

  

• Analyse of the implications of hardware/software upgrade 
on the remainder of the network. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports describing: 

  

• monitoring and analysing alarms and alarm conditions and 
knowledge of interrogation procedures 

  

• conducting tests to measure the impact of the upgrade and 
interpreting outcomes. 

  

• Candidate submits hard copy sets of documents – and 
mentor/assessor observes – completion of documentation 
for at least two separate upgrades. 
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ICTTC077D Commission an electronic unit 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Confirm installation requirements    

2. Install program    

3. Acceptance test equipment and connections    

4. Commission equipment    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC077D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AT310 Acceptance Testing; CA325 Cable Jointing and Termination for CAN; CO310 
Computer Skills 3; DI410 Digital Theory 4; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; EL420 Impedance 
Matching 4; EN310 Enterprise Policy and Practice 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 
3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 
3; PK310 Product Knowledge 3; PR310 Problem Solving 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 
3; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU210 Basic Supervision; TF310 Test Equipment 3; 
TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3; TR310 Basic Transmission Theory 
3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of program including:  
  

• check against manufacturer's specifications 
  

• check against equipment to be used 
  

• setting of both software and non-software parameters. 
  

Conduct tests and interpret of test results – see RANGE 
STATEMENT. 

  

Cutover to network systems. 
  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation. 

  

Communication of commissioning details with customers and 
work associates. 
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ICTTC078D Commission an electronic system 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

This unit may apply either where a service is already working or in a new installation 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Confirm system installation    

2. Install program    

3. Prepare to commission    

4. Commission system    

5. Cut over existing services    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC078D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Completion of a Certificate III in Telecommunications (CAN) or 
equivalent experience. 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer 
Skills 4; CO430 Computer Programming 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; EL420 Impedance 
Matching 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; 
PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; 
RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU415 Human Resources 4; SU470 Project 
Management 4; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TF420 Test Analysis 
and Diagnosis 4; TF430 Fault Finding 4; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static 
Procedures 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TR310 Basic Transmission Theory 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of program including: check against 
manufacturer's specifications, check against equipment to be 
used, setting of both software and non-software parameters. 

  

Integration of unit into the total network.   

Conduct and interpretation of test results including: network 
facilities, alarms, end to end compatibility. 

  

Use of test devices including OTDR (Optical Time Domain 
Reflectometer), multimeter, proprietary devices, transmission 
test equipment. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members. 
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ICTTC079D Schedule CPE maintenance 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify preventative maintenance program 
customers 

   

2. Plan maintenance and fault clearance activity    

3. Arrange allocation of labour resources    

4. Organise assistance to fault staff    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC079D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; IN430 Negotiation 4; MT410 
Maintenance Routines; NT410 Emerging Network Technologies; PE410 Personal Skills 4; 
PK410 Product Knowledge 4; SU410 Planning 4; SU470 Project Management 4; TE410 
Basic Telephony 4; TF330 Fault Finding 3;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Plan and organise preventive maintenance schedule in 
accordance with both vendor specified requirements and 
customer agreements. 

  

Negotiate fault clearance arrangements with customers 
including consideration of: warranty arrangements, customer 
agreements, company fault clearance policy and resource 
availability. 

  

Plan and schedule fault clearance activity, including; provision 
of clear specification to staff as to fault details, fault location, 
fault history, warranty arrangements, customer requirements, 
skill needs and availability. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC080D Undertake preventative maintenance of CPE systems 
and equipment 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Follow preventative maintenance routines    

2. Organise alterations and repairs    

3. Complete administration    

4. Clean up work site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC080D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; MA420 Mathematics 4; NT410 
Emerging Network Technologies;  OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PS410 Plans 
and Specifications 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; 
TO410 Use of Tools 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of maintenance required.   

Conduct and interpretation of tests including: equipment and 
facilities checks, test of backup equipment such as batteries, 
filters, system backup and alarms. 

  

Repair of faults/problems in system, equipment and facilities – 
either hardware or software. 

  

Completion of documentation including: warranty details, 
system log books, pricing and billing forms. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC081D  Perform tests and fault diagnosis remote from 
customer premises 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish context and background information    

2. Identify and clarify fault    

3. Diagnose faults    

4. Rectify fault    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC081D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO430 Computer Programming 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; 
EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN420 Teamwork 
4; IN430 Negotiation 4; MA420 Mathematics 4; PE410 Personal Skills 4; PK410 Product 
Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF410 Test 
Equipment 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TF430 Fault Finding 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Adherence to security procedures related to access.   

Use of fault history in fault identification.   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults.   

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified.   

Interpretation of test results.   

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures.   

Provision of clear and precise instructions to staff engaged in 
on-site repair. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC082D Locate and rectify faults on site, on a first in basis 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish context and background information    

2. Identify and clarify fault    

3. Determine and rank likely causes of fault    

4. Perform tests    

5. Diagnose faults    

6. Rectify fault    

7. Provide temporary service to customer where 
required 

   

8. Clean up work site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC082D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO430 Computer Programming 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; 
EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN420 Teamwork 
4; IN430 Negotiation 4; MA420 Mathematics 4; NT410 Emerging Network Technologies;  
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE410 Personal Skills 4; PK410 Product 
Knowledge 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF410 Test 
Equipment 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TF430 Fault Finding 4; TO330 
Installation Practices 3; TO410 Use of Tools 4; Computer Systems – The following relate 
specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN421 Installing And 
Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And Optimizing A Graphical 
User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 Digital 
And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals; CN460 Fault-Finding And 
Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history in fault identification.   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults.   

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified.   

Interpretation of test results.   

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report 
progress. 

  

Recognition of potential causes.   

Repair of fault and conduct of tests to verify outcomes.   

Documentation of fault including: nature, location, likely 
causes, repair methodology. 

  

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures.   
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Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC083D Locate and rectify complex CPE system and 
equipment faults 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish background information    

2. Obtain suitable fault testing tools and 
equipment  

   

3. Diagnose faults    

4. Rectify fault    

5. Clean up work site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC083D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO530 Computer Programming 4; CS510 Customer Relations 5; 
EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; EN660 Enterprise Pricing Policy 6; IN430 
Negotiation 4; IN510 Interpersonal Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; MA510 
Mathematics 5; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; PE510 Personal Skills 5; PK510 
Product Knowledge 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF510 Test 
Equipment 5; TF520 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 5; TF530 Fault Finding 5; TO330 
Installation Practices 3; TO510 Use of Tools 5; Computer Systems –The following relate 
specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN510 Advanced Data 
Communications; CN520 Advanced Internet; CN520 Digital Electronics 3; CN530 
Computer Systems Architecture; CN551 Data Communications Fundamentals; CN570 
Computer Systems Management; CN590 Internetworking 3; CN591 Internetworking 4; 
CN592 Internetworking Planning; CN593 Network Layer Fundamentals 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history including details of all investigations 
undertaken on a first-in basis, in fault identification. 

  

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults. 
  

Methodical approach to fault identification. 
  

Analysis of tests already undertaken and conduct of further tests 
appropriate to the type of fault identified. 

  

Interpretation of test results. 
  

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report progress. 
  

Recognition of potential causes. 
  

Repair of fault and conduct of tests to verify outcomes. 
  

Consideration of financial/commercial implications. 
  

Documentation of fault including: nature, location, likely causes, 
repair methodology. 

  

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures. 
  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals and 
specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 
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ICTTC084D Provide expert advice and support on very complex 
CPE faults 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish background information    

2. Undertake fault diagnosis    

3. Organise fault rectification    

4. Document fault details    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC084D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO530 Computer Programming 4; CP510 CPE Faults 5; CS510 
Customer Relations 5; EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; EN660 Enterprise Pricing 
Policy 6; IN430 Negotiation 4; IN510 Interpersonal Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; 
IN530 Consulting Methods; PE510 Personal Skills 5; PK510 Product Knowledge 5; PR510 
Problem Solving 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF520 Test 
Analysis and Diagnosis 5; TF530 Fault Finding 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history including details of all investigations 
undertaken on a first-in basis, in fault identification. 

  

Development and application of financial/commercial strategies. 
  

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults. 
  

Methodical approach to fault identification. 
  

Analysis of tests already undertaken and conduct of further tests 
appropriate to the type of fault identified. 

  

Interpretation of test results. 
  

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report 
progress. 

  

Recognition of potential causes. 
  

Repair of fault and conduct of tests to verify outcomes. 
  

Involvement of vendor system specialists at commercially 
appropriate time. 

  

Preparation of reports including recommendations relating to 
system redesign/specification complete with justifiable data 
including financial considerations. 

  

Documentation of fault including: nature, location, likely causes, 
repair methodology. 

  

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures. 
  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals and 
specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and documentation.

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 
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ICTTC085D  Monitor, analyse and action telecommunications 
network alarms 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify alarms    

2. Analyse alarm conditions    

3. Locate and arrange rectification of problem    

4. Finalise action    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC085D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; CS520 Service Agreements 5; DI410 Digital Theory 
4; DI420 Digital Switching 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; EN410 Enterprise Escalation 
Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN430 Enterprise Organisational 
Policy 4; EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 4; IN420 
Teamwork 4; IN440 Workplace Networking 4; NE410 Network Equipment 4; NE420 
Network Architecture 4; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE410 Personal Skills 4; 
PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA420 Radio Frequency 
Theory and Hazards 4; SU420 Leadership 4; SU430 Quality Procedures 4; SU440 Conflict 
Resolution 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TE420 Outage and Hazard Processes 4; TE450 
System Security 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TR410 Transmission Theory 4; 
TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4; TR450 Signalling Principles 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessment candidates will provide evidence of their 
performance and underpinning skills and knowledge. 

  

Candidate submits hard copies of alarm centre fault report, 
system reports and fault history for at least three faults signed 
off by the mentor: 

  

• at least two faults to be actioned to a set program.   
• another to be with no prior demonstration or experience.   
• alarm and maintenance printouts.   

Candidate delivers oral report to mentor/assessor explaining 
three different action plans. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate using the test results to 
confirm existence of three different types of faults by mentor 
or assessor. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in fault 
diagnosis technique in at least three different types of faults. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to adhere to 
Service Level Agreements. 
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ICTTC086D Undertake routine maintenance of the 
telecommunications network 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify level of maintenance to be 
undertaken 

   

2. Plan/prepare routine maintenance    

3. Undertake maintenance    

4. Initiate corrective action as required    

5. Generate report    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC086D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; DI420 Digital Switching 4; 
DI430 Digital Radio 4; EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise 
Information Systems 4; EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; IN410 Interpersonal 
Relationships 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; NE410 Network Equipment 4; NE420 Network 
Architecture 4; NE430 Switch Networks; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PR410 
Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; SU430 Quality Procedures 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; 
TF410 Test Equipment 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; 
TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission Theory 4; TR440 Narrow and 
Wideband Principles 4  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Candidate submits hard copies of: 
  

• at least three separate written reports showing how 
candidate identified maintenance required  

  

• at least three separate written test results from a range of 
the following: equipment and facilities checks, test of 
backup equipment such as batteries, filters, system backup 
and alarms. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• demonstrating safe use of general hand and power tools, 
and of general equipment normally related to these tasks 

  

• applying all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in: 
  

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• customer focus and consideration of customer needs within 
service assurance guidelines 

  

Candidate delivers oral reports to mentor/assessor explaining 
at least three separate repairs of faults/problems in system, 
equipment and facilities–at least one each of hardware and 
software, signed off by the mentor. 

  

Candidate submits hard copy of three sets of accurately 
completed documentation including: warranty details, system 
log books, pricing and billing forms. 
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ICTTC087D Undertake remote repair of network faults 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish context and background information    

2. Identify/verify fault    

3. Diagnose faults    

4. Repair fault    

5. Document results    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC087D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; 
EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; 
EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; ET420 
Amplifiers 4; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; IN440 Workplace 
Networking 4; MA420 Mathematics 4; NE410 Network Equipment 4; NE420 Network 
Architecture 4; NE430 Switch Networks; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; 
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PE320 Remote Work; PR410 Problem Solving 4; 
PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and 
Hazards 4; SC410 Science 4; SU420 Leadership 4; SW420 Packet Data Switching 4; TE410 
Basic Telephony 4; TE420 Outage and Hazard Processes 4; TF420 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission 
Theory 4; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4; TR430 Modulation Theory 4; TR440 Narrow and 
Wideband Principles 4; TR450 Signalling Principles 4; TR460 Spectrum Management 4; 
TR480 Transmission Hierarchy 4; TR490 Transmission Test Instruments 4; VO410 Video 
Network Techniques 4; VO420 Video and Sound Principles 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least three oral reports to mentor/assessor – adhering to security 
procedures related to system access. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least three oral reports to mentor/assessor – demonstrating a 
methodical approach to fault identification; including use of fault 
history and ranking of likely causes. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate testing, and candidate submits 
hard copy of three sets of tests results appropriate to the type of 
fault identified, and ranging from common to more complex. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate applying enterprise escalation 
and outage procedures, to include demonstration of all related 
occupational health and safety requirements and work practices. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate giving staff engaged in on-site 
repair of a Tier X fault clear and precise instructions, including 
specific instructions designed to avoid circular routing. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to interact with 
enterprise personnel, customers and other contractors, including a 
clear customer focus and consideration of customer needs within 
service assurance guidelines. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least three oral reports to mentor/assessor – reading, interpreting 
and using equipment/system manuals and specifications and 
relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 
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ICTTC088D Locate and rectify network faults on a first in basis 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish context and background information    

2. Identify and clarify fault    

3. Determine and rank likely causes of fault    

4. Perform tests    

5. Diagnose faults    

6. Rectify fault    

7. Clean up work site as appropriate    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC088D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; 
EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; 
EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; IN320 Teamwork 3; IN410 Interpersonal 
Relationships 4; IN440 Workplace Networking 4; MA310 Basic Mathematics 3; NE320 
Network Architecture 3; NE430 Switch Networks; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 
3; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 
Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; SW420 Packet Data Switching 4; TE310 Basic 
Telephony 3; TE420 Outage & Hazard Processes 4; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TF420 Test 
Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 
Transmission Theory 4; TR430 Modulation Theory 4; TR480 Transmission Hierarchy 4; 
US488 Additional Unit Specific Learning; VO410 Video Network Techniques 4; Computer 
Systems -The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; 
CN421 Installing And Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And 
Optimizing A Graphical User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital 
Electronics 2; CN435 Digital And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals; 
CN460 Fault-Finding And Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Alarm centre fault report, system reports and fault history for 
at least three faults signed off by the mentor. 

  

Alarm and maintenance printouts.   

Oral report of three different action plans delivered to mentor 
and assessor. 

  

Observation of candidate using test results to confirm 
existence of three different types of faults by mentor or 
assessor. 

  

Observation by mentor or assessor of fault diagnosis technique 
in at least three different types of faults. 

  

Observation by mentor or assessor of fault rectification in at 
least three different types of faults. 

  

Accurate logs and documents.   
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ICTTC089D Repair and replace telecommunications network 
hardware 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

All work undertaken on site is under instruction from the network management/control 
centre. Responsibility for the fault/problem rests with that centre. This unit covers work at 
escalation tier 1. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify and clarify fault    

2. Prepare for fault/problem repair    

3. Rectify fault    

4. Clean up work site    

5. Complete administrative work    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC089D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Units ICTTC088D and ICTTC090D cover similar work at escalation tiers 
2 and 3.Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EN310 
Enterprise Policy and Practice 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; IN310 
Interpersonal Relationships 3; IN320 Teamwork 3; MA320 Mathematics 3; NE310 Network 
Equipment 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans and Specifications 3; 
RA310 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 3; TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TF310 Test 
Equipment 3; TF330 Fault Finding 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 
3;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Print out of fault record.   

Interaction with enterprise personnel.   

Observation by mentor/assessor of rectification strategy 
development. 

  

Work in accordance with enterprise procedures.   

Observation by mentor/assessor of rectification of Tier 1 fault 
within service assurance guidelines. 

  

Observation by mentor/assessor of demonstrated good 
physical housekeeping. 

  

A fault rectification report including enterprise common fault 
code, time taken for service restoration. 
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ICTTC090D Analyse and organise repair of complex 
telecommunications network faults 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish background information    

2. Obtain suitable fault testing tools and 
equipment  

   

3. Diagnose faults    

4. Rectify fault    

5. Document fault details    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC090D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI510 Communication 5; CO510 Computer Skills 5; CS510 Customer Relations 5; CS520 
Service Agreements 5; DI510 Digital Theory 5; DI530 Digital Radio 5; EN510 Enterprise 
Escalation Procedures 5; EN520 Enterprise Information Systems 5; EN530 Enterprise 
Organisational Policy 5; EN540 Enterprise Operations Policy 5; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN510 
Interpersonal Relationships 5; IN520 Teamwork 5; IN540 Workplace Networking 5; MA510 
Mathematics 5; NE520 Network Architecture 5; NE530 Network Signalling 5; OH212 Safe 
Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; OH510 Occupational Health and Safety 5; PR510 
Problem Solving 5; PS510 Plans and Specifications 5; RA510 Antennas 5; RA520 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 5; SC510 Science 5; SU520 Leadership 5; SW420 Packet 
Data Switching 4; SW530 Switch Networks 5; TE510 Telephony 5; TF520 Test Analysis 
and Diagnosis 5; TO510 Use of Tools 5; TO620 Anti-static Procedures 6; TR510 
Transmission Theory 5; TR520 Light/Laser Theory 5; TR530 Modulation Theory and 
Techniques 5; TR540 Narrow and Wideband Principles 5; TR560 Spectrum Management 5; 
TR570 Transmission Technologies and Products 5; TR580 Transmission Hierarchy 5; 
TR590 Transmission Test Instruments 5; VO510 Video Network Techniques 5; VO520 
Video and Sound Principles 5 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in: 
  

• methodical approach, identification and ranking of likely 
causes of faults 

  

• using fault history, including details of all investigations 
undertaken on a first in basis, in fault identification 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to read, interpret 
and use equipment/system manuals and specifications and 
relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate interacting with enterprise 
personnel, customers and other contractors and maintaining 
customer focus and consideration of customer needs within 
service assurance guidelines. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate submits 
at least three written reports demonstrating:  

  

• analysis of tests already undertaken  
  

• conduct of further tests appropriate to the type of fault 
identified 

  

• interpretation of test results  
  

• recognition of potential causes 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to operate in a 
timely manner, report progress, prioritise, and consider 
financial/commercial implications. 
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ICTTC091D Analyse and organise repair of the most complex 
telecommunications network faults 

This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish background information    

2. Undertake fault diagnosis    

3. Organise fault rectification    

4. Document fault details    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC091D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 

Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; CS620 
Service Agreements 6; DI610 Digital Theory 6; DI630 Digital Radio 6; EN610 Enterprise 
Escalation Procedures 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; EN630 Enterprise 
Organisational Policy 6; EN650 Enterprise Operations Policy 6; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN640 Workplace Networking 6; MA620 
Mathematics 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; NE630 Network Signalling 6; NE650 
System Protocols 6; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; OH610 Occupational 
Health and Safety 6; PR610 Problem Solving 6; PS610 Plans and Specifications 6; RA610 
Antennas 6; RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; SC610 Science 6; SU620 
Leadership 6; SW620 Packet Data Switching 6; SW630 Switch Networks 6; TE610 
Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 6; TO610 Use of Tools 6; 
TO620 Anti-static Procedures 6; TR610 Transmission Theory 6; TR620 Light/Laser Theory 
6; TR630 Modulation Theory 6; TR640 Narrow and Wideband Principles 6; TR660 
Spectrum Management 6; TR670 Transmission Technologies and Products 6; TR680 
Transmission Hierarchy 6; TR690 Transmission Test Instruments 6; VO610 Video Network 
Techniques 6; VO620 Video and Sound Principles 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's: 
  

• methodical approach identification and ranking of likely 
causes of the most complex faults 

  

• use of fault history including details of all investigations 
undertaken on a first in basis, in identification of the most 
complex faults  

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to read, interpret 
and use equipment/system manuals and specifications and 
relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's interaction with 
enterprise personnel, customers and other contractors, 
customer focus and consideration of customer needs. 

  

Candidate submits hard copy of at least two written reports 
demonstrating:  

  

• analysis of tests already undertaken  
  

• conduct of further tests appropriate to the type of fault 
identified 

  

• interpretation of test results  
  

• recognition of potential causes 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate operating in a timely 
manner, reporting progress, prioritising, and considering 
financial/commercial implications. 
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Mentor/assessor observes rectification of Tier 3 fault within 
service assurance guidelines and conduct of tests to verify 
outcomes applying: 

  

• all related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices 

  

• enterprise escalation and outage procedures 
  

Candidate submits hard copy of at least two documentations 
of the most complex fault repairs including: nature, location, 
likely causes and repair methodology. 
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ICTTC092D Undertake outage management 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. T 

his unit covers the operational role associated with a planned or unplanned outage and must 
be read in conjunction with: 
ICTTC044D Co-ordinate fault rectification and  restoration of service following network 
outages, and 
ICTTC045D Ensure that network changes are implemented as planned with minimal impact 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify outage details    

2. Implement planned outage    

3. Assess and arrange repair of unplanned 
outage 

   

4. Normalise system    

5. Undertake administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC092D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; CS430 
Repair and Maintenance Obligations 4; DI410 Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; 
EN410 Enterprise Escalation Procedures 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 5; 
EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; EN440 Enterprise Operations Policy 4; ET420 
Amplifiers 4; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 4; IN420 Teamwork 4; IN440 Workplace 
Networking 4; MA420 Mathematics 4; NE410 Network Equipment 4; NE420 Network 
Architecture 4; NE430 Switch Networks; OH212 Safe Work Practices–Optical Fibre Cable; 
OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and 
Specifications 4; PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; SC410 Science 4; SU410 Planning 4; SU420 Leadership 
4; SW420 Packet Data Switching 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TE420 Outage and Hazard 
Processes 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TO420 Anti-
static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission Theory 4; TR420 Light/Laser Theory 4; TR430 
Modulation Theory 4; TR440 Narrow and Wideband Principles 4; TR450 Signalling 
Principles 4; TR460 Spectrum Management 4; TR470 Transmission Technologies and 
Products 4; TR480 Transmission Hierarchy 4; TR490 Transmission Test Instruments 4; 
VO410 Video Network Techniques 4; VO420 Video and Sound Principles 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor: 

  

• analysing the likely impact of outage on both the customer 
and the network 

  

• identifying patch capabilities and equipment operating 
margins 

  

• developing a contingency plan 
  

• applying interpersonal skills related to customers, 
employer, work associates, team members, individuals and 
other contractors 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least one oral report to mentor/assessor describing: 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• building a temporary system 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to comply with 
all related occupational health and safety requirements, service 
assurance guidelines and work practices. 
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Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to: 
  

• operate within service assurance guidelines 
  

• apply enterprise escalation and outage procedures 
  

• maintain customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

Candidate submits hard copies of at least two sets of test 
results and sets of records. 
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ICTTC093D Manage spare parts 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite.  

This unit covers the operational role associated with a planned or unplanned outage and must 
be read in conjunction with:  
ICTTC044D Co-ordinate fault rectification and restoration of service following network 
outages, and  
ICTTC045D Ensure that network changes are implemented as planned with minimal impact 
to the customer. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify requirements    

2. Procure parts    

3. Initiate replacement process    

4. Reorder part replacements    

5. Complete administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC093D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 
3; EN430 Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; IN310 Interpersonal Relationships 3; IN320 
Teamwork 3; IN440 Workplace Networking 4; MA320 Mathematics 3; NE310 Network 
Equipment 3; NE320 Network Architecture 3; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; 
SP310 Spare Parts 3; TO310 Use of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of the relevant network systems/equipment and 
features and associated components 

  

Ordering of spare parts   

Application of spare parts management procedures   

Accurate records and housekeeping   

Spare parts storage ensuring most efficient and economical 
arrangement 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs   
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ICTTC094D Verify new software/hardware releases 
This unit may apply to switching, transmission and radio (both fixed and mobile) network 
and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic fibre, radio, microwave and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan the testing of new software releases    

2. Undertake tests    

3. Undertake administrative work    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC094D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil   

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
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CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; CS620 
Service Agreements 6; DI610 Digital Theory 6; DI630 Digital Radio 6; EN610 Enterprise 
Escalation Procedures 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; EN630 Enterprise 
Organisational Policy 6; EN650 Enterprise Operations Policy 6; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN640 Workplace Networking 6; MA610 
Basic Mathematics 6; NE610 Network Equipment 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; OH610 
Occupational Health and Safety 6; PR610 Problem Solving 6; PS610 Plans and 
Specifications 6; RA610 Antennas 6; RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 6; 
SC610 Science 6; SU620 Leadership 6; SW620 Packet Data Switching 6; SW630 Switch 
Networks 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF610 Test Equipment 6; TF620 Test Analysis 
and Diagnosis 6; TR610 Transmission Theory 6; TR630 Modulation Theory 6; TR640 
Narrow and Wideband Principles 6; TR660 Spectrum Management 6; TR680 Transmission 
Hierarchy 6; VO610 Video Network Techniques 6; VO620 Video and Sound Principles 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers at 
least two oral reports to mentor/assessor – demonstrating: 

  

• recognition of potential causes of problems and impact on 
service levels 

  

• analysis of impact of integration of new hardware/software 
release on the network 

  

• communication with organisations/people affected by the 
change and use of these resources in the most effective manner 

  

• identification of key performance indicators and the service 
agreements with customers impacted by the new release 

  

• development of a contingency plan 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate competently: 
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors, while maintaining a customer focus and 
consideration of customer needs 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals and 
specifications and relevant enterprise policy and documentation 

  

Candidate implements test regime and submits hard copies of at 
least two sets of test results with interpretation, and 
mentor/assessor observes candidate: 

  

• identifying equipment/system specifications and required 
performance standards 

  

• adopting a systematic approach to test and analysis of problems 
arising 

  

• adhering to all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Candidate submits detailed hard copy change/improvement 
recommendations, demonstrating candidate's problem analysis 
skills. 
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ICTTC095D Conduct radio frequency measurements 
In the event of a problem/fault occurring or being identified as a result of the measurement, 
repair/rectification is covered by units ICTTC085D to ICTTC091D. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan and prepare for measurements    

2. Conduct radio frequency and level 
measurements 

   

3. Conduct radio frequency hazard 
measurements 

   

4. Analyse measurement outcomes    

5. Document measurement results    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC095D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; DI410 
Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN430 
Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 4; IN420 Teamwork 
4; MA420 Mathematics 4; NE410 Network Equipment 4; NE420 Network Architecture 4; 
OH320 Safe Handling; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; OH420 Occupational 
Health and Safety Regulations 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 
4; PS420 Basic Building Trades 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and 
Hazards 4; RC310 Riggers Certificate 3; SC410 Science 4; TF420 Test Analysis and 
Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR410 Transmission 
Theory 4; TR460 Spectrum Management 4;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• identifying measurements required and expected outcomes 
  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• focusing on the customer and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• using test equipment including: power meter, frequency 
analyser, spectrum analyser, dummy loads, constellation 
analysers, radio frequency connector tests and cords 

  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• analysing test results. 
  

Candidate submits hard copy of at least three sets each of 
radio frequency measurement results and radio frequency 
hazard measurement demonstrating successful completion of 
the procedures. 

  

Candidate delivers at least three oral reports to 
mentor/assessor reporting on findings complete with 
recommendations. 

  

Candidate submits hard copy of at least three written reports 
documenting measurement results. 
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ICTTC096D Conduct field tests of radio/wireless networks 
This unit applies to both cellular and trunked radio systems 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan tests    

2. Obtain tools    

3. Conduct tests    

4. Analyse test results    

5. Undertake administrative tasks    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC096D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
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CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; DI410 
Digital Theory 4; DI430 Digital Radio 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN430 
Enterprise Organisational Policy 4; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN410 Interpersonal Relationships 
4; IN420 Teamwork 4; MA410 Basic Mathematics 4; OH410 Occupational Health and 
Safety 4; PE320 Remote Work; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; PS420 Basic Building 
Trades 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; TE460 Pager 
Operation 4; TE480 CMTS 4; TF420 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of Tools 4; 
TO420 Anti-static Procedures 4; TR430 Modulation Theory 4; TR460 Spectrum 
Management 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least three oral reports to mentor/assessor – planning 
relevant tests, including: 

  

• driving and navigation capability 
  

• identification of tests required and likely outcomes 
  

• interaction with enterprise staff, customers and contractors 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate obtaining and using test 
tools, including GPS system, lap top computer, test software 
and hand held phone 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate: 
  

• complying with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Candidate submits hard copy of at least three test result 
analyses and reports detailing outcomes with 
recommendations as to action to be taken. 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's customer focus and 
consideration of customer needs. 

  

Candidate submits at least three sets of hard copy test results, 
recorded on the appropriate proforma and/or database. 
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ICTTC097D  Conduct tests on handset enhancements and 
international roaming agreements 

This unit applies to both cellular and trunked radio systems 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify need for tests    

2. Plan tests    

3. Initiate test calls    

4. Analyse results    

5. Finalise action    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC097D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
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CI610 Communication 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; DI610 Digital Theory 6; DI630 
Digital Radio 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; EN630 Enterprise Organisational 
Policy 6; ET420 Amplifiers 4; IN610 Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; 
IN640 Workplace Networking 6; MA610 Basic Mathematics 6; NE620 Network 
Architecture 6; OH610 Occupational Health and Safety 6; PR610 Problem Solving 6; PS610 
Plans and Specifications 6; RA610 Antennas 6; RA620 Radio Frequency Theory and 
Hazards 6; RA630 Mobile Equipment 6; RE670 ITU and International Agreements 6; SC610 
Science 6; SU620 Leadership 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TE680 CMTS 6; TF620 
Test Analysis and Diagnosis 6; TF640 Radio Tests 6; TR630 Modulation Theory 6; TR660 
Spectrum Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least three oral reports to mentor/assessor – identifying 
relevant tests, including:  

  

• operational capability 
  

• compatibility 
  

• network impact 
  

• check against manufacturer's standards 
  

• battery life 
  

• aerial 
  

• phone durability  
  

• likely outcomes 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in:  
  

• interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

• translating of international SIM cards including: language, 
software loading, switch changes 

  

• all related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's ability to: 
  

• maintain customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

• conduct international roaming agreement testing in 
accordance with ITU recommendations 

  

• use test equipment, conduct tests 
  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least three oral reports to mentor/assessor:  

  

• reporting on findings 
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• applying international roaming agreements 
  

• interpreting results 
  

Candidate to submit at least three written reports containing 
analyses of new handsets/features and detailed findings. One 
of these reports to be on a type of handset not previously 
encountered in supervised training. 
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ICTTC098D Monitor the capacity of and recommend changes to 
the mobile network 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify current data    

2. Analyse data    

3. Make recommendations relating to capacity 
changes 

   

4. Assess capacity changes    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC098D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI610 Communication 6; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CS610 Customer Relations 6; DI610 
Digital Theory 6; DI630 Digital Radio 6; EN620 Enterprise Information Systems 6; IN610 
Interpersonal Relationships 6; IN620 Teamwork 6; IN640 Workplace Networking 6; MA620 
Mathematics 6; MA630 Mathematical Modelling 6; NE620 Network Architecture 6; OH610 
Occupational Health and Safety 6; PR610 Problem Solving 6; RA620 Radio Frequency 
Theory and Hazards 6; RA640 Mobile Traffic Management Principles 6; SC610 Science 6; 
SU610 Planning 6; TE610 Telephony Principles 6; TF620 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 6; 
TR650 Traffic Management 6; TR660 Spectrum Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Mentor/assessor observes candidate's competency in: 
  

• source identification, collection and analysis of relevant 
data 

  

• preparing of a plan indicating growth potential and 
recommendations for meeting such growth within 
timeframes which meets customer demands 

  

• all related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices 

  

Mentor/assessor observes candidate – and candidate delivers 
at least three oral reports to mentor/assessor explaining: 

  

• using tools and software packages for forecasting and 
measurement 

  

• identifying site/channel capacity, relevant network growth 
and forecasting growth 

  

• reading, interpreting and using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Candidate delivers at least two oral reports to mentor/assessor 
explaining: 

  

• interaction with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors 

  

• customer focus and consideration of customer needs 
  

Candidate submits hard copy of a report containing 
assessment of required capacity changes. 
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ICTTC099D Remotely locate and identify cable network faults 
This unit applies to voice, vision and data telecommunications applications. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Verify fault report    

2. Identify and clarify nature of fault    

3. Dispatch fault finding field personnel    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC099D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer 
Skills 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; 
PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA420 Radio Frequency 
Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise 
Land 3; SU470 Project Management 4; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TO320 Anti-static 
Procedures 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; Computer Systems – The following relate 
specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN421 Installing And 
Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And Optimizing A Graphical 
User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 Digital 
And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals ; CN460 Fault-Finding And 
Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history in fault identification   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults   

Methodical approach to fault identification   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified   

Interpretation of test results   

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures   

Provision of  clear and precise instructions to staff engaged in 
on-site repair  

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs   
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ICTTC100D Locate and diagnose cable faults 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Obtain suitable test tools and equipment    

2. Establish context and background information    

3. Apply simple checks and tests    

4. Locate cable fault    

5. Diagnose cable fault    

6. Provide temporary service    

7. Determine parties liable for costs    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC100D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer 
Skills 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; 
MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; 
PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; 
RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 
Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU470 Project Management 4; TF310 Test Equipment 
3; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO330 Installation Practices 3; TO410 
Use of Tools 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history in fault identification.   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults.   

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified.   

Interpret test results.   

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items). 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools and general 
equipment normally related to these tasks. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to clients, employer, supervisors, 
work associates, team members, and other contractors. 
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ICTTC101D Locate and diagnose electronic faults 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish fault context    

2. Conduct preliminary tests    

3. Obtain suitable test tools and equipment    

4. Locate fault    

5. Diagnose fault    

6. Provide temporary service    

7. Determine parties liable for costs    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC101D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer 
Skills 4; EL420 Impedance Matching 4; EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN450 
Enterprise Policy & Practice; MA210 Basic Telecommunications Mathematics; OH410 
Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410 Product Knowledge 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; 
PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and  Hazards 4; RE235 
Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU470 Project 
Management 4; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TO310 Use of Tools 3; 
Computer Systems – The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of 
qualifications; CN421 Installing And Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 
Configuring And Optimizing A Graphical User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; 
CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 Digital And Computer Systems; CN440 Database 
Fundamentals; CN460 Fault-Finding And Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Use of fault history in fault identification.   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults.   

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified.   

Interpret test results.   

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report 
progress. 

  

Recognition of potential causes.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC102D Repair electronic faults 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit applies to repairs to equipment covering re-calibrate, adjust, and/or replace 
hardware. 

This unit applies to computer systems including Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for equipment repairs    

2. Re-calibrate electronic equipment    

3. Adjust electronic equipment    

4. Replace hardware    

5. Complete works on site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC102D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CO410 Computer Skills 4; EL420 Impedance Matching 4; EN420 
Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN450 Enterprise Policy & Practice; MA210 Basic 
Telecommunications Mathematics; OH410 Occupational Health and Safety 4; PK410 
Product Knowledge 4; PR410 Problem Solving 4; PS410 Plans and Specifications 4; RA420 
Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations for CAN; RE310 Working on 
Non-enterprise Land 3; SU470 Project Management 4; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TF310 
Test Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TF410 Test Equipment 4; TF430 
Fault Finding 4; TO310 Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3; TO330 Installation 
Practices 3; TO410 Use of Tools 4; TR310 Basic Transmission Theory; Computer Systems 
– The following relate specifically to the Computer Systems group of qualifications; CN421 
Installing And Managing A Graphical User Interface; CN422 Configuring And Optimizing A 
Graphical User Interface; CN430 Digital Electronics 1; CN431 Digital Electronics 2; CN435 
Digital And Computer Systems; CN440 Database Fundamentals; CN460 Fault-Finding And 
Diagnostic Skills 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Repair of fault and conduct of tests to verify outcomes.   

Documentation of fault including: nature, location, likely 
causes, repair methodology. 

  

Application of enterprise escalation and outage procedures.   

Calibration or re-calibration of equipment.   

Adjustment of equipment.   

Hardware replacement.   

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report 
progress. 

  

Recognition of potential causes.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC103D Maintain cable network 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit should be applied with units dealing with specific cable types and installation 
environments. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Maintain cables     

2. Maintain cable supports     

3. Maintain enclosures    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC103D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 
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CA210 Cable Support Systems; CA315 Cabling Techniques for CAN; CA325 Cable Jointing 
and Termination for CAN; CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI310 
Communication 3; EN310 Enterprise Policy and Practice 3; MA210 Basic 
Telecommunications Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans 
and Specifications 3; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE310 Working on 
Non-enterprise Land 3; SU210 Basic Supervision; TO310 Use of Tools 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtaining cable and support information from plans and 
documents. 

  

Maintenance of cables including:  
  

• visual check of cable, joints and terminations 
  

• leakage checks 
  

• cable damage 
  

• repair of cable faults/damage 
  

Maintenance of cable supports including:  
  

• existing or potential damage 
  

• safety considerations 
  

• repair of faults/damage 
  

Maintenance of enclosures including:  vegetation clearance, 
structure damage, leaks, security arrangements, foreign matter 
on distribution frame, repair of damage or organisation of 
repair 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices including: 

  

Protective clothing and personal safety items, and adequate 
warning signs and safety devices are installed. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation.  

  

Communication of maintenance details with customers and 
work associates. 
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ICTTC104D Maintain an electronic system 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit relates to the periodic testing of systems and equipment on-site (not at the depot) 
and from remote locations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Undertake on-site electronic routines    

2. Undertake remote electronic routines    

3. Update records    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC104D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA375 Cable Installation Practices for CAN; CI310 Communication 3; EN310 Enterprise 
Policy and Practice 3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; MA210 Basic 
Telecommunications Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PS310 Plans 
and Specifications 3; RA420 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 4; RE235 Regulations 
for CAN; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; SU210 Basic Supervision; TE310 
Basic Telephony 3; TF310 Test Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TO310 
Use of Tools 3; TO320 Anti-static Procedures 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of maintenance required. 
  

Conduct and interpret tests including:  
  

• equipment and facilities checks 
  

• test of backup equipment such as batteries 
  

• filters 
  

• system backup and alarms 
  

Repair of faults/problems in system, equipment and facilities 
either hardware or software. 

  

Completion of documentation including:  warranty details, 
system log books, pricing and billing forms 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices.  

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the maintenance. 

  

Communication of maintenance details with customers and 
work associates. 
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ICTTC105D Locate and rectify mobile communication faults, on a 
first in basis 

This unit covers maintenance of both vehicle and non-vehicle mobile equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony and data.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial equipment. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish customer and equipment service 
status 

   

2. Identify and clarify symptoms of fault    

3. Perform tests    

4. Diagnose faults    

5. Rectify fault    

6. Provide temporary service to customer where 
required 

   

7. Organise return of repaired equipment to the 
customer 

   

8. Complete documentation    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC105D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer Relations 3; EL310 AC/DC Theory 3; EN210 
Enterprise Policy and Practice 2; IN320 Teamwork 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications 
Mathematics; MO310 Mobile Phone Products Knowledge; MO320 Mobile Phone Operation 
– Basic; MO330 Fault Finding for Mobile Phones; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; 
RA210 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards 2; TE210 Basic Telephony 2; TF310 Test 
Equipment 3; TF320 Test Analysis and Diagnosis 3; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; TO410 
Use of Tools 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Acquisition of full fault details from the customer.   

Advice to customer as to likely fault, duration of repair and 
charges. 

  

Use of fault history in fault identification.   

Identification and ranking of likely causes of faults.   

Methodical approach to fault identification.   

Conduct of tests appropriate to the type of fault identified.   

Interpretation of test results.   

Assessment of fault and whether it can be repaired or needs to 
be returned to manufacturer. 

  

Ability to prioritise, operate in a timely manner and report 
progress. 

  

Repair of fault and conduct of tests to verify outcomes.   

Documentation of fault including: nature, location, likely 
causes, repair methodology. 
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Conduct of functionality test on return from manufacturer.   

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

Application of all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC126D Complete all administrative work associated with 
CPE activity 

This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to both customer premises cabling and customer premises equipment.  

This unit applies to all communications applications whether digital or analogue including 
telephony, data, video including digital broadcasting, computer networks including LANs 
and WANs, and multi media.  

This unit may be applied to domestic, commercial or industrial installations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Complete/update all building records    

2. Invoice customer    

3. Sign off against  project    

4. Identify further business opportunities    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC126D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 
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Equivalent Units:  Nil 
 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; EN310 Enterprise Policy and Practice 
3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications 
Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PE310 Personal Skills 3; PS310 
Plans and Specifications 3; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; RE320 Employment 
Regulations; SU210 Basic Supervision 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Completion of all equipment records including system and 
equipment details, extension relationship to cable pair, MDF, 
IDF and FDP records. 

  

Completion of all company records including pricing and 
billing records, labour and material activity sheets, and job 
records. 

  

Application of appropriate sign off procedures.   

Informing customers as to activity completed.   

Availing of the opportunity to advise the customer of other 
products/facilities including maintenance agreements, other 
associated products and facilities, existence of obsolete 
equipment. 

  

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to customers, employer, work 
associates, team members, individuals and other contractors. 

  

All related occupational health and safety requirements and 
work practices. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs   
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ICTTC127D Supervise worksite activities 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including telephony, data, video and 
multi media.  

This unit relates to the supervision of small-scale projects with a limited range of technical 
skills, not general management of people and processes. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan for worksite activities    

2. Organise resources for worksite activities    

3. Implement and monitor worksite activities    

4. Perform site administration    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC127D of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI310 Communication 3; CO310 Computer Skills 3; EN310 Enterprise Policy and Practice 
3; EN320 Enterprise Information Systems 3; MA210 Basic Telecommunications 
Mathematics; OH310 Occupational Health and Safety 3; PE310 Personal Skills 3; PS310 
Plans and Specifications 3; RE310 Working on Non-enterprise Land 3; RE320 Employment 
Regulations; SU210 Basic Supervision 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Planning of work activities including:  liaison with 
customer/project planner, task allocation, task prioritisation, 
task communication 

  

Resource planning including:  material/equipment ordering, 
arrangement of authorities/licences, staff responsibility 
awareness, contingency planning 

  

Staff supervision including:  staff training, workload 
balancing, resource usage, regulation compliance 

  

Obtaining supervision information from plans and documents.   

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment and application of all related OHS requirements 
and work practices including:  protective clothing and 
personal safety items, and adequate warning signs and safety 
devices are installed 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation. 

  

Communication of supervision information with customers 
and work associates. 
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ICTTC130C Prepare site for support installation 
This unit may be in preparation for aerial or underground cable or for erection of radio 
towers or above ground or underground equipment enclosures. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for installation    

2. Clear site for installation    

3. Excavate site    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC130C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA280 Soil Types; CA281 Underground Installation of Enclosures and Pipe/Conduits; 
CI210 Communication 2; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; OH214 Safe Work 
Practices – Underground; PS217 Plan reading, Specifications and Records – Underground; 
RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE224 Building Standards, 
Regulations and Codes – Underground; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; TO215 Mechanical 
Equipment Operational Skills – Underground 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Plan reading indicating features relevant to work.   

Identification of obstructions and other services.   

Demonstration of safe work practices.   

Testing for gas.   

Selection and safe use of appropriate excavation tools.   

Identification of asbestos and semi-asbestos products.   

Placement of safety guards in relation to trench and spoil.   

Communicating the purpose of work to customers and land 
owners. 

  

Recording variations to plans.   

Checking fall and level of trench using dumpy level or similar 
equipment. 
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ICTTC131C Install an above ground equipment enclosure 
This unit applies to installation of enclosures such as pillars, cabinets, Remote Integrated 
Multiplexers (RIM’s) and mobile equipment enclosures. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Obtain materials    

2. Build/locate enclosure    

3. Complete project    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC131C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC133C Construct underground telecommunications infrastructure  

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA286 Brick Laying and Concrete Pouring; CA216 Installation of Above Ground 
Enclosures; CI210 Communication 2; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 2; PS210 
Building Plan Reading; RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; 
RE224 Building Standards, Regulations and Codes – Underground; TO210 Hand and Power 
Tools; TO215 Mechanical Equipment Operational Skills – Underground 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Plan reading indicating features relevant to work.   

Identification of obstructions and other services.   

Demonstration of safe work practices.   

Testing for gas.   

Selection and safe use of appropriate construction or 
installation methods. 

  

Placement of safety guards in relation to trench and spoil.   

Communicating the purpose of work to customers and land 
owners. 

  

Recording variations to plans.   
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ICTTC132C Erect cable supports 
This unit applies to all telecommunication applications including voice, vision and data.  

This unit applies to all small aerial cable installation types and mounts. Tower work is 
covered in units ICTTC055D and ICTTC062D. This unit follows on from the work described 
in unit ICTTC130C Prepare site for support installation. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Install aerial support structures    

2. Complete project    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC132C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: ICTTC020D Construct aerial cable supports 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA290 Pole Types and Aerial Service Identification; CA291 Installation of Aerial Supports; 
CA296 Pole Testing; CI210 Communication 2; CS210 Customer Relations; OH210 
Occupational Health and Safety 2; OH215 Safe Work Practices – Aerial; PS212 Read Plans 
and Specifications – General; PS218 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records – Aerial; 
RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE226 Building Standards 
and Regulations – Aerial; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; TO217 Hand, Power Tools and 
Equipment – Aerial; TO218 Mechanical Equipment Operational Skills – Aerial;  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation  of pole   

Work practices that ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for the installation of aerial cable 
supports. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with the installation of aerial cable 
supports (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items, and adequate warning signs and safety devices are 
installed). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings, plans and other relevant 
documentation. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of aerial cable supports. 

  

Attend assessment activities with relevant work instructions to 
ensure compliance with enterprise and regulatory 
requirements. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC133C Construct underground telecommunications 
infrastructure 

This unit refers to enclosures such as pits, pipes, conduits, manholes (prefabricated). It does 
not include constructed on site manholes and tunnels. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Install enclosure    

2. Install connecting pipe works    

3. Complete project    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC133C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units: Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AJ203 Conduit – Types, Fittings and Applications; AP200 Cross-connecting Units; AP201 
Dangerous Gases, Detection and Actions; AP202 Distribution area Plans and Plan Symbols; 
AP203 Introduction to the Telstra Customer Access Network; AP204 Jointing Pit Types, 
Sizes, Fittings and Applications; AP205 Public Relations, Dealing with Customers; AP206
 Quality Assurance; AP207 Repair, Raising or Lowering Pits; AP208 Rodding and Roping 
0f Conduits; AP209 Trenching, including Sharing Trenches with Other Utilities; Manhole 
Installation – Manholes should be a separate elective course.  

Or use this set of topics for a generic coverage. 

CA280 Soil Types; CA281 Underground Installation of Enclosures and Pipe/Conduits; 
CA286 Bricklaying and Concrete Pouring; CA287 Construction Principles – Layout, 
Drainage, etc; CI210 Communication 2; OH214 Safe Work Practices – Underground; PS212 
Read Plans and Specifications – General; PS217 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records – 
Underground; RE215 Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE223 
ACMA Standards and Regulations – Underground; RE224 Building Standards, Regulations 
and Codes – Underground; RE235 Regulations for CAN ; O210 Hand and Power Tools; 
TO214 Hand, Power Tools and Equipment – Underground; TO215 Mechanical Equipment 
Operational Skills – Underground  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of  plant including:  pipe/conduit, pits and manholes   

Soil types must include at least two types: from sand, rock, soil 
or combination soil types. 

  

Work practices that ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Shoring an excavation site to meet enterprise and regulatory 
requirements. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used for excavation, pipe/conduit 
installation and site restoration. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
associated with excavation, pipe/conduit installation and/or site 
restoration (including protective clothing and personal safety 
items, and adequate warning signs and safety devices are 
installed). 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings: site plans, street plans, 
construction plans, building plans and site layout drawings. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of the above enclosures. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, team 
members and clients. 
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ICTTC134C Fix aerial cable 
This unit applies to all telecommunications applications including vision, voice and data.  

This unit applies to all aerial cable installation types.   

This unit may apply to either a new cable or a cable in need of repair.  

This unit follows on from the work described in unit ICTTC132C Erect cable supports.  

This unit should be read in conjunction with the relevant jointing units. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for aerial cable installation    

2. Install aerial cable    

3. Terminate, seal and secure aerial cable    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC134C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Either use this set of topics specifically for work on the Telstra access network: 

AA200 Dismantling Aerial Cable – Overview; AA201 Erecting Aerial Cable; AA202 Poles, 
description and use; AA203 Terminating Aerial CableAA204 Aerial Cable Construction – 
Overview; AA205 Aerial Cable Fittings; AA206 Aerial Cable Types – Make-up ; 
AA207Aerial Lead-in Cable (ALIC); AJ216 Joint Use Construction; Or use this set of 
topics for a generic coverage: CA200 Cable Installation – General; CA202 Cable Conductor 
Identification Codes; CA210 Cable Support Systems; CA220 Cable Types; CA290 Pole 
Types and Aerial Service Identification; CA291 Installation of Aerial Supports; CA292 Cable 
Installation and Securing – Aerial; CA293 Cable Termination and Coding – Aerial; CA294 
Cable Sealing Techniques – Aerial; CA295 Cable Testing – Aerial; CI210 Communication 
2; CS210 Customer Relations; EL221 Earth Testing; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety 
2; OH215 Safe Work Practices – Aerial; OH250 Pole Top Rescue; OH251 Working at 
Heights; PS210 Building Plan Reading; PS211 Cable Support Plan Reading; PS212 Read 
Plans and Specifications – General; ; PS218 Plan Reading, Specifications and Records – 
Aerial; RE210 ACMA Licensing Standards, Rules and Regulations; RE215 Legislative 
Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; RE225 ACMA Standards and Regulations: 
Aerial; RE226 Building Standards and Regulations – Aerial; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; 
TO217 Hand, Power Tools and Equipment – Aerial; TO218 Mechanical Equipment 
Operational Skills – Aerial; TO219 Cable Hauling Equipment Operational Skills – Aerial 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules 
mapped to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of one type of aerial cable: copper, optical fibre, 
coaxial. 

  

Identifying safe support structures from pole status markings, 
visual inspection or approved testing procedures. 

  

Work practices associated with hauling aerial cable, cable 
securing and sealing processes. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools and/or 
equipment normally used in installing aerial cable. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with installing aerial cable (including 
protective clothing and personal safety items, and adequate 
warning signs and safety devices are installed). Pole and 
ladder safety 

  

Attend assessment activities with relevant work instructions to 
ensure compliance with enterprise and regulatory 
requirements. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of aerial cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC135C Joint metallic cable 
This unit relates to the jointing of non-working metallic cable for both installation and repair. 

This unit applies to all telecommunications applications – vision, voice and data – and for 
both digital and analogue transmission.  

Jointed cable is tested and commissioned in ICTTC013D Perform an accurate cable system 
test. 

This unit is a requsite for ICTTC067D Rearrange and cut over cable. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for jointing    

2. Prepare materials    

3. Joint metallic cable    

4. Complete jointing operation    

5. Complete installation administration    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC135C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AJ201 Cable Joint Enclosures, Types Sizes and Applications; AJ202 Cable Pair 
Identification, Use of ID Instruments; AJ204 Connector Jointing; AJ205 Connector Types 
and Uses, Butt, In-Line and Modular connectors; AJ206 Cross Connect Units (CCU’s), 
Pillars/ RIMs/RCMs; AJ207 Customer Lightning Protection (CLP) – awareness; AJ208 Cut-
over and Maintenance Kits; AJ209 Distribution area Plans and Plan Symbols; AJ210 
Distribution Cables, Types, Sizes and Applications; AJ211 Fault Conditions and FAST 
Testing; AJ212 Installation of Sealed Heat Shrink Joint Enclosures; AJ213 Installation of 
XAGA 550 In-Line Joint Enclosure and Encapsulation of Conductors; AJ214 Introduction to 
Basic Electrical Principles; AJ215 Introduction to the Telstra Customer Access Network ‘*’; 
AJ217 L.P.G. Equipment; AJ218 Pole Mounted Joint Enclosures; AJ219 Re-entry of an In-
Line Joint; AJ220 Re-entry to Sealed CAN Joints; AJ221 Replacement/Alternatives for 
Above Ground Jointing Posts (EJs); AJ222 Rotational and Connected Pairs; AJ223 Sealed 
CAN Practices; AJ224 Working Cable Precautions, including Special Services and Pair Gain 
Systems; AJ225 Basic Line Test Equipment; AP201 Dangerous Gases, Detection and 
Actions ‘*’; AP205 Public Relations, Dealing with Customers; AP206 Quality Assurance 

Or use this set of topics for a generic coverage: CA200 Cable Installation – General’; CA202 
Cable Conductor Identification Codes; CA210 Cable Support Systems; CA225 Cable Types 
for CAN; CA235 Cable Jointing for CAN; CI210 Communication 2; OH210 Occupational 
Health and Safety 2; OH214 Safe Work Practices – Underground; OH215 Safe Work 
Practices – Aerial; OH250 Pole Top Rescue; PS210 Building Plan Reading; PS212 Read 
Plans and Specifications – General; PS213  Cable Record Systems – General RE215 
Legislative Codes, Practices and Access Requirements; TO210 Hand and Power Tools; 
TO215 Mechanical Equipment Operational Skills – Underground; TO218 Mechanical 
Equipment Operational Skills – Aerial 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of all common types of cable in regular use   

Cable is laid up for jointing with tagging and/or labelling.   

Cable is jointed with appropriate connectors.   

Joint is sealed in accordance with specifications.   

Work practices that avoid cable and conductor damage, provide 
protection from the elements, vermin and other relevant hazards. 

  

Safe use of any specialised hand or power tools normally used in 
jointing copper cables. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work practices 
associated with jointing copper cables. 

  

Read and interpret cable layout drawings and plans; cable 
coding system information and identifiers. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, and 
clients. 
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ICTTC136C Install, Maintain andmodify customer premises 
communications cabling:  ACA Restricted Rule 

This unit defines the level of competence that is required for the purpose of the Australian 
Communications Authority’s "Restricted" Cabling Provider Rule. Restricted cabling is used 
in typical domestic premises small office home offices and small business premises 
situations.  Restricted cablers can install cable in large commercial and industrial premises as 
long as the cabling is behind a compliant device and cabling is not via jumperable 
distributors or patch panels. 

This unit applies to customer cabling terminated on sockets and network termination devices 
(NTD). It applies to the installation, maintenance and modification of indoor and external 
cabling at the levels stated in the range of variables.   

Customer cabling, for the purpose of this standard, may be used to connect devices for a 
range of applications including: telecommunications (phones, facsimile and answering 
machines), simple data and computer use, security alarm panels, and fire control panels. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Work within the constraints imposed by 
customer premises 

   

2. Manage Remote Power Feed    

3. Install/alter cables and protective earth wires    

4. Terminate and test cables and earth wires    

5. Inspect cable route to ensure correct separations    

6. Create records    

7. Monitor work activity    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC136C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA200 Cable Installation; OH210 Occupational Health and Safety; RE210 ACA Provider 
Rules, Cabler Registration, Rules and Regulations; TE210 Basic Telephony  

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of a cabling installation including 3 types of 
telephone sockets, one network termination device (NTD) and 
one alarm panel including TCA1 compliance form 

  

Accurate application of cable conductor identification codes   

Conduct and interpret cable test results   

Correct interpretation and application of standards and 
regulations 
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ICTTC137C Install, Maintain andmodify customer premises 
communications cabling:  ACA Open Rule 

This unit defines the level of competence* that is required for the purpose of the Australian 
Communications Authority’s "Open" Cabling Provider Rule. This rule is associated with small 
installations connected to sockets and larger commercial and industry installations involving 
many lines, multi-pair cables, backbone cabling, multi-story buildings and more complicated 
termination modules and distributors. 

This unit applies to customer cabling terminated on distributors. It applies to the installation, 
maintenance and modification of indoor, external, underground cabling at the levels stated in 
the range of variables.   

Customer cabling, for the purpose of this standard, may be used to connect devices for a range 
of applications including for example: telecommunications (phones and facsimile), data 
including video and multimedia, security and alarms, and fire protection. 

This unit meets the minimum ACA “prescribed level of knowledge and skill that safeguards 
matters of health, safety, network integrity and addresses matters of interoperability where 
customer equipment and standard telephone service are involved” only. 

Note: This does not imply industry competency using specialised cabling such as: Coaxial, 
Optical Fibre and Structured cabling. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Work within the constraints imposed by 
customer premises 

   

2. Manage Remote Power Feed    

3. Install/modify cable support, earthing and 
termination infrastructure 

   

4. Install/alter cable earth wires    

5. Terminate and test cables and earth wires    

6. Inspect cable route to ensure correct 
separations 

   

7. Evaluate earthing needs for cable systems on 
customer premises 

   

8. Label earthing systems    

9. Create/update cable plans and records    

10. Monitor work activity    
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Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC137C of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units:  ICTTC136C Install, maintain and modify customer premises 
 communications  cabling: ACA Restricted Rule 

Equivalent Units:  Note:  Completion of the following 6 cabling units: ICTTC005B,    
 ICTTC006B, ICTTC008B, ICTTC012B, ICTTC017B and ICTTC022B 
 exceeds the requirements of this standard and fulfils the requirements for 
 ACA Cabling Provider Rules: Open Cabling Category for Cabler    
 Registration 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. 
Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA200 Cable Installation: Open; CA201 Cable Termination Products; CA202 Cable 
Conductor Identification Codes; CA210 Cable Support Systems;  CA220 Cable Types; PS212 
Read Plans and Specifications: General; PS213Cable Record Systems: General; RE210 ACA 
Cabling Provider Rules, Cabler Registration, Rules and Regulations; SW210 Basic Switching 
Systems; TE210 Basic Telephony; Topics not covered in Skill & Knowledge Register – 
Telecommunication hazard awareness 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 
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Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of termination systems at both distributor and 
outlet locations and at least one 50 pair copper cable, including 
accurate completion of installation records, drawing alterations 
and compliance forms 

  

Placement of cables on support structures and building faces for 
both internal and external locations 

  

Securing methods for above locations   

Work practices which avoid cable damage such as crushing, 
burning, kinking, sheath twist, cutting and nicking, bending 
radius 

  

Ability to read and interpret drawings related to cable layouts, 
outlet location, cable coding system and identifiers, distributor 
locations 

  

Conduct and interpret cable test results   

Correct interpretation and application of standards and 
regulations 
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ICTTC138B Install, Maintain andmodify customer premises 
communications cabling:  ACA Lift Rule 

This unit defines the level of competence that is required for the purpose of the Australian 
Communications Authority’s "Lift" Cabling Provider Rule.  Lift cabling is used between the 
local distributor (LD) adjacent to the lift machine/motor room and the lift control cubicle and 
lift cars. 

This unit applies to customer cabling terminated on distributors (LD). It applies to the 
installation, maintenance and modification of lift cabling at the levels stated in the range of 
variables.   

Customer cabling, for the purpose of this standard, may be used to connect devices for a 
range of applications including for example: telecommunications phones, data including 
video, audio and alarms. This unit meets the minimum ACA “prescribed level of knowledge 
and skill that safeguards matters of health, safety, network integrity and addresses matters of 
interoperability where customer equipment and standard telephone service are involved” 
only. 

Note: This does not imply industry competency using specialised cabling such as: Coaxial, 
Optical Fibre and Structured cabling. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Work within the constraints imposed by 
customer premises 

   

2. Manage Remote Power Feed    

3. Install/modify cable support, earthing and 
termination infrastructure 

   

4. Install/alter cable earth wires    

5. Terminate and test cables and earth wires    

6. Inspect cable route to ensure correct 
separations 

   

7. Evaluate earthing needs for cable systems on 
customer premises 

   

8. Label earthing systems    

9. Create/update cable plans and records    

10. Monitor work activity    
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Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC138B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Certificate III in Electrical (Electrician) or equivalent qualifications or 
units 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

RE210 ACA Cabling Provider Rules, Cabler registration, Rules and Regulations; TE210 Basic 
Telephony; Topics not covered in Skill & Knowledge Register; Cable Installation: Lifts; Cable 
Types: Lifts; Cable Conductor Identification Codes: Lifts; Read Plans and Specifications: Lifts; 
Cable Record Systems: Lifts; Australian Standards and Regulations: Lifts 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of a typical lift cabling installation from local 
distributor to lift car socket, including accurate completion of 
installation records, drawing alterations and compliance forms 

  

Ability to read and interpret cable drawings and plans for 
locations and terminations 

  

Accurate application of cable conductor identification codes   

Conduct and interpret cable test results   

Correct interpretation and application of related regulations 
and/or industry codes 
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ICTTC140B Use hand and power tools 
This unit applies to the skills required to safely use hand and power tools in the workshop 
and on the worksite 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Select hand and power tools     

2. Set and check tools for use     

3. Prepare work area for safe tool use    

4. Prepare work piece for tool use    

5. Operate hand and power tools    

6. Maintain hand and power tools after use    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC201A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

General precautions and safe working practices based on relevant OH&S legislation, codes 
of practice, policies and procedures ; Hazards associated with use of particular hand and 
power tools; Operating principles of a range of hand and power tools and appropriate 
applications ; General properties and working characteristics of materials ; Safety and 
environmental requirements of industry and enterprise procedures ; General housekeeping 
policies and procedures ; Recording and reporting procedures ; Interpret and apply work 
instructions and established procedures ; Use technical information about tools, processes, 
materials and equipment ; Select and use appropriate hand and power tools ; Use relevant 
chemicals and cleaning agents and dispose of waste products (MSDS & environmental 
compliance); Document and transfer information 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Comply with all relevant safety requirements applying to the 
use of hand and power tools  

  

Interpret work orders relevant to the selection and use of tools    

Interpret specifications and instructions relating to the 
materials and equipment on which the tools are to be used  

  

Prepare work environment for safe and effective tool use    

Set up tools for safe and effective use    

Perform work processes with the tools    

Safe use of a range of hand and power tools (see RANGE 
STATEMENT)  

  

Monitor tool operation for correct operation during use    

Inspect completed work to verify correct tool operation and 
use  

  

Document and communicate work related information 
including reporting of faults and other problems  
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ICTTC141B Work effectively in a telecommunications technology 
team 

This unit applies to individual work and work with others in a telecommunications 
technology 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Relate personal role to the industry    

2. Establish own work schedule    

3. Participate in team structure    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC141B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI210 Communication 2; CI310 Communication ; CS210 Customer Relations; CS310 
Customer Relations 3; RE320 Employment Regulations; SU440 Conflict Resolution; TE210 
Basic Telephony; TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TE410 Basic Telephony 4; TE430 
Telecommunications Works Issues 4; TE470 Communications Industry 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration and explanation of individual role in relation to 
industry 

  

Presentation of career portfolio or similar information   

Examples of work scheduling   

Demonstration of professional performance   

Explanation of team structure and team operations   

Handling of conflict to achieve positive outcomes   
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ICTTC142B Use photonics devices 
This unit applies to the monitoring and control of single channels which are part of a 
photonics system and the related measurement and calculations. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify propagation features of optical 
systems 

   

2. Recognise optical transmitters and receivers 
in optical systems and identify their functions 

   

3. Identify the role of photonics devices in 
optical systems 

   

4. Perform power margin measurements    

5. Calculate a link budget for an optical system    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC142B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Fibre Propagation; Photonics Transmitters and receivers; Photonics devices; Power margin 
measurement 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Theoretical knowledge of optical systems and photonics 
devices 

  

Identification of photonics devices in optical systems   

Identification of the roles of photonics devices in optical 
systems 

  

Identification of factors influencing the operation of photonics 
devices 

  

Accurate measurement and calculation of optical system 
features 
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ICTTC143B Integrate specialised photonics devices into 
telecommunications systems 

This unit applies to the principles, design and application of specialised devices in 
telecommunications systems. It reflects the extensive knowledge base required to work with 
advanced photonics devices and the diversity of applications possible. 

The photonics industry is moving rapidly through a number of scientific and technological 
advances. Specific technologies or scientific concepts will vary substantially over the life of 
the unit and are not addressed in detail here. This competency unit creates a broad framework 
for assessment within these rapidly evolving circumstances. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify the application of specialised 
photonics devices in telecommunications 
systems 

   

2. Take measurements of the features which 
characterise photonics devices 

   

3. Research technological advances for 
enhancing photosensitivity 

   

4. Identify performance parameters for a range 
of specialised devices  

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC143B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Fibre Propagation; Photonics Transmitters and receivers; Photonics devices; Power margin 
measurement 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Logical and theoretically correct schematic diagrams of the 
use of Bragg Gratings 

  

Accurate measurement of Bragg grating operation   

Logical explanation of Bragg grating measurements   

Accurate reporting of technological advances    
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ICTTC144B Use a virtual instrument 
This unit applies to the application of Virtual Instrument systems to optical systems. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Distinguish between virtual and hardware 
instrument applications 

   

2. Recognise the operating processes of virtual 
instruments 

   

3. Recognise a range of virtual instruments    

4. Use virtual instruments    

5. Use data bus connection instruments    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC144B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Instrumentation principles and practices; Virtual instruments features and benefits; Sampling 
and data conversion processes; Application of virtual instruments; Use of internet support 
services ; Emerging developments in virtual instruments 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Distinguishing between hardware and virtual instruments   

Knowledge of the range and application of virtual instruments 
available 

  

Measurement using simple virtual instruments   

Simulation of signals and systems using complex virtual 
instruments 

  

Knowledge of current developments in virtual instruments   
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ICTTC145B Perform photonics device laboratory techniques 
This unit applies to the maintenance of clean room conditions, fabricate photonics materials 
and make measurements of photonics components in a photonics laboratory 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Maintain clean room conditions    

2. Perform microscopy techniques    

3. Perform manual optical alignment    

4. Conduct photonics measurements    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC145B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Clean room technique for photonics laboratories; Microscopy techniques; Optical fibre 
alignment techniques; Test instrumentation ; photonics measurement techniques 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Consistent use of clean room techniques   

Use of a range of microscope technologies   

Consistent and accurate alignment of a range of optical system 
components 

  

Consistent and accurate use of a range of measurement 
techniques 
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ICTTC146B Test and manipulate WDM devices and systems 
This unit applies to analysis, testing and manipulation of Wave Division Multiplex (WDM) 
optical system technology. It addresses the complex technical and conceptual details that 
underpin the technology, system components and the operational characteristics of these 
systems. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Recognise the principles of a Wave Division 
Multiplex (WDM) optical system 

   

2. Recognise the components of a WDM system    

3. Select appropriate optical switching 
technology for a range of operations 

   

4. Test and manipulate components of a WDM 
system 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC146B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

WDM principles; WDM system components; WDM system characteristics; WDM network 
topology; WDM device testing and manipulation 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Knowledge of the role and operation of WDM technology in 
optical systems 

  

Identification and explanation of contemporary WDM 
technology 

  

Analysis of operational characteristics of a range of 
contemporary WDM systems 

  

Measurement and testing of WDM systems   
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ICTTC147B Administer a data communications network 
(LAN or WAN) 

This unit applies to the management and administration of a local area network or wide area 
network. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Install and configure a network    

2. Set up network facilities    

3. Administer user accounts    

4. Install common applications    

5. Install and configure systems applications    

6. Maintain system integrity    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTT147A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CO410 Computer Skills 4; CO610 Computer Skills 6; CO650 Management of Information 
Systems; CO660 Operating Systems 6; CO680 Software Management 6 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Establishment of a data communications network   

Creation of links to other networks   

Management of users and user accounts   

Set up and maintenance of all systems and software for the 
effective operation of a network 

  

Diagnosis and isolation of network faults   
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ICTTC148B Test and measure mobile phone equipment 
performance 

This unit applies to the testing and measuring of the performance of mobile phone equipment 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Measure output power     

2. Test the operation of mobile phone equipment    

3. Perform field measurement tests    

4. Perform cell identification    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC148B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

DI530 Digital Radio 5; DI630 Digital Radio 6; MO330 Faultfinding for Mobile Phones; 
OH410 Occupational Health & Safety 4; RA310 Radio Frequency Theory and Hazards; 
TE310 Basic Telephony; TE470 Communications industry; TE480 Cellular mobile 
telephony services 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Performance of tests with live mobile phone equipment   

Records of tests   

Logical analysis of results   
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ICTTC149B Apply knowledge of Access Network architecture 
and core components 

The location, type and capacity of the Access Network infrastructure is ascertained, 
technology applications within the network defined and the capacity of the network to 
support required products and services is determined. 

This unit applies to the Access Network and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic 
fibre, terrestrial radio and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Technology applications within the Access 
Network are defined  

   

2. Determine location, type and capacity of 
access network infrastructure 

   

3. Capability of existing network technology is 
evaluated to determine network capacity to 
support products and services  

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC149B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Assessment candidates will have a wide range of telecommunications 
industry skills, knowledge and competency. 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI620 Research Skill 6; CO410 Computer Skills 4; EL411AN Electrical (Access Network); 
EN420 Enterprise Information Systems 4; MA310 Basic Mathematics 3; NE320 Network 
Architecture 3; OH420 Occupational Health & Safety Regulations 4; PR310 Problem 
Solving 3; PS610 Plans and Specifications 4; RA211AN Radio Frequency Theory and 
Hazards (Access Network); RA411AN Antennas (Access Network); RA421AN Radio 
Frequency Theory and Hazards 4 (Access Network); TE310 Basic Telephony 3; TE411AN 
Telephony (Access Network); TE420 Outage and Hazard Processes 4; TE481AN Basic 
Architecture (Access Network); TR311AN Transmission Theory (Access Network); 
TR341AN Transmission Technologies & Products; TR412AN Digital Transmission Theory 
(Access Network); TR413AN Analogue Transmission Theory (Access Network) 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of the core technology components that 
currently exist within the access network and their application 

  

Definition and description of the access network architecture   

Report (utilising all relevant enterprise data sources) detailing 
the current state of the existing access networks including: 

  

• the networks current capability, capacity and performance   

• the networks capacity to support products and services   

• the identification of potential problem areas (bottlenecks, 
shortfalls etc) 

  

• the capacity to integrate new technologies within the 
existing network technology 
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ICTTC150B Apply knowledge of the internal and external 
influences 

Internal and external influences affect all planning decisions regarding the development of 
the Access Network.  This unit identifies the impact of deregulation, competition, economic 
conditions, regulations and legislation on enterprise specific policies and procedures and its 
subsequent incorporation into the planning process. 

This unit applies to planning the Access Network. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Economic and political influences on the 
Telecommunications Industry in Australia  is 
identified 

   

2. Regulation and legislation of key impact to 
the Telecommunications Industry is identified 

   

3. Internal Compliance obligations are defined 
and applied 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC150B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil   

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI620 Research Skill 6; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN420 
Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN410 Interpersonal 
Relationships 4; OH420 Occupational Health & Safety Regulations 4; PS610 Plans and 
Specifications 4; TE470 Communications Industry 4 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of economic and political influences on the 
Telecommunications Industry in Australia including 
assessment of local and international economic conditions 

  

Recognition of the impact of deregulation and competition   

Evaluation of influences upon public and commercial 
enterprises 

  

Identification of the Legislation that governs 
telecommunications carriers in Australia 

  

Synopsis of  the Telecommunications Industry Regulatory 
Framework and obligations 

  

Identification of the industry regulators, their roles and the 
function of industry self-regulation 

  

Examination of the Universal Service Obligation and the role 
of the National Universal Service Provider 

  

Identification of the enterprise-specific policies and 
procedures (underpinned by regulatory and compliance 
obligations) including business drivers, investment 
management systems, financial delegations, authorisation 
requirements to be incorporated into day to day work practices 
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ICTTC151B Plan the Access Network 
‘Plan the Access Network’ involves the collation and evaluation of data relating to network 
shortfalls and/or projected usage, leading to the development of solutions and ultimately 
network plans.  

This unit applies to the Access Network and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic 
fibre, terrestrial radio and satellite. 

Assessment candidates will have a wide range of telecommunications industry skills, 
knowledge and competency. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Data related to both existing and projected 
network usage is accessed using enterprise 
tools and systems    

2. Evaluate need for network growth    

3. Develop solution/network plan to address 
network shortfall 

   

4. Contribute to the development of long-term 
Access Network development  plan/s 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC151B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC115B, BSBWOR401A OR BSBFLM303C 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI620 Research Skill 6; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN420 
Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN210 Team work 
skills; IN320 Teamwork 3; IN330 Negotiation 3; OH420 Occupational Health & Safety 
Regulations 4; PE610 Personal Skills 4; PR310 Problem Solving 3; PS610 Plans and 
Specifications 4; RE236AN Regulations for Access Network; SU400 Finance Principles; 
SU330 Quality Management 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Interrogation, interpretation and use of relevant enterprise tools 
and systems and other data sources 

  

Identification of data including legislative requirements, demand 
data, new and emerging technologies, equipment and features 
current traffic data, growth forecasts, existing network capacity 

  

Contribution to the development of longer-term network plans    

Maintaining customer focus and consideration of customer 
needs 

  

Interacting with enterprise personnel and customers   

Candidate submits a clearly documented network development 
plan, within specification and within specified timeframes that 
demonstrates: 

  

Implementation of planning processes including the associated 
monitoring and control mechanisms 

  

Development of solutions to address access network shortfalls 
that satisfy customer and enterprise needs (including issues such 
as congestion, data speeds, service compatibility, connection of 
additional services and other performance issues) 

  

Merging of technological development and product 
implementation into network development plans 

  

Resource requirements   

Appropriate financial analysis   

Compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices 
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ICTTC152B Brief the Project 
Brief the Project involves identifying all relevant details relating to the project from the 
approved network plans including customer requirements and all impacts to the project; 
resulting in the development of the project brief. 

This unit applies to the Access Network and the various transmission paths i.e. cable, optic 
fibre, terrestrial radio and satellite. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Identify requirements    

2. Develop project brief    

3. Manage the Project    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC152B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTCC212A, BSXMI403A OR BSBCMN303A This unit should be 
applied with units dealing with scope management and risk 
management 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI620 Research Skill 6; CO410 Computer Skills 4; CS410 Customer Relations 4; EN420 
Enterprise Information Systems 4; EN460 Enterprise Pricing Policy 4; IN410 Interpersonal 
Relationships 4; IN210  Team Work Skills; IN320 Teamwork 3; IN330 Negotiation 3; 
OH420 Occupational Health & Safety Regulations 4; PE610 Personal Skills 4; PR310 
Problem Solving 3; PS610 Plans and Specifications 4; SU400 Finance Principles; SU330 
Quality Management 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of all relevant data including: planning 
requirements, current network conditions, technology, 
performance and capacity, customer requirements, site survey 
data, technological innovations and development, barriers to 
plan realisation. 

  

Application of legislative and environmental conditions to 
project brief development 

  

Reading and interpretation, using equipment/system manuals 
and specifications and relevant enterprise policy 
documentation. 

  

Preparation of clearly documented brief which meets 
specification, specified timeframes, enterprise financial 
systems and policy; while applying specified planning 
processes including associated monitoring and control 
mechanisms. 

  

Compliance with all related occupational health and safety 
requirements and work practices. 

  

Identification of the project management phases, including 
defined roles and responsibilities, and application to the 
project brief. 

  

Scope and define project resources   

Produce project documents and reports in line with enterprise 
standard and guidelines 
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ICTTC153B Work safely near power infrastructure 
This unit describes the requirements and conditions that must be met when 
telecommunications workers conduct operations in the vicinity of substantial safety hazards 
including work: 

• at heights 
• near electrical distribution infrastructure, radiation devices or other services 
• in confined spaces (Assessors – see note on confined spaces in Range Statement.) 
It addresses safety from the hazard management perspective and requires the use of 
assessment and judgement capabilities as well as safe work practices. Candidates will be 
completing this unit in association with one or more other telecommunications units and will 
be installing, testing or repairing telecommunications infrastructure. The primary focus of the 
unit is on aerial work, with consideration given to related tasks including work on elevated 
work platforms, work in confined spaces and work on roofs and other structures.  

The purpose of this competency unit is to ensure the safety of telecommunications workers 
working in a range of high-risk situations. The performance criteria in it are relatively 
generic and can be contextualised to particular enterprises or tasks. More task-specific 
performance criteria are contained in other units in the training package. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Conduct a risk assessment    

2. Develop hazard management plan    

3. Work safely    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC153B of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Appropriate electrical safety and technical knowledge relating to the 
type of work, operating plant or vehicle near power lines (safe system of work in accordance 
with the relevant Electrical Regulations and Acts).The possible causes and risks of insulated 
conductors being damaged, and demonstrate skills and knowledge necessary to implement a 
safe system of work. Exclusion zones and requirements for the different categories of lines, 
conductors and authorisation of persons. Applying emergency procedures in the event of an 
incident. Communication, low voltage and high voltage cables (including ways of 
ascertaining the voltages present).Distinguishing between insulated and bare conductors. 

Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment context. Codes refer to the 
Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

EL210 AC/DC basic theory; AA210 Joint use construction; OH210Occupational health and 
safety 2; CA296 Pole testing; OH250 Pole top rescue; CA290 Pole types and aerial service 
identification; OH215 Safe work practices – aerial; RA210 Radio frequency theory and 
hazards 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with the installation or repair work 
(including protective clothing and personal safety items, 
adequate warning signs and safety devices). 

  

Demonstrated ability to communicate with work associates, 
supervisors and team members. 

  

Demonstrated ability to recognise and report hazards to 
designated personnel. 

  

Use of relevant test equipment.   

Demonstrated ability to assess hazard levels and application of 
safety precautions for self, fellow workers and the public at 
large. 

  

Demonstrated ability to accurately follow workplace 
procedures relevant to controlling risks in the workplace. 
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Work practices which ensure all relevant authorities have been 
notified and approvals obtained prior to commencement. 

  

Safe use of hand or power tools and/or equipment normally 
used for the installation or repair of telecommunications 
infrastructure. 

  

Demonstrated ability to identify safe support structures from 
pole status markings, visual inspection or approved testing 
procedures. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards. 
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ICTTC155A Construct and operate a simple radio 
communications device 

This unit applies to constructing, operating and working with simple radio systems. 

This unit is a foundation for the development of a wide range of radio communications and 
radio-related competencies. It provides basic skills and knowledge, including the principles 
of radio communications and the ability to recognise and work with radio communications 
hardware. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Outline the principles and range of radio 
communications. 

   

2. Interpret radio circuit diagrams.    

3. Construct a simple radio communications 
device. 

   

4. Operate a simple radio communications 
device. 

   

5. Use instruments to take measurements from a 
radio communications device. 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC155A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC170A  Follow OHS and environmental policy and procedures 
Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

RA430 Radio theory for wireless operations; RA440 Radio components, terminology and 
symbols; RA450 Radio analogue circuits; RA460 Radio block diagrams, schematics and 
flow charts; RA470 Radio modulation schemes; SC410 Satellite data telecommunications; 
TF440 Radio test equipment; TO430 Hand tools and soldering for radio technicians 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstrated knowledge of general radio communications 
matters, such as current or new technology and its function. 

  

Demonstrated knowledge of the operation of radio technology, 
including component level functions and the form and 
application of specific types of radio signal. 

  

Construction of simple electronic circuits, given specifications 
and required components. 

  

Operation of simple radio equipment, including explanation of 
its operational parameters. 

  

Measurement of radio signals and other aspects of the 
operation of radio equipment. 
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ICTTC156A Install digital reception equipment 
This unit applies to installing all types of customer digital reception equipment (DRE) on 
customer premises. 

It is desirable that ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable is completed before 
this unit is undertaken. 

Fault finding and rectification is covered in ICTTC157A Locate and rectify digital reception 
equipment faults. 

This unit is for installation technical staff working on customer premises. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Gather data for the installation.    

2. Prepare for installation.    

3. Obtain tools and materials.    

4. Install equipment.    

5. Commission and test installation.    

6. Finalise installation.    

7. Handover to customer.    

8. Complete contract documentation.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC156A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC170A Follow OHS and environmental policy and procedures 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Customer service principles, particularly dealing with customers face-to-face; Quality 
assurance – enterprise requirements; OHS – general principles and enterprise-specific JSA 
requirements; Pre-installation – enterprise-specific requirements; Interconnection – 
understanding of contemporary equipment and connection methods; Installation of return 
path – awareness of return path technology; Radio frequency (RF) theory – basic principles 
and safety; Basic telephony – principles to support return path awareness; Hand and power 
tools – skill to use general tools; Customer education – basic objectives and methods of 
training for product use; Product knowledge – enterprise/service-specific knowledge of 
products and services supplied; Visual system awareness – broader awareness of whole 
industry product range 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of installation requirements, including 
customer’s preferred location, existing power outlets, furniture 
location, measuring signal level at wall plate, and check of 
customer’s equipment and cabling requirements. 

  

Installation of equipment, including wall plate, cable cutting 
and stripping, connection of set top unit to customer 
equipment, cable connection, and powering up and 
configuring set top unit. 

  

Conduct of functionality tests and interpretation of results.   

Completion of the task, including securing cables, return of 
furniture and fittings to original location and condition, 
removing waste and debris, and communicating customer’s 
requirements to service provider. 

  

Hhandover to customer, including functionality tests in 
customer’s presence, advising and training customer on 
equipment use, discussing damage that occurred during 
installation with customer, providing all appropriate literature, 
and completing all financial and other documentation. 
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Application of OHS requirements and work practices, 
including JSA, personal protective clothing and safety items. 

  

Safe use of general hand and power tools normally related to 
these tasks. 

  

Safe use of general equipment normally related to these tasks.   

Correct interpretation and application of relevant regulations 
and standards. 

  

Communication of installation details to customer and work 
associates. 

  

Customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC157A Locate and rectify digital reception faults 
This unit applies to locating and rectifying all types of customer digital reception 
equipment (DRE) faults on customer premises. 

Installation is covered in ICTTC156A Install digital reception equipment and can be 
undertaken at the same time. 

Cabling aspects of installation are covered in a range of units in ICT20308 Certificate 
II in Telecommunications Cabling. 

This unit is for technical staff required to locate and rectify faults of digital reception 
equipment on customer premises. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Establish context of work to be undertaken.    

2. Identify and clarify fault.    

3. Determine and rank likely causes of fault.    

4. Perform tests.    

5. Diagnose faults.    

6. Rectify faults.    

7. Provide replacement service to customer 
where required. 

   

8. Clean up work site    

9. Complete documentation.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC157A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units:  Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Customer service principles – particularly dealing with customers face-to-face; Quality 
assurance – enterprise requirements; OHS – general principles and enterprise-specific JSA 
requirements; Pre-installation – enterprise-specific requirements; Interconnection – 
understanding of contemporary equipment and connection methods; Installation of return 
path – awareness of return path technology; Radio frequency (RF) theory – basic principles 
and safety; Bbasic telephony – principles to support return path awareness; Hand and power 
tools – skill to use general tools; Customer education – basic objectives and methods of 
training for product use; Product knowledge – enterprise/service-specific knowledge of 
products and services supplied; Visual system awareness – broader awareness of whole 
industry product range; Problem solving and fault finding techniques – halving technique, 
enterprise methods and escalation level; Test equipment – signal measurement and other 
enterprise-specific tools; Test analysis and diagnosis – enterprise diagnosis methods 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Obtain full fault details from the customer.   

Advise customer as to likely fault, duration of repair and charges.    

Demonstrate methodical approach to fault identification.   

Interpret test results.   

Repair fault and test to verify outcomes.   

Document fault, including nature, location, likely causes and 
repair methodology. 

  

Read, interpret and use equipment and system manuals and 
specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and documentation. 

  

Communicate fault details to customers and work associates.   

Apply related OHS requirements and work practices.   

Demonstrate customer focus and consideration of customer needs.   
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ICTTC160A Set up and operate a contractor business 
This unit applies to operating a small scale contractor operation involving an owner 
operator and employees installing a service. 

This unit is for installers who operate their own contracting business delivering installation 
services to major service providers. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Set up and maintain a business operatio    

2. Provide customer service.    

3. Perform simple financial management tasks.    

4. Cost and quote an installation.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC160A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Communication with customers; Time management for scheduling of own work; Developing 
simple business plans, given a template and advice; Customer service skills; Basic numeracy 
and literacy; Operating simple computer software packages; Job estimating techniques; 
Understanding of costs associated with running a business; Current tax rates; Understanding 
of basic business banking principles; Industry standards regarding materials and labour costs; 
Industry standard rates of pay; Understanding of simple cash or accrual accounting principles 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of the applicant’s understanding and 
knowledge of the requirements of setting up and operating a 
contractor business.  

Assessment candidates should produce evidence of the 
following: 

  

• producing a business plan   

• providing vehicle maintenance documents, including 
financial details 

  

• completing BAS, FBT and insurance documentation   

• performance data indicating customer service 
achievements 

  

• quotations for installation jobs that cover all aspects of 
costings. 
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ICTTC161A Operate a contractor business with employees 
This unit applies to operating a developing business involving multiple employees in 
a competitive installation environment. It applies to individuals who have an 
established business or are in the process of establishing one. It does not apply to 
novice installers and would not be appropriate in a pre-employment training program. 

This unit is for an installer who operates a business employing others – either support staff or 
installers. It may also apply to a business that works through a subcontractor workforce. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Recruit employees.    

2. Manage employees.    

3. Promote the business.    

4. Maintain compliance.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC161A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC160A Set up and operate a contractor business 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Communication with internal and external customers; Communication with employees, 
contractors and subcontractors; People management within the limits of a small contracting 
business; Technical skills associated with installation services; Basic numeracy and literacy; 
Human resource management within the limits of a small contracting business; Payroll 
management for a small contracting business; Business planning for a small contracting 
business; Performance management to ensure delivery of contracting services within 
timelines and budgets; Compliance requirements within the limits of an installation service 
business 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstration of the applicant’s understanding and 
knowledge of the requirements of recruiting and managing 
employees within the confines of a contractor business.  

Assessment candidates should produce evidence of the 
following: 

  

• developing recruitment documentation   

• initiating and maintaining payroll management records    

• interpreting market analysis data   

• monitoring and maintaining compliance performance data   

• developing and maintaining staff performance history   

• developing and initiating strategies for developing work 
performance 

  

• developing and applying work schedules.   
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ICTTC162A Install a cable lead in 
This unit applies to all contexts for indoor and outdoor installation within a customer 
premises and applies to customer digital reception equipment. It applies to both aerial 
and underground lead ins. 

This unit is for installation technical staff working in domestic, commercial or industrial 
premises. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Prepare for cable installation.    

2. Install aerial cable.    

3. Install underground cable.    

4. Seal and secure aerial cable.    

5. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC162A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable 
ICTTC140B Use hand and power tools 
ICTTC156A Install digital reception equipment 
ICTTC157A Locate and rectify digital reception equipment faults 
ICTTC170A Follow OHS and environmental policy and procedures 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA280 Soil types; CA282 Cable installation and securing – Underground; CA283 Cable 
termination and coding – Underground; CA284 Cable sealing techniques – Underground; 
CA290 Pole types and aerial service identification; CA292 Cable installation and securing – 
aerial; CA293 Cable termination and coding – aerial; CA294 Cable sealing techniques – 
aerial; CA295 Cable testing – aerial; CS210 Customer relations; OH214 Safe work practices 
– underground; OH215 Safe work practices – aerial; OH250 Pole top rescue; OH251 
Working at heights; PS217 Plan reading, specifications and Records – Underground; PS218 
Plan reading, specifications and records – aerial; RE224 Building standards, regulations and 
Codes – Underground; RE226 Building standards and regulations – aerial; TO219 Cable 
hauling equipment operation skills: aerial 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Installation of at least one type of aerial cable and one type of 
underground cable, which may be either optical fibre or 
coaxial. 

  

Identification of safe support structures from pole status 
markings, visual inspection or approved testing procedures. 

  

Work practices associated with hauling cable, and cable 
securing and sealing processes. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices associated with installing aerial and underground 
cable, including protective clothing, personal safety items, 
adequate warning signs and safety devices. 

  

Correct interpretation and application of regulations and 
standards related to the installation of aerial and underground 
cable. 

  

Interpersonal skills related to work associates, supervisors, 
team members and clients. 
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ICTTC163A Install a satellite antenna 
This unit applies to digital reception equipment for satellite subscription services or 
open television services received via satellite. Antennas may be installed on a mast, 
tower, pole or building. 

This unit is for installation technical staff working on buildings or infrastructure. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan for assembly.    

2. Obtain tools, test equipment and installation 
materials. 

   

3. Assemble antenna/wave guide.    

4. Mount satellite antenna.    

5. Align/realign antenna.    

6. Test antenna/wave guide operation.    

7. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC163A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable 
ICTTC140B Use hand and power tools 
ICTTC156A Install digital reception equipment 
ICTTC157A Locate and rectify digital reception equipment faults 
ICTTC170A Follow OHS and environmental policy and procedures 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA360 Coaxial cabling; CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer relations 3; EL320 
Earthing 3; EN320 Enterprise information systems 3; MA310 Basic mathematics 3; NE310 
Network equipment 3; OH310 Occupational health and safety 3; OH320 Safe handling; 
PE320 Remote work; PS310 Plans and specifications 3; PS320 Basic building trades 3; 
RA310 Radio frequency theory and hazards 3; RC310 Riggers certificate 3; RE310 Working 
on non-enterprise land 3; TC310 Tower climbing 3; TF310 Test equipment 3; TO310 Use of 
tools 3; TO320 Anti-static procedures 3; TO330 Installation practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessing hazard levels, including site and radio frequency 
and application of safety precautions for self, fellow workers 
and the public. 

  

Interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors, keeping a customer focus and considering 
customer needs. 

  

Obtaining and checking tools, test equipment and materials, 
and using relevant test equipment. 

  

Installing assembly according to plans and specifications.   

Mounting, connecting and aligning two satellite antennas 
under normal industry supervision and according to plans and 
specifications. 

  

Correctly interpreting and applying relevant regulations and 
standards and all related OHS requirements and work 
practices. 

  

Reading, interpreting and using equipment and system 
manuals and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 
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ICTTC164A Install a terrestrial antenna 
This unit applies to digital reception equipment for open television services received 
via terrestrial signals. Antennas may be installed on a mast, tower, pole or building. 

This unit is for installation technical staff working on buildings or infrastructure. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan for assembly.    

2. Obtain tools, test equipment and installation 
materials. 

   

3. Assemble antenna/wave guide.    

4. Mount antenna/ wave guide.    

5. Align/realign antenna.    

6. Test antenna/wave guide operation.    

7. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC164A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: ICTTC011D Place, secure and terminate coaxial cable 
ICTTC140B Use hand and power tools 
ICTTC156A Install digital reception equipment 
ICTTC157A Locate and rectify digital reception equipment faults 
ICTTC170A Follow OHS and environmental policy and procedures 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CA360 Coaxial cabling; CI310 Communication 3; CS310 Customer relations 3; EL320 
Earthing 3; EN320 Enterprise information systems 3; MA310 Basic mathematics 3; NE310 
Network equipment 3; OH310 Occupational health and safety 3; OH320 Safe handling; 
PE320 Remote work; PS310 Plans and specifications 3; PS320 Basic building trades 3; 
RA310 Radio frequency theory and hazards 3; RC310 Riggers certificate 3; RE310 Working 
on non-enterprise land 3; TC310 Tower climbing 3; TF310 Test equipment 3; TO310 Use of 
tools 3; TO320 Anti-static procedures 3; TO330 Installation practices 3 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessing hazard levels, including site and radio frequency 
and application of safety precautions for self, fellow workers 
and the public. 

  

Interacting with enterprise personnel, customers and other 
contractors, keeping a customer focus and considering 
customer needs. 

  

Otaining and checking tools, test equipment and materials, and 
using relevant test equipment. 

  

Installing assembly according to plans and specifications.   

Mounting, connecting and aligning two antennas under normal 
industry supervision and according to plans and specifications. 

  

Correctly interpreting and applying relevant regulations and 
standards and all related OHS requirements and work 
practices. 

  

Reading, interpreting and using equipment and system 
manuals and specifications and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 
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ICTTC165A Install a complex digital reception system 
This unit applies to installing digital reception services supporting various services to 
five or more points.  

The unit is applied when an installer is working on large scale, complex radio frequency (RF) 
and digital distribution systems in a commercial or multi-dwelling unit (MDU) environment. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate site for installation requirements.    

2. Interpret design and relate to site 
characteristics. 

   

3. Build cable system.    

4. Install and configure passive and active 
devices. 

   

5. Commission system.    

6. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC165A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: ICTTC162A Install a cable lead in 
ICTTC163A Install a satellite antenna 
ICTTC164A Install a terrestrial antenna 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer relations 4; IN410 Interpersonal relationships 4; 
OH410 Occupational health and safety 4; PS410 Plans and specifications 4; PS420 Basic 
building trades 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio frequency theory and hazards 4; TF420 
Test analysis and diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of tools 4; TR460 Spectrum management 4; 
Recognition of equipment types – amplifiers, taps, splitters and couplers; Performance of 
tests – continuity, ingress, egress, signal level and signal quality; Performance of adjustments 
– tuning, balancing and replacing components; Spectrum appreciation for RF channels. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identification of installation requirements.   

Installation of equipment, including antennas, drop lines, cable 
runs, junctions and wall plates. 

  

Conduct of functionality tests and interpretation of results.   

Handover to customer, including functionality demonstration, 
training customers on equipment use, provision of appropriate 
literature, and completion of all financial and other 
documentation. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices, including JSA, protective clothing and personal 
safety items. 
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ICTTC166A Integrate customer digital reception equipment 
This unit applies to maintaining an awareness of emerging audiovisual technologies 
and applying it in the integration of customer systems. 

The unit is applied when an installer works with a wide range of customer equipment 
types, in a variety of customer premises and requires current knowledge of 
equipment capabilities and connection types. The unit is contextually limited to radio 
frequency (RF) signal services.  

Note: The unit ICTTC167A Integrate data delivery modes, extends this concept into multiple 
service delivery modes such as voice, data communication, wireless networks and others as 
they emerge. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate existing customer equipment.    

2. Design a solution.    

3. Build the system.    

4. Provide enterprise equipment.    

5. Configure services and optimise customer 
system. 

   

6. Educate customers.    

7. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC166A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC162A Install a cable lead in 
ICTTC163A Install a satellite antenna 
ICTTC164A Install a terrestrial antenna 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

CI410 Communication 4; CS410 Customer relations 4; IN410 Interpersonal relationships 4; 
OH410 Occupational health and safety 4; PS410 Plans and specifications 4; PS420 Basic 
building trades 4; RA410 Antennas 4; RA420 Radio frequency theory and hazards 4; TF420 
Test analysis and diagnosis 4; TO410 Use of tools 4; TR460 Spectrum management 4; 
Recognition of equipment types – amplifiers, taps, splitters and couplers; Performance of 
tests – continuity, ingress, egress, signal level and signal quality; Performance of adjustments 
– tuning, balancing and replacing components; Connectors – analogue and digital; 
Modulation techniques; Video and audio fundamentals. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identifying the modulation and other signal characteristics of a 
range of contemporary products. 

  

Installing equipment and services, including at least three of: 
video player, hard disk recorder, games consoles, digital FTA, 
HD TV, media centre, video/audio distribution systems, LCD 
TV, plasma TV, security systems and home automation. 

  

Conducting functionality tests and interpreting results.   

Handing over to customer, including functionality 
demonstration, training customers on equipment use, 
provision of appropriate literature and completion of all 
financial and other documentation. 

Applying all related OHS requirements and work practices, 
including job safety analysis (JSA) and personal protective 
clothing and safety items. 
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ICTTC167A Integrate data delivery modes 
This unit applies to connecting and configuring a media centre, i.e. a device that 
receives signals from radio frequency (RF) sources and at least one other source 
(telephone or data) and co-ordinates these signals for a variety of devices. 

Restricted Cabling Provider registration is required to undertake work. 

The unit is applied when an installer working in a digital reception sector integrates 
services from multiple sources and in multiple formats – RF, digital, data, voice – for 
both inward and outbound signals into complex customer systems. 

Note: This unit builds on the unit ICTTC166A Integrate customer digital reception 
equipment, and extends the concept of system integration by adding a new dimension – 
multiple services and multiple delivery modes. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Evaluate existing customer equipment.    

2. Design a multiple service customer system 
solution. 

   

3. Build the system.    

4. Provide enterprise equipment with multiple 
services. 

   

5. Configure services and optimise customer 
system across multiple services. 

   

6. Educate customers.    

7. Complete administrative and end-of-job tasks.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC167A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICTTC136C Install, maintain and modify customer premises 
communications cabling: ACMA Restricted Rule 
ICTTC162A Install a cable lead in 
ICTTC163A Install a satellite antenna 
ICTTC164A Install a terrestrial antenna 
ICTTC166A Integrate customer digital reception equipment 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Performance of tests – continuity, ingress, egress, signal level and signal quality; 
Performance of adjustments – tuning, balancing and replacing components; Digital home 
technology integration (DHTI) and trouble shooting; Network configuration; Recognition of 
equipment types – amplifiers, taps, splitters and couplers; Modulation techniques; Video and 
audio fundamentals; Principles of at least three of: home theatre systems, telephone service, 
wireless technology, home automation, security systems, wireless local area networks 
(WLANs). 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Identifying service requirements of a range of contemporary 
products. 

  

Iinstalling and integrating at least two services to a customer 
system comprised of at least three equipment components. 

  

Activating and optimising customer equipment using two or more 
signal sources. 

  

Conducting functionality tests and interpreting results.   

Identifying policies and procedures for issues requiring escalation.   

Handing over to customer, including functionality demonstration, 
training customers on equipment use, providing all appropriate 
literature and completing all financial and other documentation 

  

Applying all related OHS requirements and work practices, 
including job safety analysis (JSA), protective clothing and 
personal safety items. 
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ICTTC168A Design and implement an enterprise VoIP and 
unified communications network 

This unit applies to designing and implementing the infrastructure for enterprise voice over 
internet protocol (VoIP) and unified communications (UC) systems to meet business 
requirements using converging network technologies. 

This unit is for staff working to design and implement the infrastructure to enable enterprises 
to use VoIP and other packet-based services. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan and design VoIP infrastructure to meet 
business requirements. 

   

2. Describe and evaluate network traffic 
protocols and bandwidth considerations. 

   

3. Install and configure VoIP infrastructure to 
meet business requirements. 

   

4. Configure a UC network.    

5. Assess the performance of convergent 
networks and test and verify the security 
access levels. 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC168A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICAB5160B Build and configure a server 
ICAI3101B Install and manage network protocols 
ICAI4029C Install network hardware to a network 
ICAS3120B Configure and administer a network operating system 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Ability to plan, design and implement VoIP infrastructure; Ability to evaluate network traffic 
protocols and bandwidth considerations; Ability to configure a UC network; Ability to assess 
the performance of convergent networks and test and verify security access levels; Research 
skills for identifying, analysing and evaluating broad features of a particular business domain 
and best practice in networking technologies (e.g. when network components, both hardware 
and software that are required to be installed, are identified); Project planning skills in 
relation to set benchmarks and identified scope; Problem solving skills in a predictable range 
of network problems; Broad knowledge of current industry-accepted hardware and software 
products; Broad knowledge of the client business domain, business function and organisation 
(e.g. when confirming client requirements and network equipment); Broad knowledge of 
networking technologies incorporating substantial depth in some areas (e.g. network 
operating systems and cabling standards); Broad knowledge of transmission technologies and 
protocols. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessment must confirm the ability to: 
  

• Design and implement the infrastructure for enterprise 
VoIP and UC systems to meet business requirements using 
converged networks. 

  

• Plan, design and implement VoIP infrastructure, evaluate 
network traffic protocols and bandwidth considerations, 
configure a UC network, assess the performance of 
convergent networks and test and verify security access 
levels. 
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The breadth, depth and complexity of skills and knowledge in 
this unit would cover a broad range of varied activities or 
application in a wider variety of contexts, most of which are 
complex and non-routine. Leadership and guidance would be 
involved when organising activities of self and others as well 
as contributing to technical solutions of a non-routine or 
contingency nature. 

Performance of a broad range of skilled applications, 
including the requirement to evaluate and analyse current 
practices, develop new criteria and procedures for performing 
current practices and provision of some leadership and 
guidance to others in the application and planning of the skills 
would be characteristic. 

Applications may involve responsibility for, and limited 
organisation of, others. 

Assessment candidates should produce evidence of the 
following: 

  

• demonstrating understanding of a broad knowledge base 
incorporating some theoretical concepts 

  

• applying solutions to a defined range of unpredictable 
problems 

  

• identifying and applying skill and knowledge areas to a 
wide variety of contexts, with depth in some areas 

  

• identifying, analysing and evaluating information from a 
variety of sources 

  

• taking responsibility for own outputs in relation to 
specified quality standards 

  

• taking limited responsibility for the quantity and quality of 
the output of others. 

  

Additionally, an individual demonstrating competency in this 
unit would be able to: 

  

• select appropriate software   

• configure network components   

• select a network component for a particular task   

• interpret available information and request clarification 
where needed 

  

• take responsibility for outputs in work and learning.   
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ICTTC169A Produce and evaluate architecture designs for 
convergent cellular mobile networks 

This unit applies to specifying the design of the required mobile cellular general packet radio 
service (GPRS), third-generation (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) network architectures. 

The following units may be linked with any of the following to form an appropriate 
cluster: 
• ICAA5044C Develop system infrastructure design plan 
• ICAI5098C Install and manage complex networks 
• ICAS5123C Manage network security 
• ICAS5122C Identify and resolve network problems 
• ICAA5056B Prepare disaster recovery and contingency plans. 
This unit is for technical staff designing mobile wireless systems. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Design a GPRS (2.5G) cellular network.    

2. Design a 3G cellular network.    

3. Research and evaluate design features of a 
proposed 4G cellular network. 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC169A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  
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Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICAA5044C Develop system infrastructure design plan 
ICAA5144B Determine best fit topology for a local network 
ICAA5145B Identify best fit topology for a wide area network 
ICAD4217B Create technical documentation 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Project planning skills; Research skills; Financial modelling skills; Plain English literacy and 
communication skills; Problem solving skills; Group facilitation and presentation skills; 
Detailed knowledge of current industry accepted cellular mobile network protocols; Broad 
knowledge base incorporating current industry accepted network hardware and software 
products and their general features and capabilities, and detailed knowledge in some areas, 
for example when designing a GPRS (2.5) and 3G network; Broad knowledge base 
incorporating current industry security products, devices and procedures and their general 
features and capabilities, and detailed knowledge in some areas, for example when finalising 
GPRS (2.5) and 3G network design; Broad knowledge base incorporating theoretical 
concepts of three or more current industry network development and design methodologies; 
Detailed knowledge of management systems; Broad knowledge of the client business 
domain; Detailed knowledge of remote user issues. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessment must confirm sufficient knowledge of cellular 
mobile networks communication architecture, hardware, 
protocols and networking systems. It must confirm the ability 
to design viable GPRS (2.5) and 3G network solutions and to 
research design features of 4G cellular networks. 

  

An individual performing at this standard will display self-
directed application of knowledge and skills, with substantial 
depth in database design and development where judgement is 
required in planning and selecting appropriate equipment, 
services and techniques for self and others. 

  

The learner will demonstrate participation in development of 
strategic initiatives, as well as personal responsibility and 
autonomy in performing complex technical operations 
(organising others is less important to this unit of 
competency). A depth of knowledge and skills (rather than 
breadth of knowledge) is important for this unit. 
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ICTTC170A Follow OHS and environmental policy and 
procedures 

This unit applies to OHS competencies for employees without supervisory 
responsibility. This includes school-based workers, entry-level workers, trainees and 
apprentices. This unit complements, and is applicable in combination with, other 
industry or enterprise-specific units.  

The unit incorporates the consideration of environmental issues in the management 
of workplace tasks. 

This unit is for staff working under supervision in a technical environment. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Follow workplace procedures for hazard 
identification and risk control.  

   

2. Contribute to the management of OHS.    

3. Contribute to the management of workplace 
environmental issues. 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC170A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

AA210 Joint use construction; CA290 Pole types and aerial service identification; CA296 
Pole testing; EL210 AC/DC basic theory;  EL222 Earthing and EPR; EL230 Electric shock; 
EL231 Limits of approach; FA220 First aid – emergency response; OH210 Occupational 
health and safety 2; OH215 Safe work practices – aerial; OH230 Hazard management; 
OH240 Personal safety equipment; OH250 Pole top rescue; OH260 Manual handling; 
RA210 Radio frequency theory and hazards; TO220 Ladder handling; Rights and 
responsibilities of the workplace parties under environmental and Occupational Health and 
Safety Acts, regulations and codes of practice; Ways in which OHS is managed in the 
workplace, and activities required under OHS legislation; Hazards that exist in the 
workplace; Preferred order of ways to control risks (known as the hierarchy of control); 
Workplace environmental and OHS procedures relevant to the work being undertaken; 
Meaning of OHS symbols found on signs and labels in the workplace; Designated personnel 
responsible for OHS; Environmental control processes. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Demonstrated ability to recognise and report hazards to 
designated personnel. 

  

Demonstrated ability to accurately follow workplace 
procedures relevant to controlling risks in the workplace. 

  

Demonstrated ability to communicate.   
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ICTTC171A Produce and evaluate architecture designs for 
WiMAX networks 

This unit applies to specifying the design of the required worldwide interoperability for 
microwave access (WiMAX) network architecture. It defines the competency required to 
specify the design of the required WiMAX network architecture. 

The following units may be linked with any of the following to form an appropriate 
cluster: 
• ICAA5044C Develop system infrastructure design plan 
• ICAI5098C Install and manage complex networks 
• ICAS5123C Manage network security 
• ICAS5122C Identify and resolve network problems 
• ICAA5056B Prepare disaster recovery and contingency plans. 
This unit is for staff working on WiMAX network architecture designs. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Investigate design concepts of wireless 
broadband access technology. 

   

2. Design architectures for a proposed fixed and 
a mobile WiMAX network. 

   

3. Investigate the use of multiple-antenna 
systems in WiMAX design. 

   

4. Evaluate network management products.    

5. Evaluate network designs and plan for 
possible implementation. 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC171A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 
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Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 

Prerequisite Units: ICAA5044C Develop system infrastructure design plan 
ICAA5144B Determine best fit topology for a local network 
ICAA5145B Identify best fit topology for a wide area network 
ICAD4217B Create technical documentation 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Project planning skills; Research skills; Financial modelling skills; Plain English literacy and 
communication skills; Problem solving skills; Group facilitation and presentation skills; 
Detailed knowledge of current industry-accepted WiMAX network protocols; Broad 
knowledge base incorporating current industry accepted network hardware and software 
products and their general features and capabilities, and detailed knowledge in some areas, 
for example when evaluating WiMAX network traffic; Broad knowledge base incorporating 
current industry security products, devices and procedures and their general features and 
capabilities, and detailed knowledge in some areas, for example when finalising WiMAX 
network design; Broad knowledge base incorporating some theoretical concepts of three or 
more current industry network development and design methodologies; Detailed knowledge 
of the management systems; Broad knowledge of client business domain; Detailed 
knowledge of remote user issues. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessment must confirm sufficient knowledge of WiMAX comm-
unication architecture, hardware, protocols and networking systems. 

  

Assessment must confirm the ability to design viable WiMAX 
network solutions and to assess network performance, information 
that forms the basis of the professional judgment of the assessor. 

  

An individual performing at this standard will display self-directed 
application of knowledge and skills, with substantial depth in 
database design and development where judgement is required in 
planning and selecting appropriate equipment, services and 
techniques for self and others. 

  

The learner will demonstrate participation in development of 
strategic initiatives, as well as personal responsibility and autonomy 
in performing complex technical operations (organising others is less 
important to this unit of competency). A depth of knowledge and 
skills (rather than breadth of knowledge) is important for this unit. 
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ICTTC172A Install and configure an MPLS network with VPN 
tunnelling 

This unit applies to constructing a multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) network, 
examine MLPS data flow and virtual private network (VPN) tunnelling. 

This unit is for staff working on MPLS and VPNs. 

Note: Acknowledgement is given to TAFE NSW for their assistance in association with 
industry in the development of this unit of competency. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Describe and implement routing protocols.    

2. Configure and verify an MPLS network.    

3. Verify traffic engineering (TE) 
considerations. 

   

4. Configure a basic VPN and provide a virtual 
private LAN service (VPLS). 

   

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC172A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines 
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Prerequisite Units: ICAI3101B Install and manage network protocols 
ICAI4029C Install network hardware to a network 
ICAI5173B Install and configure a single-segment local area network 
switch 
ICAI5174B Install high-end switches in multi-switched local area 
networks 
ICAI5176B Install and configure a router 
ICAS3120B Configure and administer a network operating system 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 

Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Ability to: implement and verify RIP, EIGRP, OSPF, BGP operations, implement MPLS 
architecture across a WAN environment, implement secure VPN tunnels across the MPLS 
network, deploy multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS domains via IP/MPLS cloud; Research 
skills; Project planning skills; Problem solving skills; Broad knowledge of: current industry-
accepted hardware and software products, the client business domain, business function and 
organisation, networking technologies incorporating substantial depth in some areas, 
transmission technologies and protocols. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Assessment must confirm knowledge of MPLS networking 
technologies and how relevant hardware and software are installed 
and configured. 

Assessment must confirm the ability to create and follow 
implementation plans, install relevant network hardware and 
software, and configure and test the MPLS network according to 
specified guidelines, produce appropriate documentation, and 
implement secure VPN tunnelling. 

Performance of a broad range of skilled applications, including the 
requirement to evaluate and analyse current practices, develop 
new criteria and procedures for performing current practices and 
provision of some leadership and guidance to others in the 
application and planning of the skills, would be characteristic. 

Applications may involve responsibility for, and limited 
organisation of, others.  

Assessment candidates should produce evidence of the following: 

  

• demonstrating understanding of a broad knowledge base 
incorporating some theoretical concepts 

  

• applying solutions to a defined range of unpredictable problems   

• identifying and applying skill and knowledge areas to a wide 
variety of contexts, with depth in some areas 

  

• identifying, analysing and evaluating information from a 
variety of sources 

  

• taking responsibility for own outputs in relation to specified 
quality standards 
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• taking limited responsibility for the quantity and quality of the 
output of others. 

  

The scope and complexity of knowledge and skills are dependent 
on the tasks undertaken.  
Additionally, an individual demonstrating competency in this unit 
would be able to: 

  

• select appropriate software   

• configure network components   

• select a network component for a particular task   

• interpret available information and request clarification where 
needed 

  

• take responsibility for outputs in work and learning.   
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ICTTC173A Plan, organise and undertake work activities 
This unit deals with the skills and knowledge required to 

Plan, organise and undertake the work activities of an individual. 

This competency is based on the competency UEPOPS439A – Plan and organise work, from 
the UEP06 Electricity Supply Industry – Generation Sector Training Package. 

This unit is for technical staff required to plan, organise and undertake work on customer 
premises. 

Refer to the Summary Information (reverse of this page) and the competency unit for more 
detail. 

Assessment Summary Sheet 

Elements 
Date 

completed 
Assessor 
Initials RTO No. 

1. Plan and prepare for work.    

2. Co-ordinate and undertake work.    

3. Complete the work.    

Unit Completion Statement 
 

I certify that ______________________________________ has completed the prerequisites 
listed and can competently perform the full range of work specified as essential for this unit 
number ICTTC173A of the National Telecommunications Competency Standards under 
limited supervision. 
 

Assessor: R.T.O. No:    
 

Signature: Date: 
 

Trainee Signature: 

Supporting Information 
Assessment location:  

Either: A workplace conducting the operations covered by this competency unit, equipment 
and resources relevant to the context of the work (See Range Statement) and support from a 
competent supervisor or mentor.  

Or: A simulated environment with similar provisions which conforms to the Assessment 
Guidelines  

Prerequisite Units: Nil 

Equivalent Units:  Nil 
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Skill & Knowledge: Select from the following list to suit the learning and assessment 
context. Codes refer to the Skill and Knowledge Register included in this training package 

Develop and implement work plan; Co-ordinate/sequence work requirements; Review job 
progress against agreed goals; Communicate information to others; Prepare and interpret 
work procedures; Estimate materials and resource requirements; Apply data analysis 
techniques and tools; Basic work planning and organisation theory; Occupational Health and 
Safety; Team goals; Enterprise permit procedures; Relevant plant and equipment; Relevant 
statutory requirements; Appropriate engineering and design practices and procedures; 
Enterprise recording procedures; Appropriate tools, equipment and materials required to do 
the work; Basic team communication process; Time management techniques. 

Other: Skill & Knowledge requirements may also be met by completion of modules mapped 
to the competency unit. (Users may modify this form to list modules.) 

Critical Evidence 
Fully 

Achieved 
Assessor 
Initials 

Ability to read, interpret and use equipment and system 
manuals and specifications, and relevant enterprise policy and 
documentation. 

  

Application of all related OHS requirements and work 
practices. 

  

Demonstration of customer focus and consideration of 
customer needs. 

  

 


